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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials inthis coUrse

package were selected by the National Center for Research in,

VOcationalJEducation MilitarY
durriculum Project for dissent-

ihation to'the six regional;CUrriculum,CoordinatiOn Centers and

other instructional materials 'agencies. The purpose of

disseninating these courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to.vocational

educators in'the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project

staff amd practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were.specific to the military

were deleted, copyrighted-materials were either omitted or appro-:

val for their use was obtained. These course'packages contain

curriculum'resOurce materiala which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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Cours Description:

This course includes three pamphlets. The information covered is:

Aircraft maintenance managemeut, reCords and reports.. ,This section concerns
the standardized maintenance management syetet. Its design ensures maximum
use of manpower, material, and enuipment.

Sheet metal layout and forming covers simple shop mathematics. Also included

are the different forming processes used on aircraft parts.
,

Aircraft da age iepair is ,divided into: Damage Repair Procedures, whidh dis-

cusses the Aspection and classification'of aircraYt damage,....types gf repairs

to b made, and selection of repair materials; Reinforced Plagtic'and Sandwich

Const ction Repair, whicH includes general procedures fol. repairing rein-

forced astic and sandwich construction components; Riveting Procedures,

*which outlines *rules fo; selecting and using rivets for an aircraft repait.
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This pamphhd contains original material developed at the
Coast/Guard Institute and alsb eicerpts from:

' Air Operations Manual r M3710.1
,.,.. Aeronautical _Engineering Maintenance _

. .. Manageniint Manual. M13020.1

Air Force Technical Order System . TO 00-5-1

. Aircraft, bi-one and Air Launched Missile
Inspections, Flight Reports, and
Supportilig Documents TO 00-20-5

:
Configuration Management Systems TO 00-20-4
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1
Introductiofi to Federal Simply Catalogs

. ,
and Related Publications , NA VSUP 4000
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Directives, Publications, and

Repgrts Index .
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... Aeronautical Engineering Publications Index M 1:3005.1
.. Commandant Instruction 4410.3'

AICPINST 4231.1
Comptroller Requisitioning Handbook
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IMPORTANT NO7E: In July, 1981, the informatical

contained in this pamphlet was current according to the latest updates

of those Directives/Publications lthed. This pamphlet was compiled for
training ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of official Directives or
p(Iblications. It is always YOUR responsibility to ,eep' abreast of the

latest professional informadon available for your rate.

The personnel responsible for the latest review and

update of the material in this component during July 1981 are:

ATCS B. L. Ely (Subject Matter Specialist)

D..Burns (Education Specialist)

YN2 D. J. Laase -4:typist/Typographer)

e "

Questions about the, text should be addressed to your Subject Matter Specialist.
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INTRODUCTION

1

This pa hlet outlines the purpose and scope of Coast Guard air-
craft mainten ce administration. To ensure the readiness of Coast
Guard aircraft, all aviation maintenance personnel must be thoroughly
familiar with the infermationlEat will be presented here.

\

Four major topics will be drscussed in this pamphlet:

.(1) Aircraft maintenance management
(2) Aircraft records and reports
(3) liaintenance.publications: and directives
(4) Aviation supply ,

First, we will discuss the general Purpose and organization of the Coast Guard
aircraft maintenance management. system. We will not attempt to include all the
aircraft inspection information you will need to do your job. More specific details are
available in the Aeronautical Engineering Maintenance Management Manual
M13020.1 ;

Following the general discussion of maintenance management, we
will describe the records, reports, directives, and publications used
in Coast Guard aircraft maintenance. You will learn how to prepare
maintenance records and reports, mul how to order and use Air Force
technical orders and Coast Guard technical orders, directives, and
publications. The Air Force Technical Order System will be dipcussed in
detail.

The last section of thelia-mph t provides instructions for ob-,

taining materials you will need for aircra intenance. We will ,cover
cnly those 'aspects of aviation supply that havedi et application to
maintenance.

This- pamiihlet is divided into four sections; each section in,7

eludes a list of objectives, text material, a self-quiz, and an answer
key. At the end of the pamphlet is a multiple-choice review quiz. The
.quiz items are designed to test your mastery of the objectives, which
emphasize the most important points of the text.

Ta get the Most from this pamphlet, you should use the study tips
pravided in the INSTRUCTIONS sheet for this'course.
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AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYgTEM

OBVECTIVEi

When you complete this section, you will, he able to:

1. Describe the organization of the typical Coast GLaid air station Engineering
Section; list the duties of each subsection of the Engineering Section.

2. Explain 'the purpose° of the aircraft inspection system and the various types
of inspections performed on aircraft.

3. Use anainteirance procedure cards (MPC's) and inspection work cards
to perform aircraft and engine inspections.

4. Maintain aircraft status boards.

5. State the types and purposes of the various post-maintenance functional checks.

6. State the hnaintenance levels used in Coast Guard aviation and describe their
purpose.

7. Explain, the functions of prime units; name the prime units for specific aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

The Coast Guard aircraft maintenance man-
agement system was designed to ensure maximum
use of manpower, material; and equipment. It
also established standard maintenance procedures
and organizations to adcomplish maintenance on
Coast Guard aircraft and associated equipment.
The adoption of standard organizations and pro-
cedures promotes a high degree of uniformity
among all actkvities in the methods used to
manage and use maintenancepersonnel, material,
and facilities. This results in a decrease in
the time required to indoctttnate recently as-
signed personnel.

A new aircraft is expected to fill a specific
need and accomplish a certain mission. Enough
personnel, material, and equipment. must .be

planned, procured, and assigned to maintain
this aircraft in a ready status for a given
length of time.

The improvement of aircraft'readiness is of
utmost importance. Costly, compleVsystems and
spares demand maximum attention to the re-
pair of critical items to enable aircrift to be in
a ready status. It is therefore mandatory that
all maintenance personnel have% thorough know-
ledge of the established procedures.

a.
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ORGANIZATION

The Coast Guard aircraft maintenance man-
agement, system is a compositq of Air Force
and Navy systems, commercial procedures, and
Coast Guard developed procedures. Theobjective
of this system is to ensure that assigned material
is serviceable, safely operable, and properly
configured to meet the mission requirements.
This is accomplthheit by performing maintenance
which includes, but is not limited to, inspection,
repair, overhaul, modification, p res e rvat ion, Ses-
ting, and condition or performance aniilysis.
These tasks should be completed on a preblanned
scheduled basis. Proper planningprovides super-
visory personnel with the workload plans re-
quired for timely accomplishment through the
efficient use of personnel, facilities, and equip-
ment. Proper planning reduc'es unschedUled main-
tenance events and allows for an orderly pro-
gression of maintenance actions toward returning
material to a safe and operable condition.

The degree' of equipment readiness at an
operating unit must be directly related to the
assigned mission. Failure to recognize equipment
reainess requirements may permit excessive
equipment deficiencies and maintenance backlog.
On the other hand, unrealistically high readiness
requirements may cause essential maintenance
to be deferred. Either extreme reduces the unit
mission capability. Each commanding officer



must make equipment available for maintenance
when the resources are available. He must ensure
that maintenance is completed in an orderly and
timely manner to meet the assighed mission re-
quirement. The key to:mission success is the
sustained ability to provide safe, reliable, and .
properly configured equipment at the time and
place it is required.

The equipment maintenance function has three
basic elements: management, technical, and pro-
duction. The Ae.ronautical Engineering Division
(G-EAE) of Coast Guard Headquarters has the
primary responsibility for management; G-EXE is
also a focal point for technical and engineering:
support for systems and equipment. The Air-
craft Repair and Supply .Center and the "prime,
units" (to .be discussed later) perform most of'444'
the technical maintenance engineering under the
direction of G-EAE. Operating activities are con-
cerned primarily with maintenance production.
They provide the basic data., for maintenance
engineering decisions.,Maintenance production is
the performance of equipment maintenance and
related functions, .suclixas servicing, repairing,
testing, overhaul, modification, calibration, con-
version, and inspection. These tasks are carried
out at two levels: unit anti depot.

As defined by the Coast Guard,.unit-level
maintenance includes bgth of the Department of
Defense (DOD) levels described as organizational
and intermediate. A using organization performs
unit-level maintenance on assigned equipment.
Unit-level maintenance normally consists of in-
specting, servicing, lubricating, adjusting, and
replacing parts, minor assemblies, and sub-
assemblies. It also consists of: (1) calibrating,
repairing, or replacing damaged or unserviceable
parts, components, or assemblies; (2) modi-
fication of material and emergency manufacturing
of unavailable 'parts; and (3) providing tech-
nical assistance to using organizations.

Depot-level maintenance is the responsibility
of, and is performed by, designated maintenance
activities to augment stocks of serviceable ma-
terial and to support unit level maintenance
activities. Depot-level maintenance includes more
extensive shop facilities and equipment, and
peisonnel of higher technical skill than are
normally available at the lower levels of main-
tenance. It normally consists of: (1) repairing,
modifying, overhauling, reclaiming, or rebuilding
parts, assemblies, subassemblies, components

1_
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and end items; (2) emergency manufacturing of
unavailable parts; and (3) providing technical
assistance to using activities. Depot-level main-
tentence is normally accomplished at AR&SC
and other overhaur activities designated by
Commandant (G-EAE).

ENGINEERING SECTION ORGANIZATION ..

Since the Engineering Section at a Coast
Guard air station controls the Coast Guard
craft maintenance management system, we will
describe the organization of a tYpical Engineering
Section.

The Coast Guard Organization Manual (CG-
229) describes' the manner in which all Coast
Guard units fit into the basic pattern of organ-
ization and command. The Coast Guard Air
Operations Manual (CG-333) sets forth the min-
imum requfrements for organizing, adminis-
tering, and operating aviation units. The fol-
lowing paragraphs describe the function and
duties of the Engineering iSection organization
components as explained in CG-333.

FfEADAViATtONENGINEERING SECTION

The details of the Engineering Section or-
ganization at an individual air unit must be
tailored to the size and mission of the unit.
The adopted organization must retain the empha-
sis on quality assurance and must comply with
the characteristics and principles of organ-
ization, functions of management, and concept
of staff as set forth in the preface of the Organ-
ization Manual, CG-229. The Head, Aviation
Engineering Section shall:

Manage the Aviation Engineering Section
and be responsible to the commanding officer
for the maintenance of aircraft, associated equip-
ment, and facilities including avionics and sur-
vival/rescue equipment. He must realize that
the primary purpose of his section is to pro-
vide properly, maintained aircraft to support the'
unit's operational Mission. -

Administer the Aviation Engineering Sec-
tion in accordance with policies, procedures,
reports, and applicable technical instructions.

Administer the aircraft maintenance pro-
gram to provide for necessary maintenance,
routine inspection, and servicing of aircraft



and associated equipment. This program inclaides

the folloZvinc (1) the necessary disassembly,
cleanint, repair, modification, test, inspection,
assembly, and preservation; (2) special work
and compliance with technical directives and local
.instructions; (3) assurance of high quality of

all work; (4) maintenance (If records and tech-
.

nical publications; .(5) maintenance of tools
and other support equipment; (6) timely, ef-
fective, and economical materfal'and parts sup-
port for niaintenance needs; and (7) training
of assigned personnel including 'the Plane Cap-
tain Examining Board.

Continuously and p rogress ively analyz& the
mission- of the section under changing circum-
stances to identify"all functions required in sup-
port of the mission and assign them for per-
formance, and to initiate timely planning for
future requirements.

Coordinate maintenance scheduling with Op-

erations Section .requirements, giving proper
consideration to priority work, availability of
skills and man-hours, availability of materials,
tools, and equipment, adequacy and use of facili-
ties.

Establish sui programs as fuel and oil
contamination prevention, foreign object damage
prevention, and corrosion control.

Promulgate and ensure complianc,e with qual-
ity, maintenance, safety, and security procedures.

Plan, budget for, and request the facilities,
equipment, and manpower required to accomplish
the maintenance program necessary to support,
the' unit's operational requirements. Administer
section funds.

. Perform the duties of the head of a "de-
partment" as specified by Coast Guard Reg-
ulations.

The Engineering Sectiop at an air station
has five subsections:, Quality Assurance, Engi-
neering Administration, Aviation Matelal, Air-
craft Maintenance, and Avionics Maintenance.

QUALITY ASSURANCE SUBSECTION

The duties of the Quality Assurance Sub-
section are:

tg
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Determine the quality of maintenance through-
out the unit's aircraft maintenance complex,
and give complete, impartial reports and recom-
mendations which will help to eliminate errors
th aircraft maintenance. Establish a relationship
with the individual maintenance supervisors which
will' ensure adiquate corrective action on all
discrepancy reports; frequently check wtth main-
tenance supervisors to deternitrie whether in-
spdction coverage is adeqtiate and is assisting
maintenance personnel.

Maintain the master library of all technical
publications and directives. Review all incoming
technical publicattons and directives to deter-
mine their application to quality assurance; absist
in p.reparation of local maintenance instructions;
ensure that each maintenance organization segr
ment has available all publications applicable to
its work area find that these publications are
kept current.

Review work orders, tnspection sheets, air-
craft maintenance records, and 'all logs and
records pertaining to the aircraft for recurring
discrepancies requiring special action.

Ensure that established and adequate pro-
cedures are observed for conductinggroundtests,
routine ahd special inapections. Perform quality
inspections On representative work to ensure that
the desired quality level is being attained; ensure
that maintenance personnel are observing cur-
rent standard procedures in the repair and bench
test of components.

Ensure all work guides, c tktiflists, work
cards, and test flight forms to define on control
maintenance are complete and current.

Participate in flight verification checks and
test flights; enture that test pilots and crews
are .briefed before test flights sb thilt the pur-
pose and objectives of the flights are clearly
understood.

Ensure that the configuration of aircraft
ahd aircraft components is such that all es-
sential Modifications have been incorporated.
Ensure that support equipment meets calibriltion
and safety requirements.

Review Unsatisfactory Reports (UR's) and
Aviation Electronics Maintenance Records (CG-
4237's) to detect trends with the objective of
determining when discrepancies in any area are
ascending or exceeding mrmal limits.



Approve or reject .cornpleted work based
on appropriate standards.

-
se Spot-check equipment received for use, or

returned for repair, to assure that its con-
dition, identification, packaging, preservation,
and configuration are satisfactory and, when
applicable, that shelf life limits- 'have not been
exceeded.

Establish qualifications requirements for
quality assurance inspectors and collateral duty
qu al Ity assurance inspectors; review the qualifica-
tions of personnel assigned to these positions;
maintain a record .of all aesignated inspectors.

ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATION SUBSECTION

The duties of the Eigineering Administration
subsection are:

Provide administrative and clerical services
for the Aviation Engineering Section. Establish
and control a system for correspondence receipt,
distitibution, reply, and filing. Ensure submission
of all required reports. Prepare and distribute
internal maintenance directiVes, schedules,, and
information. Maintain aircraft logbooks and his-
torical records.

Properly distribute all nontechnical infor-
mation and publications.

Supervise and coordinate engineerinendmin-
istrative responsibilities with other sections.as
requi red.

E s tabl h and coordinate aviation engi nee ring
section training requirements and obtain neces-
sary school quotas to support these requirements,
using available Class "C" and cOmmercial
schools; program for and provide adequate on-
the-job training; provide for engineering re-
lated aircrew training. Coordinate with Operations
Section in providing SAR aircrew training.

Control classified material required by the
-sectnn.

,AVIATION MATERIAL, SUBSECTION

The duties of the Aviation Material Sub-
section are:

4

Forecast changes in the supply require-
ments of the Aviation Engineering Section and
properly present thedi to the unit's Sufiply Sec-
tion; accomplish effective follow-up procedures
to assure timely, effective, and economical sup-
port for all maintenance needs.

Maintain liaison with the Supply Section,
and provide technical advice for prOcurement
and requisitioning of aviation engineering .sup-
plies and allowance list snares.

Keep the Head, Aviation Engineering Section
advised of the overall supply situation as it
affects the aircraft maintenance program.

Compile and analyze maintenance usage data,
Not Operationally Ready due to Supply (NORS)
and Not Operationally Ready due to Maintenance
(NORM) experience; recommend changeffl to
stocking lists when justified.

Inventory aircraft upon receipt and transfer,
and ensure that proper inventory log entries
are made.

Be responsible, fo'r procurement, custody,
issue, and condition of all general and special
tools required by the Aviation Engineering Sec-
tion.

Request, receive, identify, classify, store,
and issue all special ayiation material required
by the Aviation Engineering Section.

Assist tilt Supply Section in maintaining a
complete inventory, of material required In the
operation of the Aviation Engineering Section
and initiating immediate replacement of estab-
lished stocking levels.

Periodically spot-check aviation materiel in
supply to ensure shelf life has not expired.

Assist in estimating budgetaiy needs and'.
administering funds allotted for procurement of
material and services. Establish interyl methods .
and procedures by which maintenance personnel
can obtain required material to support the
maintenance effort.

Begin action for the stirvey of material
if actountable items are lost, damaged or
destroyed.

1 8



Recommend add control cannibalization in
accordance with applicable directives when such
action is advisable and in the best interest of
the maintenance operation.

Manage the operation of the Aviation Engi-
neering Section tool room(s).

Ensure that All Class 265 material is care-
fully screened and a positive determination is,
made that repair of such -material is beyond
unit or local repair capability. Ensure that
material is properly tagged, packaged, and ex-
peditiously processed.,"

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SUBSECTION

The duties of ihe Aircraft Maintenance Sub-
section are:

Direct preventive and corrective maintenance
of airframes, engine accessories, survival/res-
cue devices, equipment, and the shop facilities
associated with the aviation mission.

Plan and schedule assigned aircraft through
all phases of maintenance. Perform progress
checks on all work assigned; maintain aircraft
maintenance status boards and keep the proper
personnel informed of aircraft status.

Plan, schedule, and control all maintenance
of- aircraft and associated equipment , cons ide ring:

1. Priority work to be accomplished.

2. Availability of skills and man-hours.."

3. Availability of material.

4. Availability of tools and equipment.

5. Availability and adequacy of facilities.

Request required material from the Aviation
Material Subsection for the maintenance of air-
craft.. and equipment. Establish a system to
ensUre delivery of necessary items at the re-
quired time and place.

Direct 'and coordinate all activities of the
Aircraft Maintenance Subsection. Receive work
requests from other sections and schedule ac-
complishment of the work.

Ensure that maintenance instructions are
prepared when required.
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Ebsure prompt and safe movement of air-
craft to fa6ilitate the maintenand'e effort. Pre-
pare necessary aircraft parking plati.k,.

Maintain a current status of all ground
osupport equipment including inspection require-
ments compliance.

Provide aircildt line maintenance including
aircraft preflight, aircraft postflight, aircraft
servicing, and transient maintenance. Correct all
aircraft discrepancres. Carry out an active pro-
gram guarding against foreign object datriage.

Supervise the operation of the aviatia fuel
storage facility and execcise overall sufervision
of all. fuel handling operations.

Coordinate the training of taxi signalmen
and tractor and mobile ground power unit op-

,erators with the Engineering AdministrationSub-
seVion. Provide for aircraft security including
tiedowns and checks for assigned aircraft.

Accomplish required aircraft runup, air-
craft- washing, and aircraft interior cleanup.

Coordinate, supervise, and complete all air-
craft scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.

Promptly acdomplish all work orders 'in
accordance with established priorities.

Process repairable material to a serviceable
status.

Maintain assigned shop equipment and ready-
for-issue" (RFI) items. Program and budget for
economical repairs or replacement of equipment.

Ensure that all material and equipment are
properly stored, secured, and accounted for.

Ensure precision measurement equipment
is calibrated and certified in accordance with
current directives.

Establish the level of maintenance required
in accdrdance with current directives and 'as=
sure shop facilities are adequate for the needs.

Maintain oxygen and armament (JATO, drop
tank jettison, etc.) system components, para-
chutes, para-drop kits, life rafts, life jackets,
droppable SAR equipment, aminunition,pyrotech-
nics, and parachute flares.

-1
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Prepare Unsatisfactory Reports of aero-
nautical material in.the rough and forward 'them .

to the Engineering Administration Subsection.

Request shop material required;periodfcally
review, shop usage and.establish inventory low
levels.

AVIONICS MAINTENANCE SUBSECTION

The duties of the Avionics Maintenance
Subsection are:.

Manage the Avionics Maintenance Subsection
and maintain electronic and electrical equipment_
and shop facilitiesr

Administer the subsection in accordance with
controlling directives of higher authority con-
cerning policies, procedures, reports, and ap-
plicable technical instructions. ,

Plan, schedule, ana control the avionics main-
tenance program to provide for the necessary
Maintenance, routine' inspection/setvicing, and
calibration 'of avionics equipment and the as-
sociated test equipment. This shall include:

1. Disassembly, cleaning, examination,
repair, modification, test, inspec-
tion, assembly and piPenervation of
all equipment as necessary.

2. Special work necessary for com-
pliance with technical directives.

3. Maintenance of avionics records
and technical publications.

4. Maintenance of tools and other sup-
port equipment.

5. Training of ubsection personnel
including the supervision of the
avionicsman aircrew training.

Assign personnel as necessary to the Air-
craft Maintenance Subsection to meet scheduled
and line maintenance requirements.

Coordinate maintenance scheduling'with the
Aircraft Maintenance Subsection, giving proper
consideration to priority of work, availability
of skills and manhours, availability of materials,
tools and equipment, adequacy and utilization
of facilities.

Promulgate and ensure cornpigance with main-
tenance, safety, and security proallures.
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AIRCRAFT INSPECTION SYSTEM

At the time of this pamphlet Update, all
Coast Guard aircraft, except the HU-16, are
maintained under the Computerized Maintenance
System. The HU-16 aircraft is still maintained
under the Workcard System developed by the
Coast Guard. This maintenance information is
outlined in the Coast Guard Aeronautical Engi-
neering Maintenance Management Manual (CG-
452), dated 6 August 1979

We will not attempt to incorporate in- this
pamghlettoall the aircraft inspection information
contained in the Maintenance Management Manual.
This training pamphlet provides only general -
information to acquaint you with the Coast Guard
aircraft maintenance. systems. You shotild refer
to the Maintenance managemeni Manual (CG-452)
for specific inspection criteria for each type of I
Coast Guard air:craft. (See figure 1).

DEFINITION OF INSPECTIONS

Maintenance inspections, varying in scope,
-purpose and frequency, are performed on assigned
aircraft to ensure that aircraft are retained in
a serviceable cOndition. 'Because of the variety
of inspection terminology generated by military
and commercial maintenance systems, USCG
aircraft inspection types and application are
herein defined under tri6 categories: Routine
and Special.

Routine Inspectione

The following inspections are considered
routine:

1. Preflight Inspection. The mainfenance
preflight inspection is to be accomplished
prior to the first flight of the day and
remains effective for 24 hours provided
no subsequent maintenance has been
performed. The preflight inspection con-
sists of checking the aircraft for flight
preparedness by performing visual ex-
aminations and operational tests to dis-
coyer defects and inaladTustments which,
if not corrected, could adversely affect

Riksafety or mission accomplishment.
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2. Thruflight 'Inspection. The thruflight in-
spection requirements are accomplished
as a turnaround inspection before take-
off on the second and each subsequent
flight of the day on selected types of
aircraft. Units operating aircraft auth-
orized to use the thruflight system will
have satisfied the. requirements forpre-

_flight certification on the Aircraft Flight
Record (Form CG-4377) after completing
a thruflight.

3. Basic Postflight Inspection. The basic
postflight inspection will be ac om-
plished after the last flight of the9flying
period. This , inspection consists of
checking the aircraft to determine if
it is suitable for continued flight. Cer-
tain components, systems, or areas
are visually inspected to issure that no
defects exist whicheould be detrimental
to further flight. Additionally, the post-
flight checking for leaks, chafing, mal-
adrustments, etc., should disclose de-
fects requiring correction before dete-

-, riorating into major maintenance items.
The postflight inspection frequency
ranges from once a day to once per
week, depending on the type of aircraft
involved.

4. s e ct ion. These in-
spections are designed to provide ser-
vicing and verification of satisfactory
functioning of critical systems/cop-.
ponents at frequent intervals, (i.e.,
HH52A 10 Hour, C-131A Weekly). The
frequency of these inspections prohibit
?fay. of the computer for scheduling.

5. Intermediate Inspection. (HU-16E only)
The intermediate inspection is a limited
overall examination of the condition
of the aircraft. It includes certain re-
quirements that are also applicable to the
preflight/thruflight/postflight inspec-
tions plus requirements that must be
applied at periods occurring more fre-
quently than major inSpection.

6. Major Inspection. (Ht116E only) The
major inspection is a thorough and
searching examinatior&of the aircraft.
It includes items that are alsoapplicable
to the intermediate inspections.

7. CMS Maintenance Due List (MDL). Those
maintenance tasks previously required
during periodic/phased inspections will
now appear as separate line items on
the MDL. Subdivided into three sections;
Hourly, Calendar, and Operations, this
report ensures a thorough and searching
examination of all systems and com-
ponents on a scheduled basis.

Special Inspections

Special inspections are certain additional
inspections, distinct in frequency from .those
routine inspections described above. They are
conditional upon the operational environment,
specific incidents, or other circtunstairobs re-
quiring inspections. The myriad number of sPecial
inspections required for' all aircraft and cir-
cumstances are too numerous and chan to
list. A few types are given in the fol ing
items to illustrate their distinction from
ROUTINE:

, 1.. Overtemperature, Overboost, Over-
speed, Metal Contaminatiog (etc.), In-
spections. These types of special in-
speetions-define the specific maintenance
actions to be taken basee upon the cir-
cumstances of the event. These inspec-
tions have been documented into existing
manuals, as the result of actual prior
experiences or a high probability of en-
countering the event.

2. TCTO/ITCTO. A TCTO/ITCTO may be
. issued to perform a one-time inspec-

tion of an aircraft component or sys-
tem. This action is normally generated
by a reported safety of flight incident
or failure trend. Normally TCTO's will
appear `on thi'e MDL for action. In any
event, all TCTO/ITCTO compliance shall
be reported to the computer center,
(via the Blank Update Form), for re-
cording in the Aircraft History Report.

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

Inspection Interval

The calendar and flight hour inspection
due times listed in the,A ircraft Inspection Criteria
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(CG-452) and the CMS Maintenance Due Lists
are the 'maximum intervals for completion of
one to the start of the next inspection. The
inspection schedules are ,limits based upon aver-
age operating experience. Whenever an air-
Craft or engine accumulates the limiting number
of hours before the calendar interval has expired, v
the inspection becomes due and will be performed,
(i.e C130 Basic ostflight), Commanding Of-
ficers are, responsible for the adequate main-
tenance and corrosion-control of aircraft in their
custody and are to impose such other inspection
requirements as necessary to meet differidg en-
vironmental and operational conditions as may
exist.

Extension of Interval

Maintenance Due List items other than Opera-
tions may be delayed a maximum of 30 days for
calendar items for 10 percent for hourly items
at,the discretien of the Commanding Officer or
his designated rwresentative. Failure to accom-
plish actions within this time frame shall require
grounding of the aircraft. Maintenance require-
ments grouped under. Operations category are in-
tended to be accomplished within the month sche-
duled. Individual items of the Operation may be
extended through the next month when authorized
by the Commanding Officer, or his designated
representative, due to extended deployment; ur-
gent operational requirements, or environmental
factors which preclude accomplishment, (i.e.,
engine wash at extreme- ternperatures). The
following restrictions apply to performing main-.
tenance actions early:

1. Thirty days/10 percent maximum for
.P scheduled component changes.

2. Operations - early accomplishment to
meet operational commitments shall be
authorized by G-EAE On an individual
basis.

3. There are no restrictions on all other
maintenance actions.

Interruption of Interval
4The accumulation of calendar time on an air-

craft/engine is halted for the period that the air-
craft/engine is in storage, extended repair or
lengthy modification status. Calendar time ac-
crual is resumed when the aircraft/engine re-
turns to operational status. The Commandant "g
(G-EAE) will determine and authorize on an
individual occurrence basis those situations which

8
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constitute causes for interval interruption; When
anticipated, timely input to the computer center
should be provided tO adjust maintenance due
list requirements.

Inspection Facilities

Aircraft missions are planned, if possible,
SP that intermediate, major, and CMS inspec-
tions are performed at the' home station, where
adequate persOnnel, parts, tools, and equipment
are available. This ensures a high level of
quality control and minimum NOR (Not Opera-
tionally, Ready) time.

Aircraft Transfer

If it is necessary to transfer aircraft when
a routine or special inspection, change, TCTO,.
or other matntenance requirement has not been
compleied due to the lack of paits, kits, special
tools, or other reasons, the transferring ac-.'
tivity must perform the following acttons:

1. A dethiled logbook entry describing the
deficiency.

2. A letter describing the deficiency must
be forwarded through channels to the
receiving activity with a copy to the
Commandant (G-EAE)..

NOTE: Submittal of Pre-overhaul report re-
quired by CO-452, *ill constitute corn
pliance with this requirement.

Whenever an aircraft, (except C-130 to PDM),
is transferred the following shall accompany the,
aircraft:

(1) Logbook.
) Change Kits.

Computerized Aircraft History Reports
(current month and final report for each
previous year).

(4) Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program
(SOAP) records for engines/gearboxes.

(5) Airframe and engine status reports:
(6) Completed CG-4377's (Part III) for prev-

ious 3 months. .

(7) Completed Maintenance 'Procedure -
Cards (MPC's) on file (makimum prey-

. ious 3 months).
(8) All pending scheduled MPC's.
(9) All other current computerized reports.



NOTE: ItemT (6) through (9) above shall -not ac-
company all aircraft being transferred
into overhaul at AROSC and may be dis-
carded once the aircraft is inducted. ThiS
does not apply to depot level mainte-
nance Other than overhaul, i.e., crash
damage repair. -

Two complete sets of unscheduled MPC's
(includin binders),_shall accompiny the
aircraft ,if no replat.ement aircraft is
anticipated.

(6) Completedg MPC's on file (maximum
previous 3 months).

(7) TWO complete decks of unscheduled
MPC's, including binders, if no replace-

* ment liircraft is anticipated,.

NOTE: Al/ other current computerized re'ports
and, all pending scheduled MPC's sh,all
te returned to the computer center 'once*.

, the aircraft is inducted into PDM.\
I Basic Inspection Concert - Cqmputerized Fiain'tenance`System CMS)

2. Routine Inspection Cycle

a. Airframe

Preflight

Ipspection/
Interval Requiremedts Itemarlr

Prior to first.. -CMS Valid rq 24 hours. A com-
flight of the , *led postflight eliminates the
day requirements for next day's

preflight unless maintenance is
performed after that p;tflight.
Hqwever. fuel sumps d filter
drains shall be checked prior to
the first flighteacli

Conwletion constitutes author-
ization for certification pr pre-
flig/ht on GP-4377

Completion chnstitutes author-
ization for certification of pre-
flight on CG-4377

.Thruflight

Postflight

.
Prisr to second CMS
andlubsequent
flight of each
day

After Fast
flight of ffie
day

Weekly Every siven
days

CMS

CMS Valid, for seven days.
May be accomplished early tO
meet scheduling requirements.

hi-monthly 60 days CMS 1-12
Operation

b. Engioe As sZheduled by'CMS

c. Special InsPections -As scheduled by CMS

- Figure 1. - C-131A INSPECTION CRITERIA.

When a ..C-130 is transferred to PDM, the
s: following shall accompany the aircraft;

(1) Logbook.
(2) Change Kits.
(3) Colotterized Aircraft History Reports

(current month and fina1 report for each
Rrevious year).

(4) Spectrometic Oil Analysis Program
(SOAP) records for engines b.nd gear-
boxes. .

(5)- Completed CG-4377's (Part III) forprev-
ious 3 months.

9
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Insptction/Discrepancy Records. Completed
MPC's, Squawk Reports and FORM CQ-5181
(Carry Forward Discrepancies) will be retained
by unit for a period cf three months; they may
then be` discarded.

COMPUTERIZED MAINTENANCE
SYSTEMS (CMS)

GENERAL 4

The Computerized Maintenance System de-
veloped ' for Coast Guard Aircraft (except the

stIr



HU-16E), l'holudtes aU. previously applicable in-
spection requirliments; 'however, the require-
ments are presented in a different format. In-
stead of accomplishing a large number of main-
tenance tiskts during an extended periodic down
time, tasks\ are completed and accounted fort_
ono., an individual- basis. This allows more
operational and maintenance flexibility and man-
hours savings: The savings and flexibility are
made possible by Utilizing a computer system
to keep track of the large volume of daily
maintenance activities. The .peri2dióiphase in-:
.spections previously accomplished are no longer
required, once an aircraft is initiated into CMS.
The CMS will commence on unit aircraft Upon
receipt of the computer generated maintenande
matexial..The CMS program ethploys a computer
to maintain status .records, schedule maintenance
tasks, .and report the results of maintenance
operations. From updated computer data files,
a series of reports and inforndition covering all
maintenance tasks is generated. Each report
is complete within itself and, with one eXcept-
ion, when new reports ire received, the pre-
vious ones may be discarded' (the last Aircraft;
History Report of each calendar year shall be
retained for permanent record). These . reports
are submitted to each 'operating unft at the fre-
quency indicated, and selected reports are sub-
mitted to ARSISC and the Commandant (G-EAE).

CMS FORMS
The following is a list of CMS fcrms and

prescribed procedures:

1. Maietenance Requirements List (MEL).
The document that initiates amaircraft
on the CMS. The MEL Contains a listing
of significant components of the air-
craft with bla(ic areas fox reco.rding the
present status of each component. such
as the part number, serial number,
date installed, aircraft hours at installa-
tion, time since new (TSN) and time **
since overhaul ow) at the time of in-
stallation. In addition, the MEL lists
all services and inspections required
with blank areas for recording the date
and aircraft hours when last accom-
plished. After the computer center maln-
tenance analyst or operating activity re-
cords the latest information for each
maintenance function beIng tracked on the
MRL, the present status of die aircraft
will be known.
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Aircraft Status Report (ASR). The ASH
is printed monthly and supersedes the
previous month': report which should
be driiscarded. It details the present over-
all status of the aircraft (including
engine and propeller informatiOn on
C-131's) as of the report date listed
on the upper right-hand corner of each
page. The ASH contains such informa-
tion. as part numberl serial number,
average man-hours for replacement and
unit time of components presently in-
stalled .on the aircraft. It also lists
the frequencies for performing the ser-
vices, inspections and component re-
placements.. In addition, the ASR lists
the date and aircraft hours when com-
ponents were installed, when inspections
and services were lest complied with
and when they will be due again. Each

-individual task is Identified by a six
digit number. The first two digits identify
the appropriate ATA-10,0 chapter while
the last four digits are used for date
retrieial. ATA-100- is the specifica-
tion published by.. the Air Transport

peitaining to manufacturers chnical
AsSbciatiori that assigns subjet matter

data in specific groupings or chapters.
The Aircraft Status Report is printed on
blue lined Paper.

3. Engine and Propeller Status Report:
The Engine and Propeller (C-130 only)
gtatus Reports are printed monthly and,
as with the Aircraft Status Report, are
on blue ,lined paper. Each separate
report details the present status of the
engine or propeller currently installed
by part number, serial number, and
position, as well as those components
by part number and serial number that
are installed, on it or which make up
the totil .or "quick engine change"
(QEC) assembly. Service items or in-
spectip pertaining to the engine, pro-
pellers or installed components are also
listed. In addition, each report indicates
the date and hours (both aireraft and
engine) . when last installed as well as
the engine hours remaining .until next
removal or inspection: Each report will
move with the engine or pr8peller it
pertains to as a permanent record or
traveler. If a spare engine or propeller
from overhaul dr from another air-
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craft is installed, the reports are moved
in the same manner as the engines or
propellers. When the next month's re-
ports are received, file engine that was
a spare .will be shown installed in
its proper position on the reported air-
craft while the engine that was removed.
will now be indicated in a spare status
at the appropriate operating activity.
As new reports are received each month,
the old reports are discarded.

4. Airéraft Maintenance Due List (MDL):
The Maintenance Due List (MDL), printed
on red lined paper, is printed monthly
and follows the same general fornfat as
the Aircraft Status Report. The re'po,rt
chronologically covers a two (2) month
period ahead a any given date and lists'
all scheduled maintenance requirements
(inspection; services and component re-
placements) that will become due by
scanning through the Aircraft Status
Report and Printing all tasks thatlfall
equal to or below the aircraft hours
and/or calendar time for that period of
projected aircraft utilitation. Each
maintenance requirement that appears as
due On the Maintenance Due List shall
be specifically referenced to the appro-
priate Maintenance ' Procedure Card
needed to accomplish Ihe task. The
MIE43 is subdivided into three (3) sec-
tions with each maintenance require-
ment listed in order of urgency within
that pirticular requirement section. The
three sections are HOURLY, CALENDAR
and OPERATIONS.

'a. Hourly Due List: Those maintenance
tasks whose 'compliance is governed
by accumulating a required amount
of flying hours since they were last
complied %Nth.

b. Calendar Due List: Those mainte-
nance tdsks whose compliarice is
governed by accumulattag a required
amount of 'calendar time (in months)
since they were last cmnplie,i with.

C. Operations Due List: Those meta-
tenance tasks whose compliarice is
governed by accumulating a required
amount of time (usually calendar)
since they were last complied with
and, because of the repetitive nature
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or complexity of the tasks, have
been grouped with similar tasks into-
predetermined operation cycles by
COMDT (G-EAE).

If any task falls due in More than one
MDL section of calendar or hours, a
dash (-) will appear next to the card
number. All the paintenance require-
ments, previously listed on the 'Mainte-
nance Dile List.that have not been re-
ported .as cOmplifid with since they first
appeared will 114 signified with an "R"
next to the '..dde numbbr. The ."R"
idezitifies it as a repeat item iriMcatlng
ihat a Maintenance Procedure Card -has
been mailed to the operating activity
with previous reports and no further MPC
will be Sent. Any maintemince fask
what happens to become due prior to the
lasr actual reported aircraft hours or
before the date of the MDL it appears
On, vfll be listed as an overdue item
at the top of the page. The word ovgR-
DUE will print under the Next Due column

to signify .these items. TcTO's, other
than those accomplished in PDM, will
be listed as PENDING, (vice "OVER-
DUE "), .with a due pate as that date it
first appears on the MDL PDM TCTO's
will °be listed as due on picojected date
the aircraft enters PMD.. Normally,
TCTO's involving kils will .not beis-
sued until the kits are available at
AR&k. The MDL will continue to list
rescinded TCTO's on new or oyerhau-
led components if there is no record
of compliance. It will. be the drift re-
sponsibility to verify the TCTO ha's
been complied with, and update the
computer accordingly. Each new updated
Maintenance Due List supersedes the
Previous one which should be -discarded
upon receipt orthe updated MDL.

5, Engine and Propeller Maintenance Due
_List (Does not apply to HC-131): The
Engine land Propeller (C-130 only.) Due
Lists, are printed mohthly and, as with
the Aircraft Maintenance Due List
(MDL), are printed on red lined paper.
Each separate report follows t1 same
general format as- the Engine and Pro-
peller Status Report. The report chrono-
logically covers a two (2) month period

1
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ahead of any given date and lists all
scheduled maintenance requirements.
(inspectione, services and comPonent re-'
placements) that will conie due by scan-
ning through the Engine or Propeller
Status Renort and printing all tasks
that fall equal tO op below the aircraft
(or engine) hours or calendar time for
that period of projected .aircraft utili-
zation. Each maintenance requirement
that appehrs as due on the Engine or
Propeller Maintenance Due List shall
be specifically referenced to the appro-
priate Maintenance Procedure Card
needed to accomplish the, task. Each
Maintenance Due List is subdivided into
two .,(2) sections with each maintenance
requirement listed in oaler of urgency

'within that partecular reqAirement.sec-
tion. The two sections are 'HOURLY and
CALE NDAR.

a. Hourly Engine and Propeller Due
List: Those maintenance tasks
whose compliance is governedby ac-
cumulating a required amount of
flying hours (engine hours) since
they were last complied with.

b. Calendar Engine and.Propeller Due
List: Those maintenance tasks
whose compliance is governed by
accumulating a required amount of
calendar. time *(in months) since
they were last complied with.

If any task falls due in More than one
Maintenance Due List section of calendar
or hours a dash (-) will appear next
to-the card number. All the maintenance
requirements previously listed on the
Maintenance Due List that have not been
reported as complied with since they
first *appeared will be signified with am
"W' next to the code number. The "R"
*identifies it as A repeat item indicating
that a Maintenance Procedure Card has
been mailed to the operating activity
with previous reports and no further MPC
will be sent. Maintenance tasks, other
than TCTO's that.happen to become due
prior to. last actual reported aircraft
hours or before "date of the i&DL it
appears on, will be listed as an over-
due item .at the top of the page. The

r
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word "OVERDUE" will prtnt under the
next due column to signify these items.
TCTO's, other than those accomplished

, in PDM, will .he listed as -"PENDING14',
(vice "OVERDUE"), with a due date as
that date if first appears% on the* MDL.
PDM TCTO's will be listed as due on
projected date the aircraft enters PDM.
Normally, TCTO's involving kits wpl
not be issued until the kits are avail=
able at AR&SC. The MDL will continue
.to. list rescinded TCTO's on new or
overhaqed components if there is no
record of compliance. It will .be the
unit''s responsibility to verify if the
TCTO has been complied with, and up-
date the computer accordingly. Each
new updatei Maintenance Due List sh-
pe rsedes the previous MD L, which should
be discarded upon receipt of the updated
MDL.

a)ecial Requirements Maintenance Due
List: The .Special Requirements Due
List providq a means 'of tracicing G-'
EAE generated inspectron/servicing re-
quirements for items which are not asr
signed to a specific aircraft, i.e., Night'.
Sun, Carolina Moon, Hobart power ca-
bles, cargo and engine slings. Addition-
ally, the program provides an optional
means 'of tracking a myriad of periodic
requirementi at an Air Station, such as
mobile ,GSE/survival equipment main-
tenance, hangar/ramp/fuel farm main-
tenance and recurrent reports.
a. General. On a monthly basis, a 60

day calendar projection will pro-
duce the Special Requirements Due

. List derived from the Special Re-
quirements Status Report which will
follow the same general format as
the Aircraft Maintenance Due List
(MDL). The report, Figure 10, shall
be in three ,parts:

(1) Mobile Ground Support Equip-
ment. +hose maintenance tasks

, that apply to gasoline, electric
or diesel powered servicing
eiluipment, power carts, fuel
trucks, crash truckd ,and tow
tractors. An MPC is provided,
(Figure 11) which lists the qua-
rterly and annual minimum in-
sPection requirements outlined

..



in Enclosure 14. Space is pro-
vided on the MPC to list addi-
tional local inspection require-
ments.

(2) Miscellaneous. Thoge mainte-
'nance tasks that apply to hangar
equipment, hoist equipment,.
enwgency generator systems,
air compressors, fire extin-

, guishers, etc.'
(3) Rescue and Survival Equipment.

Those maintenance tasks that
apply to parachutes, life jac-
kets, survival kits, oxygen
masks, rescue baskets, slings,
pumps and so forth.

Maintenance Procedure Cards will be
provided to- record and update accomp-
liShment of certain items, (mobile GSE,
Night &in, Carolina Moon, etc.), appear-
ing on ,the Special Requirements Due
List. The remainder of items shall be
recorded and updated to the computer
center via the' provided Special Require-
ments Update Form. Certain restric-
tions apply for enrollment of optional
items. They are:

(1) Minimum Interval. The mini-
mum interval for a require-
ment shall be three mopths.

(2) Personnel Information. No per-
sonnel information such as re-
current training or ,flight phys-
icals may be tracked.

Personnel Parachutes and Life
Vests. Personnel parachttes
and life vests must be tracked
in groups.

Jr7. Maintenance Procedure C d (MPC):
The Maintenance Procedu Card (MPC)
is the primary source document for up-
dating the CMS program. The cards
are printed in various colors to identify
the different aircraft types on CMS and
incorporate carbonless paper tear-offs
for updating purposes. Scheduled MPCs
(identified by clipped corner) are sent
to the operating activity for each

0-
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maintenance task. listed on the Main-
tenance Due List (MDL). Two complete
decks of unscheduled cards (unclipped
corner) are supplied for each aircraft
en the program. In the event of un-
scheduled maintenance, these cards are
withdrawn from the deck and used in a
similar manner as scheduled cards (the
information is the same). The computer
center maintenance analyst,`upon receipt
of an unscheduled card will resupply
the operating activity with an identical
card to keep their supply at two com-
plete decks at all times. The Main-
tenance Procedure Cards detail and,
illustrate the necessary steps to perfOrm
the particular maintenance task and
reference the applicable T.O. from which
the procedun, is taken. Each card con-
tains an update block with spaces for
entering such information as date and
hours the task was performed and part
number, serial number and reason re-
moved for components removed. Re-
placement component information such
as part number, serial number, TSN
and TSO are also available as well as
spaces for the mechanic and QA in-
spector to sign off the task. Additionally,
QA. inspection may be called for in
the text of an MPC by means of an
asterisk. This implies that at that part-
icular point during the maintenance task,
QA has to check or verify a step being
completed. It does not imply that this
is the only spot where QA inspection
may be needed, or that only., those as-
terisked items need be inspected. Space
for recording engine serial namber,
engine total time and position is

gprovided on engine MPCs. In addition,
each 'MPC has remarks codes where
maintenance personnel can record in-
formation pertaining to the task
being performed for f'uture data re-
t rieval. The remarks codes are as
follows:

REMARKS
CODE

REA SON
COMPONENT REMOVED

TIME EXPIRED The component has reached
--- it's maximum operating

life, Or-is due for overhaul/
maintenanhich is not
possible at unit leyel.

r
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FA ILE D The component fails to
meet minimum operating
criteria, i.e., excessive le-
akage or excessive wear
(prior to 75% TBO is es-
tablished).

3 PRECAUTION Continued use may result
in failure, oT: the integrity
of the component is ques-
tionable, i.e., SOAV indi-
cates high metal.

4 MOD Removed for Modification
in compliance,with CGTO
or TCTO.

5 SERVICE Component requires remo-
val for scheduled mainte-
nance, which is not prac-
tical while installed, i.e.,
T-58 600 hour inspection.

6 SCHED Component is removed .
CONVEN. strictly for convenience,

i.e.", for installation on a
Bravo aircraft, (cannibali-
zation), or to align future
inspections to a more con-
venient time.

7 WORN RemOved for wear which
would be considered nor-
mal, i.e., tip cap wear/
erosion or wear after 75%
TBO (if established).

ASSEMBLY " Component removed in
conjunction with next hi-
gher aasembly.

REMARKS
CODE

INSPECTIONS (CHECK
TYPE OF SQUAWKS FOUND)

A NONE No Squawks Wete Found
B PRE VE NT. ' Preventive Maintenance

(minor) Squawks Were
Found

C SAFETY OF FLT. Safety of Flight (major)
Squawks Found

D CORROSION Corrosion Was Found
During Inspection

REMARKS SERVICES (CHECK
CODE aERVICING-FREQUE-NCY)

A EXTEND Extend the Frequency
(Do Less Often)

14

'OK
REDUCE

Frequency is OK as is
Reduce the Frequency
(Do More Often)

COMPONE NT Service was Complied
CHG. With Because of Com-

p. ponent Change

All Spaces on the Maintenance Vroce-
dure Card must be filled in accurately
to ensure that no erroneous information
is fed into the computer. To prevent
this possibility, spliceis- p-roT.ridedtt-
the bottom of each MPC for a signa-
ture- indicating that the card has been
revieWell and is ready to mail to the
computer center for processing. Also
the computer program has built in quality
control features whereby the operating
activity will -be alerte&to the fact that
incorrect information may be present
in the reports. (Refer to paragraphs
10 and 14 When the MPC is com-
pletely filled out, the top sheet (white)
of the carbonless signoff is, separated
and mailed to the computer center for
processing, while the second sheet, (yel-
low) isretained by the unit. '

.., 8. S1_222. Maintena e Squawks Re ort. The
Shop Maintenance Squawks Report is for
recording man hours expended, by indi-
vidual rate for direct aircraft mainte-
nance performed in the shops. Avionics
shops should no4e that this does not eli-
minate reporting requirements of the
EICAM System. The report incorporates
a carbonless tear-off feature. The ori-
ginal is sent to the computer ceriter for
processing while the copy is retained at
the operating actiyity.

9. Maintenance Sluawks Report. TheMain-
tenance Squawks Report is for reporting
action taken and Wail--hours expended, by
rate, in correcting all discrepancies
generated by MPC's and non-grounding
discrepancies generated by Pre/Thru/
Postflight inspections, QA spot inspec-
tions, etc. The report incorporates a
carbonless tear-off feature. The ori-
ginal is sent to the computer center
for processing while the copy is re-
tained at the operating activity.



10. Aircraft History Report (Not Applicable
to HC-131 ): The 'Aircraft History Re-
port (AHR) is printed on green paper
and is a cumulative record of all Main-
tenance performed. The report is in
ATA-100 chapter order and lists with
task completed in-chronological order,
with the latest complied-with date being
last. Each monthly Aircraft History
Report supersedes the previous month's
report; which should be discarded. The
December report however should be re-
tained, since it contains a complete
record of component' changes during
the previous year on CMS. The January
report starts a new year's maintenance
history listing.

The Aircraft History Report lists what
maintenance was performed, when it
was performed and, in a coded format,
why it was performed. In the case of
components', the total time in service
at the time of removal _is listed to de-
termine performance and reliability.

.Any man hours expended are also listed.

When an operating activity reports a
component change and the serial number
reported being removed does not match
the serial number previously teported
as installed in that position, the record
will appear on the Aircraft History Re-
port as a °double entry. Whenever this
type of orror occurs, the operating
activity will be advised of the error
by the Inconsistency Report isefer to

, item 11).

11. Insufficient Information Report: The In-
sufficient Information Report is com-
puter generated as required, to alert
the operating activity of possible er-
roneous information. As the, mechanic
peforms each job he fills in the blank
spaces on the Maintenance Procedure
Card. to record details pertinent to the
particular operation, This information
is then key-punched and fed into the
computer. If there are blank areas or
inaccuracy bits of operator-supplied in-
formation, there can be inacthrate infor-
mation in the following month's rei3orts.
On component entries, blank or inac-
curate information can cause the part-
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2. 1
icular item to appear on the Insufficient
Information Report as well as appear
with an arrow in the "Next Due" area
on .the Aircraft Status Report (ASR)
and the Maintenance Due List (MDL).
The arrow (>) is merely a symbol
used to indicate to the operating ab-
Unity that a possible error exists on
the Aircraft Status Report (ASR). If
the operating activity does not provide

P

the computer center with the TSN/
TSO values of a component that is
time controlled, the computer will make
the calculations assuming these- values
to be zero and list them under the
"Next Due" column with an annotation
that the calculation is possibly incorrect.
To positively draw attention to this
condition, the Insufficient Information
Report is automatically printed by the
computer and supplied to the operating
activity who in turn is requested to supply
the computer center with the information
missing to gUarantee the accuracy of
the "Next Due" calculations.The report
will print each month until the necessary
corrections aie made.

2

12, Inconsistent Information Report: The
Inconsistent Information Report 18 sent
to the operating activity when a com-
ponent serial number reported removed
on a Maintenance Procedure Card differs
from the serial number listed on the
Aircraft Status Report being.-updated.
This error appears on the Aircraft
alistory Report as a double entry wih
the first entry being the information on
the previous Aircraft Status Report and
the second entry showing the updated
removal information. This layout will
show the operating activity that there
is a missing link within the history
record of that particular component
change. The operating activity is re-
quested to fill out the missing infor-
mation on^ the Inconsistency Report and
&turn the completed report to the com-
puter center to correct the Aircraft
History Report. Any inconsistent infor-
mation that is not corrected will not
bs used in the calculations when printing
the quarterly Performance and Relia-
bility Summary.Reports.
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13. maintenance Management/ Report: The

Maintenance Management, report con-
tains a summary of the total monthly
and annual 'cumulative man hours for
scheduled maintenance, unscheduled'
maintenance, percent of scheduled main-
tenance and percent of unscheduled main-
tenance. The man hours are presented
by mechanic tyPes performing the main-
tenance tasks. The information is taken
from the completed Maintenance Pro-
cedure Cards, Shop Maintenance and

heduled Maintenarce Squawk Reports
filled out by the operating activities.
The report also lists the man '&:ours
used for Pre-flight, Thru-flight and-
Post-flight. In addition, it lists total man
hours used to correct scheduled and',
shop maintenance squawks and man hours
used for unscheduled CG-4377 Part
items.

A report is completed for each individual
operating unit And also servicwide. It
is submitted each month to the Com-
mandant (G-EAE/63) only.

14. Composite Aircraft History Report (Not
Applicable to HC-131): This report is
compiled by combinirg the individual air-
craft history reports of all the same
type aircraft participating in the CMS
program. The report presents all items
with the same code numbers-and
identifies the aircraft number for each
line. The Composite Aircraft History
Report is submitted, on microfichereach
quarter to COMMANDANT (G-EAE) only.

15. Performili Re ran 't Not
Applicable- to HC-131): This report is
compiled from the voluminous data con-
tained in the Aircraft History Report
(AHR) and Aircraft Status 'Reports (ASR)
of all the specific type model aircraft
participating in the program. The re-
port is a summarized analysis of all
component removals contained in the
Composite Aircraft History Report. It
contains such information as total hours
by part number, total number of removals
by reason, Mean time to unscheduled
rerhoval, mean time between unscheduled

removal, removal rate per 1000 flight
hourS, mean time between failures and
recommended replacement times in
hours and months for components re-
.moved during a given period of time.
The report is presented in two (2)
ways: Alpha-Numeric Listing by Part
Number within ATA chapter and Numeric
Listing by Code Number.

The report is sent to COMMANDANT
(G-EAE) and each operating actirity

each quarter.

16. Inspection and Services .Summary (Not
Applicable to HC.,131):
and Services Summary is an analysis
of all hispectiors and 'services that have
teen reported in theComposite Aircraft
History ,Report as complied with. It
sumtharizes the total number of times
any given inspection or service has been

performed. The total figure is then brok-
en down under coded columns to indicate
the number of times given conditions
were found.

PR OCE DUBE S

Operations. Aircraft, (other than HH-52,A), par-
raVirrig in cms will undergo a predetermined
Operations cycle culminatiw with each aircraft
undergoing overhaul or induetion into Program-

-med Depot Maintenance (HC-130) only), The in-,
--tervall _for_ Operation are as'follows:
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HC -130: Twelve Ope raions. ZOne ,,Ope ration
is due eadh month and must be accomplished
within that month. Operations will -rePeat
consecutiiely until suspended.for the Pro-
grammed Depot Maintenance (PDM) period
which is pormaIly scheduled between 24
and 36 months.
HH-3F. Twelve Operations. One Operation.
is due every third month And must be ac-
compliehed within that month. Ove,rhaul will'
be schedUled every 36 months with Opera-
tione again commencing with, .number one
regardless of last one, completed prior to
overhaul!
HC -131. Discontinbed. P revious Operations
items have been integrated 'into the calendar
and hourly sections of the Maintenance Due
List.



HH-52A. Discontinued. Previous Operations
items have been integrated into the calendar
section of the Maintenance Dile List.

Programmed Depot Maintenance (HC-130

Only). The scheduled period of time (norm-
ally 75 to 90 days) when Programxned Depot
Level Maintenance is performed causes the
suspension of the normal CMS operations.
Upon roceipt f TWX notification of Pro-
grammed Depot Level Maintenance (PDM)
induction, the computer center will suspend
the normal OPERATIONS due requirements
for that month. Suspension of the calendar
and hourly requirements will be based on
the actual date of arrival at the PDM site.

1. Prior to Transfer. Prior to transfer of
aircraft to PDM the unit shall ensure
all calendar and hourly items not rou-
tinely accomplished during PDM are
completed, up to and including -the in-
duction date. Completion of the OPERA-
TION due during the month the air-

, craft,is to be inducted is not required.

NOTE: All items which are routinely accom-
plished in PDM have been coded as such
on the Aircraft Status and Maintenance
Due List. These items need not be
accomplished prior to induction pro-
vided extension of interval criteria,
paragraph 8-E-2, has not been ex-
ceeded as of induction date:

2. Transfer. For transfer of aircraft to
'PDM refer to paragraph 8-E-5.

3. Maintenance Continuity. Two PDM Due
Lists 'pertaining to specific contract
maintenance will be at the PDM site to
ensure maintenance ,continuity through-
out the PDM work period. Periodic
updating of main nance during the time
the aircraft i undergoing PDM will
be in the form of MPC"s and annotated
Aircraft Status Reports, Additionally,
carbonless blank update forms will be
provided to the Coast ;Guard represen-
tative on site to be used only in the
absence of an MPC. Not later than
eight days prior to the completion of

\ PDM, the Coast Guatd representative
on site will furnish the completed PDM
Due List to the computer center, which
in turn will enerate an "interim"
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MDL. This "interim" MDL arra as-
sociated scheduled MPC's will be sent
to the aircraft's home station to coin- 1

cide with the aircraft arrival.
4. Post PDM Maintenance Procedure Cards.

The acceptance crew will comply,with a
special Post PDM Maintenance Proce-
dure Card which will detail an expan-
ded post-flight or daily insimction. Hour-
ly and calendar requirements will again
commence the day of PDM completion
ahd the OPERATIONS cycle will begin
the first full month following accep.-
tance of the aircraft,

NOTE: Since all OPERATIONS tasks are rou-
tinely performed during PDM, OPERA-
TION 1 or OPERATION 7, whichever is'
closest in sequence to the last OPERA-
TION completed prior to PDM) will be-/
gin the new cycle.

Man Hour Accounting. On a monthly basis,
reports pertaining to man hour accounting are
generaied that compile information by individual
operating unit as-well as servicewide. Man hour
figures are retrieved in the following manner:

1. Maintenance Procedure Cards. Total
Irian hours by rate for both scheduled
and unscheduled component changes,
services and inipections 'are extrac-
ted for those items covered by an MPC.

2. Shop Maintenance Squawks Report. Man
hours expended correcting squawks dis-
covered while an aircraft, engine or
component is in the shop are extracted
from the shop Maintenance Sdluawks
Report. The report will separate these
hours by operating activity, aircraft
type and individual mechanic rate.

3. Maintenance Squawks Report. (Replaces
, Scheduled Maintenance Squawks Report).
Pertains to man hours expended correc-
ting squawks discovered during sched-
duled/unscheduled maintenance. The re-
port separates hours individually by
mechanic type, aircraft type and opera-
ting activity.

4, CG-4377 Part III. Man hours correc-
ting flight squawks entered on CG-4377
Part III are recorded on a special
MPC whereby on a daily basis (up to a
month) these hours are documented.
At a ,prescribed time each month, the
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hours are totaled and transferred to
another MPC for reporting to the com-
puter center.

Preflight, Thruflight and Postflight. Man
hours expended on Preflight, Tfiruilfght
and Postflight inspections are repoited
in the same manner as- CG-4377 Part IIL

Data Input dut-Off Dates: Completed data should
be submitted to the computer center fo r process ing
on a regular basis of at least once per week.
Input for the month shall be submitted prior
to the third day of the subsequent month to
insure the Maintenance Due List and Aircraft
Status Reports are as current as possible. Cut-
off for accepting data for processing will be
the eighth day of the month. Any scheduled
maintenance accomplished where input data was
received after the cut-off date will be reflected
on the following month's due list as a repeat
item.

Aircraft Enrollment: The computer center shall
supply the necessary forms and reports to the
units for each new aircraft being enrolled in
CMS. The forms require information pertaining
to last compliance of those maintenance tasks
that required periodic calendar or hourly ac-
complishment plus part number and serial num-
ber data on those components that require re-
tirement or overhaul. Most information will be
available from the aircraft or engine logs as
well as AFTO 95 forms maintained at each air
station. Certain components may require a
visual. check on the aicraft to determine
the serial number of the currently installed
but if this , is impractical, 'the serial
number can be determined upon eventual re-
placement of the component The completed
data is then sent to the Computer Center to
establish a file for each aircraft. Any
maint enance performed after the complet ed
forms are returned to the Computer Center
for processing -will be updated using MPCs.
Aircraft completing overhaul will be re-»
started in° CMS using the overhaul completion
day as the last complied with date for thdse
inspections, services or component changes
that were performed in conjunction with the
overhaul. Operations will comence with the
first operation beginning with theAltrst day
of the month following acceptance from over-
haul. The overhauling activity will be res-
ponsible for canponent replacement informa-
tion pertaining to part number and serial
namber changes by the normal means of up-
dating using MPCs.
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Engine/Propeller Enrollment (Not APplicable to
HC-131A ): The Computer Center shall supply
the necessary forms and reports to the units
for each new engine or propeller (C-110 only)
being enrolled in CMS. They require the same
type of data pertaining to last compliance, similar'
to the aircraft, but- in engine hours (or prop
hours) instead of airfrathe hours. Units returning
engines tor propell rs). to an overhaul or de-
pot level facility (ncnrCoast Guard activity) will
ensure that all repots and MPCs pertaining to
the engine are forw ed to the CMS Computer-
Center: Additionally, the "Engine Off" and "Com-
ponents Off" pages of the engine change MPC
must be immediately returned to the Computer
Center with "Engine Off" and "Component Off",
information filled out in order that the engine may
continue to be tracked prior- to its installation
on another aircraft. The Computer Center-will
then suspend the mailing of reports pertaining
to that engine to the unit. The unit must retain
the "Engine On" page to record the replace-
ment engine data on the engine position -vacated
by the engine going to overhauL .Upon hpstalling
a replacement engine in that position, the "Engine
On" page is returned to the Computer Center
in order that the Aircraft and Engine Status
Reports can be updated. If the replacement
engine being installed is missing components
(preciously removed), an individual component
MPC must be filled out with 'the- words "None
Installedn in the Serial Number Off grea
and the newly installed cothponent serial
number written in the Serial Number On

engine's' or propel-
(unit to unit)

eports and due

area . Unit s t ransf err
lers within the Coast Guar
shall include all
MPCs with the engin
Upon receipt of an overhauled engine from a
non-Coast Guard activity, the receiving unit
shall complete Part I of the OA Acceptance JWPC
and forward to the Computer Center immedh_ttety
which, when recei,ved, willpstart the cycles of

rePorts and due MAC to that unit. Part
II (reverse side) shall be retained at the unit
until the engine is built up to a QEC condition.'
At that time the unit shall' send Part II to the
Computer Center for processing BEFORE THE
ENGINE IS INSTALLED ON AN AIRCRAFT.
Any components removed, replaced or installed
on a QEC engine after Part II has been sent
for processing must be recorded on the appro-
priate MPC in order to maintain accurate engine
information. Upon receipt of an overhauled pro-
peller from a non-Coast Guard activity, the
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receiving unit must complete tbe "Receipt of
Overhauled or New Propeller/Buildup" iwpc
and forward it to the CMS Computer Center after
the prop is in an RFI status and before it is
installed on an aircraft. Upon receipt of this
MPC, the Com Outer Center will send reports
to the receiving unit and track the propeller as
a spare similar to the engine.

aoecial Re%firements Enrollment: The Computer
Center shall supply the necessary blank forms
to each air station to account for the type and
quantity of support equipment to be controlled
on the Special Requirements Status Report. Last
Compliance information on each serialized piece
of equipment must -Iv provided along with the
frequency of the periodic or life cycle main-
tenance to be performed. Upon receipt 'of a
new pied* of equipment not .currently controlled,
the Computer Center must be notified to include
it on the applicable, status report for that part-
icular air station. Each Jtem controlled will be
separate and individually coded by serial number.
Updating will be by special MPCs iirovided by
the CMS contractor and the routine of operation
will be similar to the aircraft CMS in all re-
tpects.

Discrepancies: Discrepancies generated by op-
erational flying or through the use of MPC's,
shall oe documented and corrected in the fal-
lowing manner:

Non-Grounding Discrepancies:
1. Scheduled Maintenance Discrepancies.

Scheduled Maintthiance Discrepancies,
(generated by scheduled MPC's), will
'be documented and signed off on the
Maintenance Squawks Report. The ap-
plicable ATA Code shall be entered in
the block provided.

I. Unscheduled Maintenance Discrepan-
cies. Unscheduled Maintenance Discre-
pancies, (generated by Pre/Thru/Post-
Hight inspections, QA spot inspections,
etc.), will also be documented and sig-
ned off od the MaintenaiCe Squawks
Report. If applicable, the associated
unscheduled MPC be completed
and the "Action Taken" efitry on the
Maintenance Squawks Report should be
"Complied with MPC # ." Other-
wise, the following ATA code number
will be inserted in the block providqd;
first two digits will reflect. the ATA
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Chapter of the system effected, fol-
lowed by four zeros.

Grounding Discrepancies: All grounding
discrepancies sitalTte entered on CG-4317;
Part HI, and thereafter handled in the same
manner as Flight Discrepancies. Ground-
ing discrepancies generated by Scheduled
MPC's shall also be entered on the Main-
tenance Squawks Report.

Flight DisCrepancies: Flight discrepancies
Originating on CG-4377 shall be corrected
utilizing in IVIPC if applicable. Sign off in
the corrective action block on Part III
shall include notatton of the MPC number.
Where there is no applicable MPC, cor-
rective action 'shall be in accordance with
applicable technical orders,

Special InspeCtions: Special inspectione are to
be performed using the applicable MPC pro-
vided. Where no MPC exists for a particular
inspection, it will be carried out in adeoldance
with the appropriate technical orders or direc-
tives . *
Technical. Order Coinpliance: Applicable
T.C.T.O.s will be listed on the maintenance
Due List (MDL) and Aircraft Status Report (ASR).
Report compliance utilizing a precoded update
card supplied by the Computer Center.

CMS OPERATING CYCLE

Unit Respbnsibility: Each month every operating
activity receives an updated Aircraft Status
Report (ASR), Maintenance Due List (MDL),
Aircraft History Report (AHR) and scheduled
Maintenance ProcedUre Cards (cut corner) for
each task listed on the Maintenance Due List.
The computer reports Should immediately be
incorporated into the supplied binders and the
previous month's' reports should be discarded.
Maintenance Procedure Cards (MPC) should then
be compared against the new Maintenance Due
List' and assembled into the order of how they
will be accomplished based on the aircraft's
availability. The Maintenance Due List for each
aircraft may ke extracted from the-repo* binder
and openly displayed in the maintenance shop
to be used as a working checklist of what has
been accomplished thereby providing a running
summary of upcoming maintenance at a glance.

1.9



As the scheduled MPCs are complied with, they
be reviewed for completeness by the unit

engineering office iand noted as such at the "card
reviewed by" space on the bottom of each MPC.
The white tear-off copy should then be returned
for processing immediately and not held to ac-
cumulate a larger mailing. The yellow unit copy
may be retained until the transaction appears
on the next status and history, tben be dis-
carded.
Contractor Responsibility: Upon receipt of the
completed MPCs, the contractor Maintenance
analyst reviews °each card for possible errors
or, omissions before releasing it to be key-
verified. If the maintenance analyst feels that

, information is lacking which might cause er-
roneoui data being shoivn on the reports, he
will return the card to Ne unit or, more than
likely, establish telephone contact in order to
expedite processing of the card in" question.
Once data has .been punched and verified, it
goes o the computer for processing where,
after the eighth day, of each month, updated
status, -due and history reports are run. The
new reports are then separated by unit and
individual aircraft or engine 'number for' mailing
to the various air stations. Prionto mailing,
scheduled MPCs are- pulled and checked for eachi
new task appearing on the aircraft or engine
due lfst plus any new unscheduled MPCs that
have to be returned in order to replace any
used during the previous month. The reports
and cards are then mailed as a package and the
cydle is ,repeated.

Miscellaneous: Accuracy of reports can be as-
sured if the reporting units take the time to
co rreetly record part numbers and serial numbers
of components. Reporting a different serial
number component being' removed from. what is
currently shown as being installed on the Air-
craft Status Report will generate an Incon-
sistent Information Report the following month.
The problem usually occurs because the com-
ponent was previously replaced and a Maintenance
Procedure Card was not filled out updating the
current Aircraft Status ...Report with the serial
number that is now being removed. To correct
the situation, two MPCs must iya filled out;
one for the component serial numbers previously
removed/ and installed with the date and hours
of replacement and another card to update the
latest component change. Also TSN or TS0
information', must be supplied for components
having overhaul' or scrap requirements other-
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wise an Insufficient Information Report will be
generated the following month. Time Since New
(TSN) of installed components, ifunknown, should
be reported -is UNK. Time Since Overhaul (TSO)
of installed components that have been zero
timed can bnly be reported as 0 .(zero) in the
TSO area. It cannot be 0 (zero) in both TSN
and TSG at the same time, i.e., new components
must te reported as 0 in tSN DILL,

Any errors or recommendations may be brought
to the attention of.the contractor aircraft main-
tenance analyst, however, all changes must
approved by 'Headquarters (G-EAE).

HU16E INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
0

'Definition of Inspections 4

ko
Maintenance inspections, varying in scope, pur-
pose and .f.requency, are performed on assigned
aircraft to ensure that 'aircraft -are retained
in a serviceable condition. Because of the variety
of inspection terminelogy generated by military
and commercial maintenance systems, USCG air-
craft inspection° types and application are here-
in defined under two categories; 'Routine and
Special.

1. Routine Inspections

The basic concept of USCG HU16E maintenance
inspection is isochronal (controlling routine in-
spectiP by .calendar' time with flight hours
a se ..ndary limiting consideration). The calendar
inte concept schedules inspections at the ex-
piration of a specified number of days rather
than at the expiration of a specified number of
flying hours. To facilitate maintenance planning,
extensive inspections are prescribed at intervals
in multiples of seven-day periods. The following
*inspections are considered routine:

a. Preflight Inspection The Maintenance
Preflight Inspection (workcards) is to
be accomplished prior to the next flight
of the da3; and remains effective.for 24
hours, provided no subseque,fit main-
tenapce has been ,performed. The pre-
flight inspection consists of check-
ing the aircraft for flight prepare-
ness by performing visual examina-
tions and operational tests to dis-
cover defects and maladjustments
which, if not corrected, could adver-
sely affect safety or mission apcomp-
lishment.

0



b. Thrift. light Inspection. The Thruflight
requireinents are to be accomplished as
a turnaround inspection prior t take-
off pn the second and each sulRequent
flight of tbe day. Completion constitutes
authorization for certificatkin of pre-
flight on.Forth CG-4377.

C. `Postflight Inspection. The Postflight In-
spection will be accomplished after the
last flight of the day. This inspectidn
consists of checking the aircraft to
determine if it is suitable for continued
flight by performing a-visual inspection
of certain components, systems or areas
to assure- that no defects exist Vhich
would be detrimental to further flight.'
Additionally, the Postflight,checking for
leaks, chafing, maladjustments, etc.,
should disclose defects requiring cor7
rection before deteriorating into major'
maintenance items.

d. Intermediate Inspection. This is a limited
over-all examination of the condition of
the aircraft. It includes certain require-
ments that are also applicable to the
preflight/thruflight, postflight inspec-
tions plus requirements that must be
applied at periods occurring more fre-
quently than major inspection.

e. Major InspectiOn. This is a thorough and
searching examination of the aircraft.
It includes items that are also applicable
to the intermediate inspections.

2. Special Inspections

Special inspections are certain additional inspec-
tions, distinct in frequency from those Routine
inspectcons described above, which are condi-
tonal upon operational environment,specific in-
cidents or other circumstances requiring in-
spections. Special inspections are categorized
as follows:

a. Hourly Special. These inspections are
designed to provide verification of sat-
isfactory functioning at frequencies te-
tween routine inspectidns, for those
system's vulnerable to malfunctions
through normal wear,
Overtempereture Plverboost, Overspeed,
Overtorque,-Mets0 Contamination. (etc.).
Inspections. 'These types of special in-
sections define the specific maintenance
actions to be fakep based upon the

R.
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circumstances of the event. Inspections
of this nature have been documented 0

. into existing manuals as the result
of actual prior experiences or a high
probability of encountering the event.

3. Requirements

a. Inspection Interval
The calendar and flight hour inspection times
listed in Table 1, are the maximum intervals
for completion of one" to the start of the next
inspection. The inspection schedules outlined
herein are limits based upon average operating
experience. Whenever an aitcraft or engine ac-
cumulates the limiting number of hours before
the calendar interval has expired, the inspection
becomes due and will be performed. Commanding
Officers are responsible for the adequate main-
tenance and corrosion control of aircraft in their
custodY and are to impose such' other inspection
requirements as necessary to meet differing
environmental and operational conditions as may
exist. This would include reduction of the periods
specified in the enclosures if appropriate.

b. Extension of Interval
The Comanding Officer, or his designated re-
presentatIve may extend routine intermediate and
major inspections up to ten days in calendar
time and/or 10% in flight hours in order to

A raft domponents' with specified
meet worklot.;cheduling or operational re-
quirements.
replacement intervals may be extended up to
10% bY the unit Engineering i3Officer so as to
sche replacement coincident with the next

tine intermediate or major inspection. Com-
manding Officers may authorize a further ex-
tension of the aircraft inspection interiral fo
fulfill an urgent search and rescue requirement.
In this latter instance, a letter of justification
for exceeding authorized inspection interval shall
be submitted to the Commandant, (G-EAE).'

c. Reduction of Interval
Commands that accumulate flight 'hours more
rapidly than average should consider reducing
their calendar time intervals for more effective
Maintenance and operational scheduling.

d. Interruption of Interval

The accumulation of calendar time on an aircraft/
engine is. halted for the period that the air-
craft engine is in storage, extended repair or
lengthy modification status. Calendar tithe accrual
is resumed when the aircraft/engine returns
to operational status. The Commandant (G-EAE)
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will determine and authorize an individual oc-
currance basis those situations which constitute
causes lor interval interruption.

e. Inspection Facilities

The, aircraft missions should be planned, if pos-
sible, so that intermediate and major inspections

.aare performed at the home stationwhere adequate
personnel; parts, tools and equipment are avail-
-able. This will insure a high lever of quality
.contrOl and minimum NOR (Not Operationally
Ready) time.

f. Aircraft Transfer

If it is necessary to transfer aireraft when
a routine or special inspection, change, bulletin,
or other maintenance requireznents has not been
completed due to lack of parts, kits, special
tools, or other reasons, the following actions
are required by the transferring activity:

(1) A detailed logbook entry describing the
deficiency.

(2) A letter describing the deficiency shall
be forwarded through channels to the
receiving activity with copy to the Com-
mrdant (G-EAE).

NOTE

Submittal of pre-overhaul report as'
requized by existing instructions will
constitute compliance with this require-
ment.

g. rnspection/Discrepancy Records

Maintenance inspection records and test flight
reports will be retained by the engineering sec-
tion until the second subsequent inspection has
been completed (or six months); ,they may then
be discarded.

1. Basic inspection ConceptUSCG Developed System

2. Routine Inspection Cycle

a. Airframe Interval

Preflight Prior ist flight
each day

Thruflight Prior to 2nd
and subsequent
flight each day

Inspection
Requirements Remarks

USCG Workcards Valid for 24 Hours.
A completed post-
flight eliminates
the requirements for
next day's preflight
unless maintenance is
performed after that
postflight. However,
fuel sump ahd filter
drains shall be checked
prior to the first flight
each day.

USCG Workcards Completion constitutes
authorization kir certi-
fication of preflight
on Form CG-4377.

Postflight i After last flight USCGWorkcards
of the day

Completion constitutes
authorization for certi-
fication of preflight
on Form CG-4377.

Figure 1A. - HU-16E' Inspection Criteria
22



INSPECTION CRITERIA ,FOR He 16E AIRCRAiT - Continued

2.9

4.

Airframe Interval

Intermediate 77 days or 200
flight hours

Major 77 days or 200
flight hours
after 2nd
intermediate

b. Engine

In conjunction
with airframe

3. Special Inspections

a. A irframe

Hourly Special

Inspection
. Requiiements

'USCG Workeards

USCG Workcards

USCG Workcards

"No

75 flight hours USCG Workca
since last .

inspection

S.

1,

Rerhaiks

Two (2) intermediates
tetween each major.

t

Accomplished at first
shutdown after air-
craft has accumulated
75 flight hours. Com-
manding Officers may
extend this interval
a maximum of ten
flight hours to fulfill
operational requirements
Justification need not
be submitted..

b. Propeller -600 flight USCG Workcards Extensions may be auth-
hours since orized IAW paragraph
last inspection 4, b,

c. Other Special On occurrence USCG WOrkcards Refer to paragraph
- Inspections 3.b. and CGTO-1U-. -

16E -6WC -6.

Figure 1B. HU-16E Inspectien Criteria.

AIRCRAFT STATUS BOARD

This board provides a visual presentation
of current status' information on all aircraft
assigned to an activity. The aircraft status
board, such as the one depicted in figure 2,
should be of suitable size and material to dis-
Play such information so that personnel can
quickly ascertain the 'essential facts.

Size and location of the board will vary
with the employment and bperating conditions
of the particular activity. The board must be
maintained in a current and up-tozdate status.
Additional columns and subcolumns for rapid
reference may be used to indicate the status

23

of selected components and functional systems,
as well as replacement times or dates on se-
lected items. When items having established
replaceinent intervals are selected for the status
board, the time at which.replacement is required
can be effectively displayed by entering in the
component column the replacement interval (or
the time remaining oS the item) plus the air-
craft or engine time when the item was in-
stalled. Thus, replacement is required when the
aircraft or engine time equals the time entered
in.the component colts:in. For a more effective
display, the figure in the component column may
be entered in red ai the replacement time or
date approaches. A sainple helicopter status
board is also depicted in figure 2.
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NOTES: (1) Width of columns are not necessarily in ratio to the space required.

(2) Times shown on the sample Helicopter Status Board indicate replacement
intervals of the engine and components. Hours inserted under these column
headings may be pntered in RED .when approachihg the terminal time.

Figure 2. Aircraft status boards.

FUNCTIONAL CHECKS OF AERONAUTICAL
EQUIPMENT

General. The depth of maintenance performed
on an aircraft prior to flight and its relevance
towards flight safety determine the depth to
which components are functionally checked prior
to maintenance release. Functional checks are
divided, into ground checks, flight verification
ehecks and test flights; and are defined as ,
follows:

1. Ground Checks. Visual inspection and/
or functional checks performed on the
ground utilizing auxiliary power mitts,
ground power (electrical or hydraulic)
units, ground test equipment, and/or
the aircraft engines as necessary to
provide system power,

2. Flight Verification Checks. Airborne,
functional checks, conducted during a

.scheduled operational or training mts-
akin, of components or systems whose

,failtire would not adversely affect flight
safety nor seriously affect mission ac-
complishment.
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3. Test Flights. Airborne functional checks
to establish if an airframe or equip-
ment, while subjected to design en-
vironinent, is operating properly. Gen-
erally,' areas -checked on test flights
are ecwipments or systems requiring
flight verification, and Whose failure
would adversely affect flight safety.

Requirements. Specific functional check re-
quirements are delineated herein and are
minimum standards. The prerogative for
more stringent minimums is reseyved for
Commanding Officers as . local conditions
or events dictate. The following require-
ments shall be adhered to:

Ground Checks

1. General, The performance of all aero-
nautical, equipment is normally ground
checked 'as the final st p of mainte-
nance action. Ground hecks will be
performed in acc&duice with appli-
cable work cards, T 's or mainte-
nance instructions, d as dictated by
good judgement. Certain specific main-



tenance actions such as the replacement
of landing gear actuators are cleiarly de-
tailed in maintenance instructions. The
required ground checks' for system cy-
cling and landing gear drop check-
ing are included in these instructions.
Other maintenance actions not specifi-
cally addressed by the applicable pub-
lications ,require application of sound
engineering practice and enlightened su-
pervision to ensure minimum adequate
ground checks. An example of this lat-
ter situation would be maintenance on
landing gear hydraulic lines or fittings
where replacing aline or tightening loose
fittings May only require.a system pre-
check whereas replacement of a splector
valve would require aircraft jacking and
complete landing gear drop checking.
Adequate ground checks are essential
'to safe execution of flight verification
checks and test flights.

2. Flight Controls. Disassembly or re-
placement of any portion of a flight
control system (for example: elevators,
rudders, ailerons, blade unfolding, trim
tabs, rotor head and blades, tail rotor
gear box and blades, control cables,
fairleads, pulleys, rods, servo system,
etc.) requires a ground check to ensure
synchronization of pilot's and copilot's
controls and the proper movement of
the control surfaces. This ground check
shall be performed by all of the following:

(a) The mechanic performing mainte-
nance. ,

(b) A quality assurance inspector.
(c) Any officer or,petty officerqualified

to sign a maintenance release.
(4) The pilot designated to co,nduct the

ensuing required test flight.

Flight Verification Checks. Any component or
system not specifically requiring a test flight
may receive a flight verifkation check at the
discretion of the maintenance officer. Flight
verification checks may be conducted on C-130
aircraft in lieu of test flights at the discretion of
the Commanding Officer when..maintenance,
refer to page 24, has been performed on nu
more than one of the power packages. For
example, a C-130 flight verification check is
permissibt after An engine or propeller chan&?
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providing the maintenance listed below has not 3
beep performed on additional airframe
components.

Test Flights,

1. Full-Scale Test Flights. A full-scale
test flight is required in accordance
with applicable test flight sheets after
the following:'

(a) Completion of routine inspections
(Intermediate, Major, Phase, Pio-
gressive).

(b) Completion of major structural re-

(c) V.those ACFT on CMS, 'CMS
cards will indicate when a test
flight is required.

2. Selective Test Flights. Upon completion
of critical unscheduled maintenance a
selective test flight is required to func-
tionally check those components or sys-

' tems which, may have been affected. by
the maintenance action. Seleotive .test
flights are required after the following:

(a)
'(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

QEC Assembly Change.,
propeller or I.O.C. Change.
`Flight' control maintenance as des-
cribed previously (exception -
HH-52A blade fold/unfold evolution
requires only ground 'check, with
rotor engapment. 7, 2. Replace-
ment of the copilot's cyclic stick
requires ground check and flight
verification. )
Power plant fuel system mainte-
nance.
As required by work cards, main-S
tenance instructions, or applicable
T.O.'s.

Preflight Briefing. Pilots in command of
flight verification checks or test flights shall
be briefed on procedures and systems to be
checked by a Quality Assurance Inspector
prior to aircraft departure. Additona*,
such inspector shbuld be vissigned as a
part of the flight crew when practical. Form
CG-4789 Maintenance Flight Safety Warning,
certifiesicompletion of this briefing.
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Records. Form CG-4789, Maintenance Flight
Safe0 Warning, shall be initiated and affixed
to the °pilot's yok.e or cyclic stick whenever
maintenance has' been performed requiring
a ground check or Eli rborne functional check
(flight verification or test flight): This form
shall be removed, completed by the assigned
pilot and turned over to the quality assurance
subsection prior to Aircraft departure. In the
case of flight control maintenance, signatures
on this form also indicate signees have them-
selves conducted a ground check. Form CG-
4789 shall be retained with the file of Form
CG-4377, Flight Record, Part III.

Supply Data. Forni CG-4789 is- stocked at
Supply Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.

COAST GUARD MAINTENANCE LEVELS

Each Coast Guard aviation unit is assigned a
classification or maintenance level. The assigned
classification reflects the "minimum required"
level of maintenance capability of the unit. It
noes not restrict the unit's initiative or eXpan-
sion to greater capability, when economical and
practical, considering the capabilities., of the
personnel assigned, local operating conditions,
and efficiency of operations and costs.

CG-452 prescribes the minimum required
level of maintenance capability of each piatinn
field unit. So that all levels of command will
understand the maintenance capability expected at
aviation field units and the consequent support
required in terms -of equipment, personnel, and
funds', each aviation field unit is classified by
prescribing its minimum required level of mainte-. nance capability. CG-452 lists the specific
functions required to attain these 'levels or
classifications. This provides a basic standard
for use in determining the best allocation of
resources - men, materiel, and funds - by
permitting a cost versus benefit comparison to
be made. This standard provides unit and dis-'
trict personnel, who have responsibility for
support of operations, with an effective tool to
use in evaluating such things as the following
items:

1. Requests for changes in allowance lists.
2. Requests for new/replacement equip-

ment.

3. Requirements for additional aircraft
maintenance funds.
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Each aviation unit is assigned two classifi-
cations. The first is the required level'bf main-
tenance using local and commercial facilitiei and
services to the fullest extent practical., The
distance/time eleinents of the word "local"
is up to ,.the commanding officer of each unit
and ia.dependent on such things as:

1. Urgency Of need for function.

2. Frequency of need for function..

3. Transportation availability and fre-
quency.

4. Inherent delays in obtaining the servicti
or use of the facility versus time avail-
able.

The second classification is the ,minimum
"in house" or on-board capability required,'This
level will be maintained regardless of thf avail-
ability of local facilities.. It represeats the
minimum reasiiness posture of the nnit from
an aircraft maintentince standpoint.

Major 'changes in the availability of local'
facilities and services to the' toast Gfiard: or
changes in assigned aircraft or support equip-
ment, may require changes in 'the on-board
equipment or funds necessary to maintgin the
required level of capability.

The classification or levels assigned to
the Coast Guard aviation units are defined in the
following paragraphs.

CLASS C (Component Repairs)

Class C-level maintenance is one phase of
the Department of defense "intermediate main-
tenance" and is devoted to the repair (not
overhaul), test, and return to Ready for Issue
(RFI) status of unserviceable aeronautical com-
ponents and equipment. Items repaired by C-
level maintenance have been removed from
locally operating aircraft or equipment anddue
to the nature of the discrepancies involved, have
usually been replaced by serviceable items drawn
from stock. (Component repair maintenance in-*
volveg preservation, inspection, exarnination,
specified bench test, correction of discrepancies,
calibration, repair or replacement, and emer-
gency manufacture of parts requiring light in-
stalled equipment.) Class C-level maintenance
includes all the requirements of `lower Class
D-level maintenance.
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CLASS D (Shop Maintenance)
..

Class D-level of maintenance is also a
part. of DOD "intermediate maintenance." The
work performed consists of the routine day-t o-day
upkeep required of shop facilities, and includis
Minor repair, check test, and" adjustment of
aeronautical itenis that have been removed'. and
which are normally reinstalled after completion .
of such work. (Shop maintenance includes pres-
ervation, inspection, examination, specified bench
test, correction of discrepSicies, adjustment,
minor repair and/or replacement, and .emer-
gency manufacture of parts requiring only-port4-,

i rt blable hand and ma hi t Is d ,
or bench mountitcl eq ipment,)c

All .Coast-Ggird aviation units are 'expected
to perfarm their own aircraft inspections and
minor repairs.

You should refer to CG-452 for classi-
fication of specific maintenance operations. For
example, machine shop "milling" operations,
are Class C maintenance.

PRIME UNIT RESPONSIBILITIES

The' "prime unit" concept draws upon the
knowledge and evertege ,of a particular unit
to provide' information and assictance which
can be used in the preparation of directives,
manuals, work bards, etc., that are accurate
and up to date. It also provides for and centralizes
a point for technical iinvestigation- for each type
aircraft. These prime units supplement the
existing responsibilities in aircraft maintenance'
by completing the tasks outlined in ,the para-
graphs below.

The following aii:--itittiesa, are designated
prime units for the indicated aircraft, and their
engines:

)AIRCRAFT , AIR STATION

)1.1-16 . Cape Cod
C-130 . E lizabeth C ity
H-52, H-3, C-131 Aviation" Training

Mobile
C-4, C-11 Washington

Prime units provide information in the fol-
lowing areaa:

WORK CARDS

Center,

3

Prime units develop and/or revise inspec-
tion work cards as needed so that the cards
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vAll be tailored to Coast Guard usage and can
be used-with optimum efficiency. Operating units
forward recommendations for work card changes

.to the prime unit using AFTO form 22. The
Commandant (G-EAE) issues interim changes
to work cards. Prime units maintain a record of
interim and recommended changes and period-
ically, as needed, submit propoised revised work
cards to the Commandant for approval.

MANUALS

Primary HH-3F and HH-52A.handbooks are
the only manuals written specifically for Coast
Guird -aircraft. HC-180B, HC-130E, and HC-
130H manuals have additional Coast Guard Sup-
plementary Maintenance 'Publications (SMP) is-
sued which spell out the differences between Coast
Guard and Air Force aircraft. All other man-
uale, while applicable to Coast Guard aircraft,
do not outline 'the differentes and are updated
by the controlling service with little or no
input from the Coast Guard. _Prime units will
not normally be asked to submit aircraft manual
changes: HH-52A and HH-3F prime units, how-
ever, *ill be asked to review proposed re-
visions for completeness and accuracy. Oper-
ating units forward recommended manual revi-
sions using AFTO Form 847 to the prime unit
with a copy to the Commandant.

PROTOTYPE AND VERIFICATION OF CHANGES
AND TECHNICAL ORDERS

27

4 /

Prime units make trial installations of
change directives prepared by AR&SC or lather
activities to verify kit contents and installation
instructions before general distribution of the
directive. Occasionally prime units may be asked
to Prototype a change and prepare the directive.
This should occur only when accessibility of an
airframe to AR&SC is a problem. Such directives
are then forwarded to the Commandant for rer
view and distribution.

AIRCRAFT LOGS

The prime unit reviews 'aircraft logs, in-
cluding the aircraft inventory log, and submits
proposed changes to the Commandant (G-EAE)
when required. When approved, changes are dis-
tributed to units by AR&SC; greater standard-
ization f forms 'should result.

1,V
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BE NE FIC IL, SUGGESTIONS

Beneficial suggestiont which deal with a
specific Aircraft type may be forwarlded by the
Commandant to the prime unit for evaluation.
If the suggestion merits .servicewide adoption,
the 'Commandant will qirect or suggest its use
by all applicable units. In some' instances, a
prime unit mai, be asked to prototype a change

And prepare a directive based on the suggestiow
. .

UNSATISFACTORY REPORTS

The preparing unit for the aircraft involved
forwards two copies of Unsatisfactory Reports
(UR's) to the prime unit.. Prime units, are also
included as information addressees on all safety
of flight messages involving material failure or
maintenance procedures. The Commandant and
AR&SC monitor UR's to detect failure trends.
In general, AR&SC is responsible for followup
action, where indicated, on items which have
been overhauled by AR&SC or under a contract
administered by AR&SC. The. Commandant fol-
lows up on components' that have not been over-
hauled. Prime units will occasionally be asked
to comment on or recommend corrective action
for reported failures and malfunctions. Since
Class .265 components are returned to AR&SC,
prime limits work closely with AR&SC when
investigating component failuree.

CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS ,

Prime units send representatives to attend
selected meetings which involve the prime air-
craft or its engines.

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNICAL AND SUPPLY
PROBLEMS

Prime units evaluate proposals, develop
configuration standards, submit data, etc., on
their prime aircraft type for issues not as-
sociated with any of the above categories.

SUMMARY

In this section we have eintroduced you to
Coast Guard aviation's aircraft maintenance
management system. The Engineering Section
at an air Station cofitrols this system. A
typical Engineering Section has five subsections,
whose duties have been outlined in this pamphlet.

All Coast Guard aircraft except the HU-16E
are maintained by use of the Computerized Main-
tenance System (cms).Nt computer is utilized
with this system to ec edule and keep tract
of the day to day maintenance activities. A Main-
tenance Procedure Card isoused in performing
the various maintenance tasks as scheduled by
the computer.

The HUL16E is maintained with the Coaet
Guard developed Workcard System. Inspection
Workcards are used in performing rotalne and
special aircraft inspections.

An aircraft status board shows current
information on all aircraft assigned to an air
station.

Coast Guard aircraft require three types of
post-maintenance functional checks; ground
checks, flight verification checks, and test
flights.

Some Coast Guard a stations are assigned
as "prime units" f specific aircraft. The
prime units are assfied tasks to supplement
existing responsibilities in aircraft maintenance.
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gee how well you can do, now, on the fol-
lowing, review questions. They will test you
on your mastery of the objectives of this
section:

v
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LESSON QUIZ

INSTRUCTIONS

Cover, the answers to the questions with the Answer Key Magic. Carefully
answer the questions; then remove the mask to check with the printed an-
swer. If 'you answered any question incorrectly, refer to the text materiaL

1. TECHNICAL and ENGINEERING Support
aircraft systems and equipment is provided t

2. As defined by. the. Coast Guard, unit leve
maintenance includes Department of Defense
levels and

3. In the engineering section at an air station,
who must ensure the establishment of a cor-

..rosion control program for the unit's aircraft?

IN QUESTIONS 4 - 7 MATCH THE TASK WITH
THE SUBSECTION RESPONSIBLE FOR PER-
FORMING THE TASK.

TASK

4., Which subsection roust ensure that current
applicable publications are available to each
maintenance shop?

5. Which subsection is responsible for' the
custody and condition of all special tools?

6. Which subsection ls responsible for air-
craft flight engineering training?

7. Which subsection is directly responsible for
maintaining a current status of engineering ground
support equipment?

SUBSECktIsl

/A. Aviation Material

B. Aircraft Maintenance

C. Quality Assurance

D. Engineering Administration
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4.3

1. Coast Guard Headquarters Aeronautical
Engineering Division (G-EAE) (Page 2)

2. Organizational and Intermediate (Page 2)

. Head, Engineering Section (Page 3)

4. C(Page 3)

5. A(Page 4)

6. D(Page 4)

7. B(Page 5)
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8. Which routine insi?ction is performed after 8 . Thruf light (Page '7)
the first flight of the .,day and satisfies the
requirements for a preflight on the Aircraft
Flight Record?

9. Does the calendar time accumulated while an 9. No (Page 21)
aircraft is stored count as part of the total
accumtrlated time between inspections?

10. As replacement time approaches for an air-
craft component, the status board thiae entry
should be entered in

10; Red (Page 23)

11. A quality assurance inspector certifies that 11. Maintenance tlight Safety Warning
he has briefed the pilot on sitems to check (CG-4789) (Pages 25 & 26)
on a test flight by signing the

12, A flight verification check may be per- 12. C-130 (Page, 25)
formed instead of a complete test flight after
an engine change on a type air-
craft.

13. An air unit is ,authorized to perform corn= 13. C (Page 26)
ponent repairs in a Class mainte-
nance activity.

14. The prime unit for C-130 aircraft
is

Ik
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14. Elizabeth City Air Station, N.C. .

(Page 27)



AIRCRAFT RECORDS AND REPORTS

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will, be able to:

1. Recognize Standard aircraft record forms and make proper entries in these
forms (aircraft logs).

2. Annotate ,mechanized reports.

. Make entries in standard maintenance forms including aircraft reports.

4. Requisition standard forms used in aircraft maintePance record keeping.

5. Make entales in iaircriift inventory records.

AIRCRAFT LOGBOOKS (Records)

All activities having custody of Coast Guard
aircraft are required to maintain the aircraft
logbooks and associated records for aircraft in
a proper, and up-to-date status. Aircraft, log-
books are an essential element of aeronautical
technical discipline. They provide a history of
maintenance, as well as aircraft opitrational
information and coPfiguration control of the
aircraft. They also provide for control of main-
tenance schedules for time replacement of com-
ponents and accessories.

Coast Guard airtraft maintenance is in-
creasingly allied with Air Force procedures.
Several of our aircraft types and moat sources
of aircraft and' engine overhaul outside the
Coast Guard use Air Force logs, rePords, and
reports. Our aircraft. maintenance officers and
aerospace engineers are given training in Air
Force procedures. This preponderence of Air
Force influence; the inefficiencies of usirig two
logbook systems, and the waning impact of Navy
procedures have resulted in the decision to
standardize on Air Force logs (records) and
reports.

Use of Air Force instructions must be
tempered _with good judgmpnt in the specific
applications. In cases of conflict between Air
Force and Coast Guard directives, the Coast
Guard directives have prority.

USAF Logbooks (Records) will be used for all
USCG aircraft in accordance with USAF direc-
fives. Table 1 lists the Air Force forms used in
the Coast Guard logbooks and the directive that
prescribes their use. Specific forms required

in eacii logbook for each aft:craft type, except.the
VC-4A and the VC-11A, are listed in Table 2.

LOGBOOK FORMS

_

The aircraft logbook forms are principally
of two types. The first typeoAFTO Form 781
series, collectively provides a maintenance'', in-
spection, service, cOnfiguration, status and flight
record. The second type of foil= are the historical
documents. These are AFTO Forms 95, 44;
71 A-2, and 34;

s

A iTO 781 Series

Due to the specific needs of the Coast
Guard, only certain of the A FTO 781 series
forms are used.

, Aerospace Vehicle Flight Status Report and
Maintenance Document (AFTO Form 781F)
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The ,AFTO Form 781F (figure 3) is the
identification for the binder for a particular
aircraft and is a source document for obtaining
billing information for fuel and oil issues if
desired. This form is inserted in the front
cover of the binder and becomes the first page
of the logbook.



Form

TABLg 1. Air Force forms Used in Coast Guard Logbooks.

Title
Presciibing
Directive

Arm 34 Cylinder Compression History T.O. 00-20-5
A FTO 44 Turbine Wheel Historical Record 00-20-5
AFTO 71A-2 Shop and Historical Record 8D2-3-1

.of Battery Service
Field/Depot Aircraft Change Status Para 7-C-1.h
Report

AFT6 95 Significant Historical Data C00%405-24/5

A FTO 100 Series Visible CardFile System 00-20-5
(Optional)
A FTO 7810 Calendar and Hourly Item Inspection 00:20-5

Document
AF;TO 781E Accessory Replacement Document 00-20-5
A FTO 781F Aerospace Vehicle Flight Report and 00-20-5

Maintenance Document
A FTO 781J
AF 510

Aerospace Vehicle-Engine Flight Document 00-20-5 j..

Aerospace Vehicle Delivery Receipt N/A
DD 780 Aircraft Inventory Record 00-35D-780
DD 780-1 Aircraft Inventory Record Equipment List 00-35D-780
DD 780-2 Aircraft Inventory Record Shortages 00-35D-780
DD 780-3 Aircraft Inventory Record Certification 00-35D-780

and Record of TranSfers
RCS: LOG - MMO(W) 7138 ECMS Overhaul Report , 00-20-4
SF 368 00-35D-54Quality Deficiency Report

0
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Table 2. - Contents of Aircraft I.kogbooks.

,
.-
Components_ -131 C-I30 HH-3F HH-52_ HU-I6E

Airframe

X
X

X
X
X.
X
X

X
X
--

X

-»

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X (4
Stages)

X

Xf

X
X.

X
X
X
X

X (3
Stages)

X .

X

.

X

X
X

, X
X
X
X

X (3
Stages)

X
X

.

.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

AFTO 78IF
AFTO 781J
AFTO 78ID
AFTO 78IE
AFTO 95
DD 780 Series
AF 510 (Latest Copy)
W&B AN I-I0-40

Engine

AFTO 78IE , ,

AFTO 34
AFTO 44 (Each Turbine Wheel)

A

AlIFTO '95 (Engine)
A FTO 95 (Compressor Rotor)

APU

AFTO 95
,

Propeller

AFTO 95

*Items 1 through 8 of Table 4-1 list more
each USCG aircraft:

. ,

I. Component AFTO 95 - HU-16E

component forms associated with

,. li
1

limited to those items included in the

'

.
.

Aircraft
Engine

. Propellor
Carburetor
Main Wheels
Nose Wheels
APU ,

2. Component AFTO 781E - HU-16E
Accessories listed on AFTO 781E are
current HU-16E Bulletin 114 Seriet.

3. Component AFTO 95 - C-130
Reduction Gear Box
Power Package Assembly'
Torquemeter ,
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Table 2. - Ccintents of Aiicraft Logbooks (continued).

Component AFTO 95 - C-130 (cont'd)
OEC Nacelle_Assembiy_
GTC
Propellor
Propellor Pump Housing
Propellor Valve Housing
Turbine Rotor Assembly

Component AFTO 95-C-13IA
Aircraft
Engine
Propeller
Governor-Propeller
Carburetor

Component AFTO 95-HH-52A and HH-3F Heliccipters
Main Rotor Blades
Main Rotor Head
Dampers
Main Gearbox and Gimbal Ring
Primary Servos
Rear Engine Suppoit
Main Drive Shaft and 'T' Bolts
Rotor Brake Disc
lot, Gearbox
Tail Gearbox
Tail Rot% Head
Tail Rotor Blades
Rescue Hoist
Auxiliary Servo
Front Frame Accessory Drive Assembly
Fuel Control
Fuel Pump-Engine Driven

6. HH-52A Only
Primary Servo Input Rods
Speed Sensitive Switch
MRH Base Nut

-

Engine Accessory Drive Gear Box
Main Lube Pump (Engine)
Compressot Rotor
Pilot Valve
Flow Divider
Right Angle,Drive

HH-3F Only
MRH Spindle Assy.
MR H Sleeve Assy.
Flexible Coupling, Tail Take-off
Tail Rotor Pitch Change Beam
Bifilar
APU Clutch

Upper Link, Rot, ating Swashplate
Lower Link, Rotating Swashplate
Eyebolt, Horn

On-Condition 'Aircraft Accessories to be Listed on AfT0 701E
(HU-I6E and-C-13IA Only)
Generators
Starters
Hydraulic Pumps

!BP
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,

.

.

3. DOD ACTIVITY ADDRESS CODE 4. CUSTOMER ID CODE

B. MISSION DFSIGN SERIES S. SERIAL NUMBER
.

.........=
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Figure 3. AFTO Form 781F, Aerospace Vehicle Flight Report and Maintenance Document.
0
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2.
Aerospace. Vehicle - Engine Flight Documerit
(AFTO Form 781J)

The AFTO Form 781J (figure 4) is used to
document aircraft and engine data including
operating time. Some of the entries on this

\./ form are self-explanatory. The entries listed
below are those which may cause some mis-
understanding.

1. DATE: Enter in the FROM block the date by
day, month, and year on which the form was
initiated. When the form is closed out, enter
the date by day, month, and year in the TO
block.

H2." MDS (Mission Derign and Seiies): Enter the
aircraft type (HH-3F1 etc.)

3. AIRFRAME TIME: In the "Previous". block,
enter the time reflected in tfie last entry on
the previous AFTO Form 781J. Each day the
flight time accrued for that day is entered on
the line opposite the specific date entry iden-
tifying that day's operation. This entry is added
to the preViously redorded time to provide new
totals. If desired,' the eztries on this form
may be poitecLicir each flighi in lieu of each day.

4. OIL CHANGE: Enter the engine time at the
last oil change. To facilitate completion of an
A FTO Form 119, nil Analysis Request, circle, un-
der the appropriate column, the engine Operating
time in red when an oirchange is made.

NATE
.

ARON CREW MEP onGANgow N LOCATION MOS SERIAL' muse ao_

1

thIRPRAME AND ENGINE OPERATING TIME AND CYCLE DOCUMENTATICHI

SATE

041111001
.

TOTAL
-

/ /
TOTAL

/__

TOTAL

/

TOTAL
,... -

/ /

TOTAL

. /

/

TOTAL

/ /

TOTAL

/

TOTAL

/ I

1-

TOTAL

/
/c.....
P01Ar1Al0

A
71.1

_

CATIIIiE 1:11: :ALE 1 =:

I

CN*E =II:

\

-00113AtGE TEL---0010-1SE TENS CIIIIN.GE TEAM OIL Z::

'

CNTI61 =:

NO I ENG

TINS CYCLES

NO I ENO

TINE --41-77CLES

NO_i:ENG MO A INS NO S ENG
4.-

NO 0 ENG NO 7 ENG NO 0 ENG

TINE CYCLES TINE CYCLES TINE CYCLES TRAI CYCLES TINE CYCLES TINE

..

- -

-

CYLLES
.

_____ _

a.

.-- .

-

- ..-

- .

'4-- , -

t

e

.

t

- -

- ---
a

-..-

Li'

.

_

- -

...--

4

,

-

AF7.0 '"". 781Jv

ft
AEROSPACE VEHICL E - ENGINE FLIGHT DOCUMENT PREVIOUS COITION IS OBSOLETE

Figure 4. AFTO Form 1'14 Xerospace Vehicie-Engine Fli ght Document.
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.5. OVER TEX P: If the Napplicable inspection
requirements require inspection or replacement
of the engine or engine components based on, a

specified number of overternperatures, miintain

a cimulative total of the overtemperatures.
Each lime an overten*erature occurs, increase
the,,,entry in the OVER TEMP block by one.

6. ENGINE TIME AND CYCLES: 4ugine time
entries.are documented in the samemanner as
aircraft time. When an engine change occurs,
make a brief entry in the next %open date line.

Entries for the new engine, together with the
active entries of the other_ columns, will be
reopened in the "total" block. Engine oper-
ating times are cumulative; therefore, the 781J
engine time entry must be adjusted accordingly
at engine change. (Exam)le: If an engine had

accumulated 700 hours on another aircraft, the
"previous" time would.begin with 700.0).

7. CARRIED FORWARD: 'When all columns

have been completely filled in or when columns
have been used to the extent that a new AFTO

Form 781J must be initiated, total the indi-
vidual times and enter them in the CARRIED
FORWARD block. Carry these totals forward to
the new AFTO form 781J.

Calendar and Hourly Item Inspection Document
(AFTO Form 781D)

HU:-.16E ONLY

AFTO Form 781D (figure 5) id a required
form in CG HU-16E aircraft logbooks. Short
term and long term calendar and/ir hourly in-
spections are listed On AFTO From 78.1D. You
may type .or preprint the calendar inspection
item listink on the form.

The required entries for the AFTO toria
781D are as- follows:

1. Enter those items to be inspected or tested
at specified hourly or calendar periods derived
from the applicable inspection work cards or
phase cards.
2. Use a two line entry for those items re-
quiring inspection at either an hourly interval
or a calendar period.

3 7

3. Enter additional items which May be xe-
quired due to the type of Mission, geographical
location, or at the direction of higher command
or local command policy.

NOTE: This form is for 'special in-
spection items. that have a frequercy
different from the routine periodic or
phased 'inspection. .

.-

4., Use the "Next Due" block to enter the air-
craft hours,.engine hours, or calendar gate the
next inspection is due. Upon completiorof the
prescribed inspection, Iin4 out the date or hours
reflected in the old NEXT DUE Column and
enter the new date or hours in the new NEXT
DUE column.

Accessory Replacement Document (AFTO FORM
,.7,112.E)

*. litI-16E and HC-131A QNLY

AFTO Form 781E (figure 6) lists all ac-
cesiories reqinring replacement at specified
intervals.. Also listed, are those "on condition"
items listed in the Aeronautical Engineering
Maintenance Management Manual (CG-452) as
required entries for the type of aircraft at your
unit. One AFTO Form 781E. is .maintained for
aircraft accessories and one for the engine-
mounted accessories of each engine or APU.

The accessories that must be listed on the
AFTO Form 781E for either. an engine or an
APU are . found in either T.O. 2J-1-24 or
T.O. 2R-1-16.

AFTO Form 781E provides data to facil-
itate compliance with replacement or inspection
requirements. The form' is also useful in pro-
viding failure dates and operating hours for
UR' e.

Many,of the entries on the AFTO Form 781E
are self-explanstory. Those entries which may
cause some confusion are discussed here,

1. NOMENCLATURE AND TYPE: Use a two-
line entry for those items requiring replacement_
at either the aircraft or equipment time, dpecified
cycles, rounds, or calendar period. Ditto marks
may be used in columns A, 8, and C for the
second line of' such entries. Additional items
required due to the type of mission, geographical
loc'ation, or by direction of higher authority are
listed after the CG-452 stridard listing.
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2. LOCATION: Record tile actual location of
the accessory. (EXAMPLE: #2 Eng, FLTDK,
AFTCGO Compt, etc.) This entry May be omitted
if the location is obvious.

3. REPLACE EVERY: Enter the replacement
cycle for the accessory, i.e., .600 hrs., 11200
hrs.., etc.

4. PREVIOUS OPERATING TIME: Enter the
previous operating time or usage of the acces-
sory..If the item is new, enter 0.0.
5. INSTALLED AT: Enter the aircraft or engine
hours at the time the accessory was installed.
6. REPLACEI4ENT DUE AT: The figure for
this entry can be arrived at by subtracting the
"previous operating thie" from the "replace
every" sOme and adding the "installed at" time.

7. TIME \ACCUMULATED: Subtract the "in-
-- italled at" time from the "removed" time to

'arrive at this figure.
8. TOTAL OPERATING TIME: Add the pre-
vious operating time and the time accumulated.
For example, if an item having 250 hours pre-
vious operating time is installed at 550 hours
and removed at 11050 hours, the total operating
time will be 750 hours. Entries for items having
only a calendar replacement interval will reflect
the calendar period of installation as computed
from the date of installation to the Are of
removal.

Historical Documents

Significant Historical Data (AFTO Form 95)
AFTO Form 95 (figure 7) is used to main-

tain a permanent history of significant mainte-
nance actions on end items of equipment inclu-
ding aircraft, engines, components, etc., and
shall be used to record the status of TCTO's,
CG AMC/AMB's, etc., when a mechanized re-
port (SCMS or ECMS) is not available. The A.FTO
Form 95 replaces DD FORM 829-1 for record-
ing TCTO compliance; hrwever, all C-130 air-
frame and'engine TC TO information logged prior
to 1 January 1970, should be retained on the
latter form. A separate AFTO 95 should be used
for each component listed in Table 2(pages 33 dr
34).

Procedures for filling out AFTO Form 95
are for the most part self-explanatory, with
the exception of column B (REMARKS). Use
as many lines as necessary to enter the Eppli-
cable information. All operating units are re-
quire/1-4Qenter, in column B, inforthation con-
cerning the following:

40

V

1. Removal and replacement of aircraft
fixed wings and stabilizers.

2. Special service test equipment installed
or removed.

3. Seyere corrosion, its location, extent,.
and treatment accomplished or required.

4. Accidents or incidents, the extent of
damage lind \repairs' made.

5. _- Weather damage.

6. Emergency depot level maintenance.

7. TCTO's and.',any modifications to the
aircraft. (TCTO &tithes are not required if
a mechanized.report Hi used.)

8. :Oyerstresses and hard landings.

9. Airframe painting.

10. Airframe preservation, depreservation,
and storage.

Some additional requirements for engine
AFTO Form 95 entries are:

1. Engine requirements for preservation,
depreservation, receipt inspection, and 180-day
storage inspections.

2. Test cell run time, date, and- facility.,
3. Engine one-point tuning adjustments.

4. Thziottle valve adjustments.

Refer to T.O. 00-2014/5 for additional in-
formation concerning AFTO Form 95 entries.

Turbi22212921Liistoricalecord AFTO Form 44)

AFTO Form 44 (Figures 8 and 9) is used
to document accumulated cycles, operating time,
end maintenance history, as well as pertinent
manufacturing data for jet engine turbine wheels.
AFTO Form 44 is initiated and maintained for
all turbine wheels assigned to a unit. Many of the
blocks are completed by the manufacturer or
overhaul activity. The blocks that you will be
primarily concerned with are:
1.; ABNORMAL TEM PE RA TURE AND/OR
OVERSPEED DATA: This section of the form
provides a record of all abnormal temperature
and/or overspeed operation of gab turbine engines.
The entries are self-explanatory.
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TURBINE WHEEL HISTORICAL RECORD
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Figure 8.-- AFTO FORM 44, "Turbi'ne,Wheel Historical Record."
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Figure 9. AFTO FORm 44, "Turbine Wheel Historical Record" (Reverse).
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DEPARTMENT OF
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Figure 13. - Sample Carry Forward Discrepancies Form
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Figure 14. - DD Form 2026, Oil Analysis Request

Shop and Aircraft Historical Record of Battery
Service (AFTO Form 71A-2)

This form is used as a record of battery
service relative to a particular battery for both
the battery shop' and the aircraft. Installation of
the adhesive backed copy on the battery is optional
by the unit. The hard back copywillbe maintained
in the battery shop. Instructions for completing
AFTO Form 71A-2 are found in T 0. 8D2-3-1.

Carry Forward Discrepancies
`(Replaces AFTO FORM 781K). (e Page 46).

This form is used to track aircraft dis-
crepancies upon which action must be delayed
for more Ilan one (1) day.
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Additionally,., space is provided to log in-
cidents of cannkbalization and to traCk SpIcial
Inspection requirements, i.e., HH-52A 10 Hour
Inspection, HH-3F MRH Spindle Inspection,,Pro-
peller retorque. This form should be main-
tained in the aircraft maintenance book, ad-
jacent to the completed ,CG-4377's (Part III),
as ready referene for the Maintenance Officer/
Pilot. Completed CG-5181's should be retained
for a period of three Months and may then be
discarded. See Figure 13 for sample form.

AIRCRAFT REPORTS

Coast Guard aviation units are required to
submit several different reports using Coast



Guard and Air Force forms. These reports are
prepared and distributed in accordance with the
prescribing Coast Guard or Air Force directive.

Unsatisfactory Report Of Aeronautical Equipment.
( Form CG-4010SM).

All Coast Guard Aviation units and cutters
use this form (figure 16) when aircraft are
deployed on board for extended periods. It is
the routine means of reporting failures or un-
satisfactory conditions of aeronautical equip-
ment. Aeronautical equipment includes all items
associated with/ flight and the aircraft!s mission.
Also included are all special support equipment,
test equipment, and tools which support the air-
craft and its missien equipment.

Maintenance personnel are expected to use
good judgement regarding submission of UR's.
Experience has indicated that UR's are not good
indicators of the total number of items which
have failed during a given period of time, (i.e.
It is net necessary to report every clock failure
by igR. AR&SC can provide information on the
number of clocks issued if this information is
desired.)

The UR program was established to provide
information on premature failures (prior to 75%
of time between overhaul if established), in-
adequate procedures, poor workmanship, etc.
Routine failure of an item after a reasonable
service period need not be reported. DD Form
1577-2, which should accompany every item
returned to AR&SC will suffice.

Unit procedures should insure that; (1) UR's
are submitted when appropriate, and (2) UR's are
not submitted when no reasonable need exists
for their submission.

Failure or unsatisfantory conditions of aero-
nautical Material affecting SAFETY OF FLIGHT
are reported by me.. iage (figtire 15). The
Commandant routes messages to other agencies
if deemed appropriate. The mes sage is an interim
Unsatisfactory Report (UR) and must be followed
up with a completed Form CG-4010SM.

Special considerations for reporting failed
or unsatisfactory avionics material are neces-
sary. Although all anionic equipment failures are
reported under the EICAM system, an Unsatis-
factory Report for anionic material, is a neces-
sary supplement. The avionics Unsatisfactory Re-
port should report Conditions such as inadequate
equipment design, improper or poor installation

designs, deficiencies . involving safety, human
factor or display inadequacies, etc. Essentially,
UR's are expected on avionics failures more
extensive than random failures of bits and pieces.
The Unsatisfactory Report not orily, notifies the
Commandant of a problem, and/or a solution
to a problem, but cab alert other aviation units
to something they may be unaware of.

Both AR&SC and G-EAE review all avionics
Unsatisfactory Reports. Many are acted upon
on receipt; the remainder are filed by category,
and the frequency of recurrence is monitored.
Units must make full Use of the Unsatisfactory
Report system for avionics failures, and super-
visors must constantly reemphasize its impor-
tance.

The Unsatisfactory Report should be° based
on a reaSonably thorough evaluation of the cir-
cumstances. To expedite submission, Unsatis-
factory Reports may be legibly printed orwritten
in script. A typed report is preferred, however,
if there is a possibility tbat the report will be
disseminated outside the Coast Guard.

The Unsatisfactory Report form will also
be used for reporting deficiencies noted on air-
craft overhauled at AR&SC. This report should
include only those discrepancies encountered
during the first 14 days of operational availability
at the reporting unit; but in no case shall the
report be submitted later than 30 calendar days
after acceptance. Only discrePancies that can be
directly related to overhaul deficiencies shall
be reported on the aircraft overhaul report.
The report is designed to provide AR&SC with
information which can be. used to coriect de-
ficiencies in their overhaul or quality control
procedures. A general entry such as "Numerous
lines chafing in transmission area" does not
provide enough detail' to enable AR&SC to take
corrective action. Photographs can be very help-

; ful in documentir4 problems. A good guide in
writing a discrepancy is to ask yourself if the
discrepancy write-up contains enough information
for you to take the necessary corrective action to
prevent that discrepancy from occurring again.
Discrepancies should be reported as either Major
or Minor. A Major discrepancy is one which
affects safety of flight or grounds the aircraft.
A Minor discrepancy is any other discrepancy
noted which, by reporting to AR&SC, will allow
them to improve their overhaul efforts. Figure
17 outlines the format to be used for this report.
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Reports should not be delayed past the
submittal date on the basis of "something else
will show up." Discrepancies discovered after
the 14 day period that can be attributed directly
to the aircraft overhaul will be submitted via
a supplementary Unsatisfactory Report.

are investigated by AR&SC an
All discrepancies reported in the -aircraf(

overhaul report
findings and action taken on major discrepancies
will be reported to the receiving activity via
rapid. draft letter.. Similarly, ARSISC will docu-
ment and report to the unit conterned, unusual
problem areas discovered on aircraft inducted
into overhaul. This documentation should be use-
ful to field units, highlighting areas of their
aircraft maintenance program where greater
emphasis is required.
Instructions For Completing Form CG-4010SM
(See figure 16).

Fill in the blocks of Form CG-4010SM
as follows:
1. REPORT SERIAL NUMBER: Assign num-
bers consecutively, Starting at the beginning of
each calendar year. For example, UR 2-75
would be the second Unsatisfactory Report pre-
pared at the unit in 1975.
2. AIRCRAFT SERIAL NUMBER: Self-explan-
atory.
3. MODEL AND SERIAL NUMBER OF AF-
FECTED COMPONENT: The component on which
the unsatisfactory item is installed. For example,
an unsatisfactory starter might be installed on
a GE-T58-8B engine, S/N 271542.
4. NAME OF UNSATISFACTORY ITEM: Self-
explanatory.
5. MANUFACTURER: Manufacturer of unsatis-
factory item.
6. MODEL OR TYPE NUMBER: Model or type
number of unsatisfactory item;
7. SERIAL NUMBER: Serial number of =-
satisfactory item.
8. PART OR STOCK NUMBER: Part number
and NSN (if available) of unsatisfactory item.
9. CONTRACT NUMBER OF ORIGINAL MANU-
FACTURER: If the namplate data of the =sat-
iifactory item shows the contract number, list
it here. Disregard the word "(Electronics)"
and use the block for all items if available.
10., PRIOR FAILURE: List the number of prior
failures for which records are reasonably avail-
able and the date of the oldest known failure.
For example, if it can be easily determined that
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eight prior failures occurred at your unit since
July 1968, show ."8: 7-68," Do not include
the number' of defective items reported by the
current UR as prior failures. Cutters show
prior failures for their current deployment only.
11. LAST OVERHAUL AND DATE: List the last
overhaul activity and the date of the last over-
haul. Be sure to list both if known. If it is a
new item, insert "NEW."
12. TOTAL TIME SINCE OVERHAUL: Show the
time since last overhaul or if it is a new item,
show the time since new.
13. NUMBER DEFECTIVE: List the number of
failed items reported for the first time by cur-
rent UR. Do not inClude items listed in the
"prior failure" block.
14. DATE OF FAILURE: Self-explanatory.
15; DD-787 REPORT NUMBER (Electronics):
Leave Blank.
16. EXHIBIT DISPOSITION: Report action taken
in accordance with the following guidelines:

a. Do not turn failed items ,over to a
contractor's representative without the approval
of the Commandant.

b. When you are turning a failed item
over to a supply or overhaul activity, place a
copy of the UR in a suitable envelope marked
"UR" in large red letters, and attach it to the
failed item. On Air Force equipment, mark
"UR EXHIBIT" in red on the envelope con-
taining the UR's.

c. Retain a failed item for 60 days before
scrapping.
17. 'DETAILS

a. References: List the publications or
documents referenced.

b. Description: Describe the failure in
clear, concise terms. If photos or sketches
are attached, mark them with the UR number
and station 'for identification in case- they be-
come detached. Include the following information
if appropriate:

(1) Include pertinent changes, bulletins,
and technical orders and date incorporated in
the detailed data.

(2) Give the gross weight, maneuvers,
thunderstorms, hard landings, etc., in reports
concerning structural failures.
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(3) For engine failure, give the

operating parameters, the know elements failed,
and the sequence of events. Analyze foreign
material and/or metal particles. Specify engine
bulletins not installed if pertinent. Enclose one
copy of the mine UR in the engine logbook.
Include any recent SOAP data analysis. °

(4), Report excessively corroded en-
gines, installed or spare.

(5) ' On UR's concerning tires and tubes,
give the location, number of plies, fabric, new or
redapped, name and date of manufacture and re-
cap, estimated percentage of 'wear, reason, and
date of removal, and photo.

(6) Operating activities do not disas-
semble instniments or instrument components
to determine the cause of internal failures. Units
are also discouraged from disassembling other
items due to the possibility of introducing pro-
blems which-would distort subsequent investi-
gation as to the cause of failure or malfunction.

c. Cause: Give the cause of the unsatis-
factory conditions if known; otherwise, omit this
subheading.

d. Action Taken: Give a concise statement
of the action taken.

e. Recommendations: Give recommenda-
tions if they are considered pertinent; otherwise,
omit this subheading.

f. Distribution: Show "standard" plus the
additional distribution above standard. If the dis-
tribution is standard, omit this subheading.

18. DATE FORWARDED: Self-explanatory.

19. INVESTIGATING OFFICER: The engineering
officer may designate a qualified commissioned
offic r, warrant officer, or petty officer as
in stigating officer. :The investigatingofficer will
si the report.

20. COMMANDING OFFICER: The commanding
officer or his designated representative will
also sign the report. Designation of "BY DIREC-
TION" authority to the engineering officer is
encouraged.
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UR's are distributed in accordance with
the following standard and elective lists: .

1. All UR's -
(1) commandant (G-EAE) 3 copies

(2) AR&SC 5 copies

(3) P rime unit 2 copies

(4) AVTECHTRACEN 1 copy
2. An additional distribution of UR's is re-

quired on selected aircraft and engine equipment
such as C-130, C-131A, HH-3F, all Air Force
type UR's, T58 and R2800 engines. These re-
quirements are listed in CG-452.

3. Elective ,distribution: Copies may also
be sent to each unit operating the same type
of aircraft Or equipment if deemed useful.

4. Safety of Flight failures or unsatis-
factory conditions are reported by message.

UR forms are requisitioned in accordance,
with the Catalog of Forms (CG-218).

AIRCRAFT/TYPE I MATERIAL REPORT (CG-
2897)

This report (figure 18) is used tO gather
information on a continuing basis on certain
high value or critical items in the aeronautical
support inventory (generally Type I or Type II
items). All units that have aircraft attached
submit the report monthly, and they indicate
the inventory of items as of 2400 on the last
day of each month. Parts I (original) and II
are mailed so as to arrive at their intended
destination not later than the 10th day of the
following month. Part I is sent to AR&SC and
Part II to Commandant (G-EAE). Copies, other
than the original (including the unit's copy)
are disposed of after 1 year.

Entries are self-explanatory except as de-
scribed,below:

1. Use a separate page for each type of air-
craft assigned.

2. Entries must be typewritten or legibly printed
with a ballpoint pen.
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All hours shall be rounded off to nearest
whole number. The total flight hours accumu-
lated per aircraft type assigned for the month
shall be included;
4. 'Use the TYPE column for identification of
the basic engine component in sectionalized
engines such as the T56. Use the AO lowing
codes:

P -Tower 93ction

R - Reduction Gear

T - Torquerneter

For the sectionalized engines, list the serial
numbers and time for each component.

a 5. Use the REMARKS column for the following
information:

a. Monthly NORM/NORS rate - record the
average NORM/NORS rate which is calculated
as follows:

Total the number of hours that all
aircraft of a certain type were not operationally
ready due to maintenance work that had to be
performed. Divide this total by the total number-
of hours the aircraft have been assigned for
the month. (Example: NORM total for three
ii-52 aircraft = 540 hours. Three aircraft as-
signed for a full month (30 days). Total hours

assigned = 2,160 hoiirs. NORM Rate 40= 25%'
The NO,RS rate is computed in a similar man-
ner. (See figure 20 for the display format.)

b. The REMARKS column is also used for
other significant information concerning either
an aircraft or aircraft engine. Date of gain or
loss of an aircraft is a required entry in this
column. Criteria for the date to be used in gains
or losses appear in the Air Operations Manual
(CG-333). This entry is made only in the report
covering #ie period during which the gain or
loss ocotirred. Use appropriate abbreviations
in all entries. Here is it list of required entries
and the proper abbreviations:

Item Entry

(Aircraft transferred 5-14) "DL-14"
(Aircraft received 5-20) "Dd-20"

- Item

drounded for Corrosion Control

Accident Repairs
E ngine, Chalige
Temporary Storage
Spare

Entry

"Grnd-
Corsn"

"Crash Rpr"
"Eng Chg"
tTf I

6. Engine serial numbers need not be pre-
faced wIth letter designations, such as EL, W,

AE, etc.

.7. Use the STATUS column for RFI engines
to describe engine status if it is other than
"in the can, ready to ship," The usual entries
are:

Contlition

In can, RFI
Built-up as QEC
In.Shop for Inspection

(Rotational Spare)

"Status Entry"

No intry
QEC
SHOP

periodically ARSISC may request, by message
or letter,, certain information on selected Type
2 high value or critical items (main gear boxes,
main rotor heads, power packages, etc.) to be
included on this end-of-month report. When
reporting such speOial items, head the listing
with the applicable material (i.e.,. H-3 tail ro-
tor par box) in the applicable section (in-
stalled, RFI, or Class 265), and then list the
part number and/or serial number plus time

\ since overhaul (TSO). Comply also with any
additional AREESC requests for data on the
material.

STANDARD FORM 368

Quality Deficiency Report (see figure 19).
DOD has adopted this form as a standard form
for use in reporting quality 'deficiencies on all
DOD owned material (i.e. components, engines
and aircraft). Thts fornp replaces the AFTO 64
form previously utilized for this purpose. Reg-
ulations applicable to the use of SF 368 require
that each service establish a central screening
point for allfSF 368 submissions. The following

, action will be taken by Coast Guard units vshen
reporting quantity deficiencies:
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Figure 18. Form CG-2897,

Deficiency reports concerning components and en7
gines, regardless of the overhaul/repair activity
involved, shall be submitted to AR&SC, ATT:
Tech Services, via an unsatisfactory report.
AR&SC will function as, the screening activity
and will prepare and submit SF368s as required.
Deficiency rep-orts resulting from C-130 PDM
shall be prepared in message format by the
receiving activity not _later than twenty days
after receipt of the aircraft in accordance with
T.O. 00-35D-54. Commandant (G-EAE/63) shall
be an information addressee.

Aircraft/Type I Material Report.

1. C-130 Reporting Custodians. Submit AFTO
Form 103 as directed in the preinduction notice.
2. H-3, 11U-16E, and H-52 Reporting Custo%
dians. Submit AFTO . Form 103 in triplicate
to -AR&SC with a copy to Commandant (G-EAE/
63). The following additional Information will be
included on the AFTO. Form 103.

(a) . Any, unusual work which will be re-
quired during programmed depot main-
tenance, such as repeir of extensive
.corrosion, rework of temporary struc-
tural repairs, or incorporation of Chan-
ges, Bulletins, or TCTO's which are
applicable and due for the aircraft in-.
volved.

(b) The uniestalled change kits which will
accompany the aircraft Notes A list of
components with their accumulated time
is not longer required.

3. All PDM requirements for te HC-131A
have been deleted by the Air Force and incor-
porated into the phase inspections. With the
Coast Guard maintaining the aircraft on CMS,
these former PDM requirements are being put
into a special oveTkaul package due at 45 months.

Deficiency reports pertaining to GSA procured
tools shall be submitted to (G-EAE/63), uti-
lizing SF 368. COmmandant (G-iAE/63) will
act .as the screening activity for these reports
and will provide followup action when required.
Deficiency reports concerning aircraft over-
hauled at. AR&'SC shall te submitted on an un-
satisfactory report.
AFTO FORM 103 - AIRCRAFT MISSILE
CONDITION REPORT.

Reporting custodians will submit AFTO Form
103 for aircraft scheduled for programmed depot
maintehance at any military or commercial activity
including AR4cSC. Prepare the form in 'accordance
with T.O. 00-25-4 and route so as to arrive no later
than 45 days prior to the.scheduled input date.
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QUALITY DEFICIENCY REPORT
(Cetogory II)

0 '

I . From fOriginoting point)
2e. T (Scrosn)ng paint)

lb. Typed Nome. Duly Phone end Signistur,i

AI

21.. Typee Name, Duty Phan. end Signature

3. Refrom Control No. 4. Dem Deficiency
Discovered

5. Netionel Stock No. 0.451.4) I. Nomenclature
..,

7. Menufectureilktig. Cede/Skipper S. Mfg. Part No. 9., Soria! et/Botch No. 1 0. Contract/PO/Document N. 2 .

_

11. Item 12. 5..tpee Itlykettsdilod 13. Oshireting Time et Failure' 14. Government Furnished Materiel

al«. IS: PAZ:4
Yes

1 1. Quantity

,
s. Receivod b. Ins poctod e. Deficient dctiSteck , u

1 6. Defie font
Item
Weeks
On.^..ith

. End Imus
(A ircroft.
"Inkt ski.
Impritzer.littc.)

11) Type/ModelAerios
(2) 50.41 N.

b. Next
High..
Assembly

(1 ) Netimml Stock No. (NSW (2) Nomenclature
o

(3) Part No.

.

(4) Serial Nis./1..et Ns.

_i

1 7. 0 oiler Yalu.

.
1 S. Est. Correction Cost 1 9. Item Under Warranty 20. Week Unit Coske/EIC (Nevy ismi Air Force

only/ .

.IIII Yes N. II Unknown

2T. Action/GIs pas dims
.

C:1 Melding Exhibit far days
r-1 Ro.....d felt
1.,_.1,1nvestigatien

1-.1 Returnorl to Stook/
l_l Disposed of 0 Repaired r=- Other (Exploht.

LI in Item 22)

22. Details (Describe, te best ',batty. what Is wrong, hew end why. citcumstances prier to difficulty. descriptien ef difficulty. eciume. act)on token...-....
including dispesitien. reco.-nmendaricins. identify wifit reirstosi item number. include and list supporting documents. Continue on

separate sheet if necessary.)
V*

23a. T. (Action Pain t

SECTION II
24.. T (Support Paint) (Use items 25 and 26 if more than ono)

23b. Typed Nem., Duty "en. and Signature 26k. "yowl Name. Duty Phone end Signetym

25o. To (Support Pomt) 26o. (Suppart Paint)

25h. Typed Nemo, Duty Phone and Signature 261s. Typed Name, Duty Phon end Signotuns

38$340t
STANDARD FORM 363, April 1974
General Services Administration (FPMR 101-26-7) .

Figure 19. StandartForm (SF) 368, Quality Deficiency Report.
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AIRCRAFT/MISSILE CONDITION REPORT AGE OF P AGMS

REPORTS CONilhOL. SYMBOL

TCH

..

FROut (Non*, Omni Code, and Telephone)
,

...
.,

,

p4PaiMAPT/MISIIILE SERIAL NO. SUSSTiTUTE SEW NO.

%

T 0 L 0
.*

LYIN H / AL MON
INCE DEPOT MAIN,

.
CALENDAR MONTITS

APIT I SPECIL CONDITIONS
List epeelfie areas of hidden conosion. fuel tank leaks temporary repairs, etc.. which might
not be detected and corrected during accomplishment of the imile package. List only those.
discrepanci which rquare depet level maintenance. Do not list items included in the basic
work packet*.

..

-

.

,

,

,

,
.

'

ENGINE SEW NO.
.

HAS SPNC E
NEW OR

OVHL

.--

,

.

,

PART II SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS(For SSM OW
List maintenenc requirement Identified in Part I which the Specialized Repair Activity Is authorised to J., .,. ,i *h. '

' ' ,

,
4

.:
o

, ,

1

,

,
..

,

-
.

..,s.
,

SW CTION k iS WOO , Orgill Code, old Telephone)
i

. ,

A FTO
PORN

APR SS 103 PREVIOUS ISOITIONS WILL IIHE IJSEO, AFLC:-WPAFBAPR 66 som

Figure 20. A'FTO Forn, 103, Aircraft/Missile Condition Report.
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Figure 21. _jtircraft Flight Record, Part III.
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AIRCRAFT FLIGITt RECORD

The Aircraft Flight Record form (CG-4377)
Is used.by all aviation units to record flight and
maintenance data. The' Air Operations Manual
(CG-333) contains specific information for the
proper use of Parts I and II of the Aircraft
Flight Record form. In this pamphlet we will
discuss only Part III of the form. See figure
21. .

Maintenance personnel are required to make
the following entries in Part III (Maintenance Re-
cord) of the Aircraft Flight Record:

1. LOG ENTRIES: The person transcribing
Part III data to the appropriate aircraft, engine,
or accessories logs should initial this block.

2. CORRECTIVE ACTION: The mechanic shotrld
use explicit, concise terms to describe the
action taken to correct the discrepancy noted.
Entries such as "ground checks GK" should
not be used. The mechanic responsible for the
corrective action taken must legibly sign (not
initial) in the appropriate space. The man-hours
expended must be entered. A quality assurance
inspection and release signature is.. mandatory
for any grounding discrepancy or flight control
work, including trim tabs, rigging work, engine
change, propeller or governor work, and landing
gear system work. Part numbers or stock num-
bers should be entered if components have been
removed, replaced, or installed.

If corrective maintenance action is delayed
. beyond one day, the asterisked box immediately

preceding the corrective action block must carry
one of the following symbols:

CK - Indicates carried forward to check
(HU-16E only)

CF - Indicates carried forward

PP - Indicates pending parts

In this case, NO OTHER ENTRY SHALL BE
MADE in the corrective action block. Any delayed
corrective action symbol MUST be initialled by
an Aii'craft Maintenance Officer or his design-
ated representative prior to release of the air-
craft for flight. All carry forward discrepancies
shall be transferred to FORM CG-5181. To clear
FORM CG-5181, entries (delayed discrepancies),
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must be re-entered on CG-4377), Part III and
signed off with the corrective action.

3. REMARKS: Record special information that
may be required from time to time. The log
yeoman should check this block for possible
AFTQ Form 95 (Significant Historical Data)
entrt s.

4. OTAL FLIGHT TIME: Many times the
time entries on Parts II and III do not

agree. The pilot will occasionally make a cor-
rection to the flight time block on Part II
after he gets to operations, without reflecting
this change on, Part III. It is therefore a good
practice for the log yeoman to take flight times
from the Part II instead of Part III.

5. ENGINE HOURS: Record engine time if for
some reason it is different from the total flight
time.

The engineering section retains the completed
Part III forms for a period of 12 months. The forms
may then be discarded.

AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD

To maintain.an unbroken chain of custodial
responsibility incident to the transfer and ac-
ceptance of military aircraft, the Aircraft Inven-
tory Record (DD Form 780) was developed
as an instrument of transfer. (See figure 22).
The Department of Defense designed the Air-
craft Inventory Record in the interest of
standardization among the armedservices. These
standard inventories have been purged of all
items which would be noticeably missing during
a thorough preflight and aoceptance test flight.
As an example, all communications and navi-
gation components have been deleted to reduce
the man-hours required to inventory aircraft.

The Aircraft Inventory Record normally
will not be carried aboard the aircraft but
will be filed in the maintenance office. Per-
manent entries will be made in ink or typed.
Temporary entries, such as remarks indicating
temporary removal of equipment far storage,
may be made in pencil.

A
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AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD

1YPt

NMI M. NO.

a

D13.11-.780 MUM MIN NM MOO. I IPS MI. MIMI Sall NOW& SO, ICI 2.00741.00

Figure 22. DD Form 780, Aircraft Inventory Record.

If an aircraft is dropped from Coast Guard in-
ventory, the records will be retained 3 months.
After that time, they May be destroyed. Inventory
records accompany the aircraft throughout its ser-
vice life. Inventory changes that change the aircraft
weight and balance should be reflected on the
DD-365 Weight and Balance forms series.

The Aircraft, Inventory 'Record is made up
of four forms: (1), Aircraft Inventory Record
cover page and the Section Breakdown Diagram
(DD-780, front and back), (2) Aircraft Inventory
Record - Equipment List (DD-780-1), (3) Air-
craft Inventory Record - Shortages (DD-780-2),
and (4) Aircraft Inventory Record - Certification'
and Record of Transfer (DD-780-3). Procedures
for completing these forms are given in the
following paragraphs.
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PLAT no. Ills.

IRC RA FT INVENTORY RECORD WITH SECTION
BREAKDOWN DIAGRAM (DD-780, Back)

The entries pn this form (figure 23) are
self-explanatory with the following eXceptions:

1. The EXPLANATION block is used to explain
the sectional breakdown diagram if necessary.

2. . The MISCELLANEOUS DATA block may be
used to enter any special notes about items
listed,on DD Form 780-1.

The sections of the sectional breakdown
diagram are 'identified by letters to facilitate
inventorying. The letter A is assignek, to the
foremost section. The letter B is assigned to
the next section: and so pn, generally to the
rear of the aircraft. The letter R, as part of
the item number, denotes items mounted on

0
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AIRCRAFT IOVENTORY
EQUIPMENT LIST

RECORD
BOVERNUENT SERIAL NO. , AIRCRAfT TYPE

'PAGE Of PAGES

ITOA

iso.
NOMENCLATURE. TYPE AND MODEL

o

REQUIRED
NEU

c

EQUIPMENT CAECA!'
LOCATION OR REMARKS

E

7 2 131 1 s 1 121 10111,11qt+. (Nils 13),211.1to1211211:2123
o '

.
--.

.,

--.

,

...--

..

,

_

--.,--................--

4- .--...--......- A

- ._-_ ...- A

A

II.

CAlcA ST CHECK 7 ST
i

CHECK-it-Dv '61ECR 711 SY

CHECK 2 9V CHECK 0 scv

CAECA Are

ANECII 14 EIT

CHECK Is sr --IRE5F11

CAECA 20 SY

sv
CHECK 7 Iv

CAECA 4 ST CAECA 10 SY CHECK 1$ SY

CAECA 17 BY

CHECK 22 SY

CAM 23 BY
MICA 5 MY CAECA 11 SY

CAECA 4 Ily CAECA 12 BY CAECA IS BY CNECR 24 ST

EI
Verify orl quipmnt ghee& by nfrind IAA sidnACArf, of (he peron performing IA* inrenfery.

DD 47801 REPLACES Af PNIIM Hoc SERIES. 1 Apo AS. MICH MI OssoiciE. 0102 007 7000

Figure 24, DD Form 780-1, Equipment List
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the exterior of the fuselage, and the letter
F denotes items to which access is gained from
the fuselage. Subdivisions of sections may be
identified by a lower case letter, such as
"Aa," "Ac," etc.

AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD- EQUIPMENT
LIST (DD-780-1)

The equipment list portion of the Aircraft
Inventory Record (figure 24) is divided into
sections, each of which lists the items per-
taining to a particular section of the aircraft,
as indicated on the sectional breakdown diagram.
Within each section, individual items are num-
bered as nearly as possible in the sequence
of their physiCal location in the aircraft without
regard to their relation to specific equipment.
Stock numbers are not supplied as part of
the.equipment listing in inventory records.

The heading entries for DD-780-1 are self-
explanatory. The R QUIRED HERE column in-
dicates the number of this item required in this
compartment in ccordance with existing in-
structions.

The EQUIliMENT CHECKS column indicates
that required terni are present. Enter a check
mark ,in the ppropriate column. If shortages
exist, indica ,the quantity actually aboard or
"0" in red as appropriate.- When all equipment
check columns are used, a new DD-780-1 must
be initiated. The old form is retained until the
next inventory, after which the form may be
destroyed. The individual making the check cer-
tifies that each check is complete by signing
the appropriate block at the bottom of the page.

The LOCATION OR REMARKS column in-
dicates the authority for removal and location.

AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD - SHORTAGES
(DD-780-2)

This form (figure 25) is used to record
the shortages found during the inventory. The
transferring activity makes every effort to lo-
cate missing items or to withdraw from stock
the replacement_ items necessary to complete
the inventory.

The heading entries for DD-760-2 are self-
explanatory. The item number in column A
must correspond with the item number as shown
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on form DD-780-1. The authority or reason
for the shortage should be placed in column D.
Whenever an existing shortage is made up by
an activity, note in the REMARKS column that
the item has been installed or replaced. This
notation should include the name of the organi-
zation. Additional pages of the DD-780-2 are

4+13added LIS necessary. Only those showing current
shortages will be retained. All others may be
destroyed.

AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD - CERTIFI-
CATION AND RECORD OF TRANSFERS
(DD-780-3)

This form (figure 26) provides a place for
both the transferring activity and the receiving
activity to certify the completion of their in-
ventories. A signature on this form certifies
that the aircraft was equipped at the time of
delivery or receipt with the items listed on the
Equipment List, with the exception of any short-
ages noted on the Shortages form.

Retain completed DD-780-3 forms showing
entries less than 1 year o d. Destroy all others.

Aerospace Vehicle Delivery Recei (A F Form 510)

This form (figure 27) is used by the trans-
ferring and the receiving activity to acknowledge
receipt of an aircraft and its logs and records.
There is no prescribing directive for this form.
The instructions for filling out the form are
printed on the form.

REQ UISIT ION ING OF FORMS

The USAF-type forms listed herein may be
requisitioned from CG Supply Center, Brooklyn,
utilizing DD Form 1348 in accordance with Cata-
log of Forms (CG-218). Requests to utilize other
USAF-type forms shall be forwarded to Comma-
dant (G-EAE/63), indicating estimated usage
data. When additional USAF-type forms are
approved for Coast Guard use, they will be listed
in the Catalog of Form s (CG-218) and stocked
at CGSC Brooklyn.

The Numerical Index of Departmental Forms
(AF Regulation 0-9) contains the prescribing
directives for theUSAF, AFTO, and DD type
forms.

' ,1 1



AIKRAFT INVENTORY RECORD
SHORTAGES

SOYERNMEMT SERIAL NO. IAIKRAFT TIME

momancLATunt. TIM1 ASO 1100EL
QUANTITY

SHORT
AUTHORITY OR EASON FOR 040111001

0

LIPASE OF PASEO

NIENARKO

11.,

DDI r..780 -2 REPLACES Al 101114 14111 !CRIES, I Ara 41, MICH .A111 011SO4.ITIE. 0107 007 7100

Figure 25. - DD Form 780-2, Aircraft Inventory Record, Shortars.



AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD
.

CERTIFICATION ANO RECORO OF TRANSFERS,

PAGE OF
..

PAGES

NAME OF PROM CORITRACTOR GOVERNMENT SERIAL NO. NO. AIRCRAFT TYPE

-

'

I CERTIFY THAT THIS AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF DELIVERY. WAS EQUIPPED WITH THE ITEMS LISTED IN PRECEDING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORy RECORD
WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON DO FORM 710.2. "SHORTAGES'. ,

CERTIFICATE NEI.

'

ynNEREERRED ERom

. .

.

DATE TRANSFERRED SIGNATURE OF GOVERNMENT 11r-ESEWTATIVE On AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND OHGANIZATION

,

.

I CERTIFY THAT THIS AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF RECEIPT. wAS EQUIPPED WITH THE ITEMS LISTED IN PRECEDING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD

WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON DD FORM 740.2: "SHORTAGES".

CERTIFICATE NO. RECEIVED RE

. ,

DATE CERTIFIED

A

SIGNATURE OF GOV RNMENT REPRESENTATIVE ON AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL OESIG?IWtION AND ORGANIZATION .

I CERTIFY, THAT THIS AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF DELIVERY. WAS ECUIPPED WITH THE ITEMS LISTED IN PRECEDING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORy RECORD

WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON DD FORM 740.2. 'SHORTAGES'. \

CERTIFICATE NO. lflIDIISFEIREO FRODI .

'

DATE TRANSFERRED lIGNATURE OF GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE On AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND ORGANIZATION

I CERTIFY THAT THIS AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF RECEIPT. wAS COUIPPED WITH THE ITEMS LISTED IN PRECEDING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD
WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON DO FORM 740.2, 'SHORTAGES'

sT.f

-
,

CERTIVICATE NO. RECEIVED BY T

.

"DATE CERTIFIED SIGNATURE Of GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE WI AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND ORGANIZATION

I
CERTIFY THAT THIS AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF DELIVERY. WAS EQUIPPED WITH THE ITEmS LISTED IN PRECEDING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVEN-TORY RECORD

WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON DD FORM 780.2. 'SHORTAGES'.

CERTIFICATE MO- TRANSFERRED FROM

[

DATE TRANSFERRED SIGNATURE OF GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE OM AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND ORGANIZATION

%

,

I CERTIFY THAT THPS AIRCRAFT: AT TIME OF RECEIPT. wAS EQUIPPED.WITH DiE T,TEMS LISTED IN PRECEOING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD

WITH THE EXCEPTIOIIS OF THOSE NOTED ON OD FORM 710.2. 'SHORTAGES'.

CERTIFICATE NO. RECEIVED SY DATE CERTIFIED SIGNATURE OF GOVERNMENT REMESENTATIVE ON AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND ORGANIZATION

I
CERTIFy THAT THIS AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF DELIVERY. wAS EQUIPPED WITH THE ITEmS LISTED IN PRECEDING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD

WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON 00.FORM 7110.2. 'SHORTAGES'.

CERTIFICATE NO. TRANSFERRED FROm DATE TRANSFERRED SIGNATURE OF GOVERNMEMT REPRESENTATIVE on AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL OESIGNATION AND ORGANIZATION

,

I
CERTIFY THAT ails AIRCRAFT. AT TIME OF WECEIPT. WAS EQUIPPED WITH THE ITEMS XISTED IN PRECEOING PAGES OF THE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY RECORD

WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THOSE NOTED ON 00 FORM 780.2. 4.SHORTAGES'.
,

CERTIFICATE NO. RECEIVED NY DATE CERTIFIED SIGNATURE OF GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE ON AUTHORIZED AGENT
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND ORGANIZATION I

,

DD 7.r. 780 -3 REPLACES AF FOnm VISC SERIES. C APR AS. SNICK ARE OBSOLETE.

Figure 26. DD Form 780-3, Certification and Record of Transfers.
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AEROSPACE VEHICLE DEUVERY RECEIPT
cmrE ,

.

, INSTRUCTIONS

1. All items shown below must be present before delivery Z. Ferry pilot/transporter receiving aircraft/missile will per-

commences, except:
sonally check all forms and sign receipt provided.

a. AN I-113-40 (Wright and Solasere Handlwai) which is
3. Recipient organization will check all aircraft/missile forms

necessary for only Class 10 and Class Z aircraft. (See T.O.
upon delivery of the aircrth/missile and enter quantity of
each item in column "3" below.

1-1 B-43. Clad 1 II nodules all &mu Trainer, Primary DISTRIBUTION OF THIS FORM: Copy I to home sta-
Transit', aid L#inne type aircraft. as well as few Carr, and don; copy Z for pilot/transporter; copy 3 for reCipient; copy

441vaated Treiber types.) 4 for releasing organization; copy 5 to contract facility prop-

b. Load Adjuster is necessary for all Class Z aircraft. erty administrator.

( See to. 1 -I B--43.) S. Indicate remarks on reverse.
.

AIRCRAFumISSILE MODEL SERIAL NumilEll ACCOUNT/CONTRACT NO PROJECT ANCl/OR PRIOMTY ILI/TRANSPORTATION ORDER NO
(Whew Sanders

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL INSTALLED ON AMCIAPTImASSILE

a

RECEIWNG ORGANIZATION
DWYER,. POINT

,

RELEASED IT (Ow, Dam .v.1 Command) PICK-UP POINT ANC) DATE

PAPERWORK CHECKLIST
(Fey anTrili/missMe riming mama)

A

HMI Ca
WWII/ AMIN

IT IIIIASIIK
Wu

I

RECEIVED
Ily PILOT/

TRANS-
PORTER

c

CHECK APPROPRIATE COLUMNS
RECEIVED

SY

..eCIPIENT
ORGAN

1

IN

0

OUT

I
IN

1

OUT

0

IN

H

OUT

I

DO PORPAS 780 semesAINCIAPT/AUSSILE

AlTO PORmS 781, 781A, 7110, 78111. 781) AND 71111rMRCRAFT

AFTO FORM FOIE OR AFTO FORMS 100 SEMIS MRCRAFT
.

AFTO FORAM U. 207, 208, 200 AND 28IMISSILES

0 FORM 15AIRCRAFT/BU55ILE

DO IDA 821-1, RCS noc-or75 OR RCS LOG-8245AIRCRAFT/MISSILE

DO FORM 821-1 OR acs 26-L0G-875AIRCRAFT ENGINES

AFTQ FORM VS AND APTO PORAA 711EAIRCRAFT ENGINES

AFT0,70RAL 44 TUREO JET ENGINES

AN I-11-40 WEIGHT AND BALANCE HANDSOOK AIRCRAFT

LOAD ADJUSTER AIKRAIT
.

AITO FORM 330AIRCRAFT

AFTO FORm 95 FOR COMPONENTS LISTED IN T 0. 00-20-4, SECTION 11 "

(Enumerate apphara(e ,mspoweem below)

,..

TRANSPORTING/FIRRYING ORGANIZATION RECEIPT

i ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF AIRCRAFT/MISSILE WITH CONTENTS, AS
NOTED MOW, AND wiTH AIRCRAFT/MISSILE PAPERWORK USTEO IN COLUMN ''S"

-
1111TING/TRANSPORTING ORGANIZATION TYPED NAME OF AUTHORIZED PERSON

s

SIGNATURE DATE

RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION RECEIPT .
x

I ACKNOwLEDGE RECEIPT OF AMCRAFT/mISSILE WITH CONTENTS, AS NOTED MOVE, -AND WITH AIRCRAFT/mISSILE RAPERWORK.LISTE0 IN COLUMN -II-

RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION
TYPED NAME OF AUTHORIZEO FERSON SIGNATURE DATE

AF -*Fej171 510 PREVIOUS IDITIONS 0850LETE

Figure 27. - AF Form 510; Aerospace Vehicle Delivery Receipt.
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SUMMAR'1'

In this section we have dipcussed the air-
craft records and reports used in 6oast*Guard
aircraft inaintenance. Also discussed were in-
structions for completinig the forms used for
these records and reports.

Two types of formg are used in maintaining
aircraft logbooks: (1) AFTO Form 781 series

tf (781F, 781J, 781D, 781E), and (2) historical
documents (AFTQ Forms 95, 44, and 34). Com-
puterized (mechanited) reports are used to keep
track of aircraft and engine configuration. Opera-
ting units annotate these reports and torward
them to appropriate offices. Miscellaneous and
optional forms are authorized for use hi main-
taining records of aircraft accessc,ry time,

Several reports are used in aircraft main-
tenance., These include the Unsatisfactory Report
(UR), Aircraft/Type I Material Report, Aircraft
Miss le Condition Report and the Quality De-
ficiency Report.

66

Maintenance personnel use the Aircraft Flight
Record,' Part III, to recap.' ircraft maintenance
data.

Aircraft Inventory Record provides a
list of equipment- items on an aircraft. The
record, is made up of ,four types of forma%,
(1) Cover page and the Section Breakdown Dia-
gram, (2) Equipment Lists, (3) Shortages, and
(4) Certification ap6 Record of Transfer.

The Air Force forms discussed in this
section may be requisitioned from the Coast
Guard Supply Center, Brooklyn.

Answer the followingireview questions to see
if you have achieved the objectives for this
section. If you have any problem answering the
questions, go back and review the text:



LESSON OM

INSTRUCTIONS

Cover the answers to the questious with the Answer Key Mask. Carefully
answer the questions; then remove the mask to check with the printed an-
swer. If ypu answered any question incorrectly, refer to the text material.

1. Elf there is ,a conflict between Air Force
imd Coast Guard directives, the

. directives have priority.

2. Which AFTO form is the identification page
for the.logbook binder?

3. How is .an engine change indicated on AFTO
Form 781,J?

4. AFTO F4 781D is a required form in the
aircraft logbook ONLY.

5. An item requiring inspection or testing at
a specified hourly or calendar periodOs listed
on AFTO Form

6. By subtracting the "previous operating tithe"
from the "replace every" time and adding the
"instilled at" time on AFTO Form 781E, you
will arrive at the time.

7. When an aircraft is painted, an entry is
made on AFTO Form

8. wfial is one required entry on the AFTO
Form 44i?

9. What form is used to track aircraft dis-
crepancies upon which action must be delayed
for more than one day?

DELETED

11. The optional AFTO 100 series forms con-
tain the same information as AFTO Form

67

1. Toast Guard (Page 31)

2. AFTO Form 781F (Page 31)

3. An "engine change" entry is made on
the next open date line (Page 37)

'7 4

4. HU-16E (Page 37)

5. 781D (Page 37)

6. "replacement due at" (Page 40)

7. 95 (Page 40)

8. Turbine wheel blade replacement (Page 44)

9. Carry Forward Discrepancies FORM cc--
5181. (Page 47)

10. DELETED

11. 781E (Page 44)
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12. Assume that five HH-3F primary hydraulic
pumps have failed at your unit since September
1972. If you are writing a UR for the sixth
pump, _what entry shoilld go in the "pridr
failures" block?

12. 5: 9-72 (Page 49)

13. Which aircraft components should NOT be 13. Instruments (Page
disassembled to determine the cause of internal
failures for UR information?

14. The unit's copy (fII and IV) of the Aircraft/
Type I Material Report must be retained on 14. 12 (Page 50)
file for , months.

15. Any unusual work to be performed by depot 15. 103 (Page 54)
level maintenance during aircraft overhaul is
reported by opei;ating units on AFTO Form

16. Who must initial.the release box on Part III
of the Aircraft Flight Record (CG-4377) if a
delayed corrective action symbol is used?

17. After an aircraft has been dropped from
the Coast Guard inventory, how long are air-
craft inventory records maintained?

18. If an inventory item is removed from an
aircraft, the authority for removal should be
indicated in the block of DD-780-1.

16. Maintenance officer (Page 58)

17. 3 months (Page 58)

18. "Location or Remarks" (Page 62)
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7
PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

INSTRUCTIONS

Cover the answers to the questions with the Answer Key Mask. Carefully
anSwer the questions; then remove the mask to check with the printed answer.
If you answered any question incorrectly, refer to the text maierial.

1. In the Aircraft Maintenance Management
System, the technical element of maintenance
enginnering is performed by

A. AR&SC and Commandant (G-EAE)
B. Commandant (G-EAE) and field units ,
C. AR&SC and prime units
D. Field units and AR&SC

2. Which publication 'describes the standard
organization of an air station's engineering
section?

A. Mission cf U.S. Coast Guard Aviation
Units (CG-112)

B. -Operating\ Facilities of the Coast Guard
(CG-244)

C. U.S. Coast Guard Organization Manual
(CG-299)

D. Air Operations Manual (CG-333)

3. Which subsection maintains the master li-
brary of all technical publications anddirectives?

. A. Engineering administration
B. Quality assurance
C. Aircraft maintenance
D. Avionics maintenance

4. Who supervises the examination board for
plane captain qualificati,3n?

A. Engineering officer
B. Quality assurance officer.
C. Aircraft maintenance office;
D. Engineering administiation officer

1, C - AR&SC and the prime units work under
the direction of Commandant (G-EAE) to provide
field units with the technical element of mainte-
nance engineering. (Page 2)

,

2. D - The standard organization of ALL
sections of an air unit is contained in
Appendix B, Air Operations Manual (CG-333).
(Page 2)

3. B Maintaining the master library is one
of the functions of the Quality Assurance sub-
section. (Page 3)

4. 'A - The engineering officer designates the
members of the Plane Captain Exarilining Board
and supervises the board. (Page 3)

5. Which subsection manages the operation of 5. - One of the functions of the aviation
an engineering section's tool room? material subsection is to ensure that the

unit's tool room is operated properly. (Page 5)
A. Aircraft maintenance
B. Quality assurance
C. Aviation material
D. Avionics maintenance

128



6. What are the two MAJoR categories of
aircraft inspections?

A. Routine and Special
B. Intermediate and Major
C. Major and Phased
D. Intermediate and Special

6. A - All the various types of aircraft
inspections are included in the two major

categories. (Page 6)

7. An HH52A 10 Hour is an example of a 7. D - These inspections are designed
inspection, to provide servicing and verification of

;satisfactory functioning of critical
systems components at frequent intervals.
(Page 7)

A. Preflight
B. Thrydlight
C. Basic Postflight
D. Bourly/Weekly

. Complet ed CG-4377 Is , P art UI, should
be retained at the unit for months,
then may be discarded.

A. 3

B. 6

C. 12
D. 24

9. Which maintenance operation requires a com-
plete test flight?

A. C-130 engine change
B. Routine inspection
C. Hydraulic pump change
D. Fuselage skin patch

10. How long should engineering section
retain HU-16E maint enance inspect ion/di.s-
crepancy records and test flight reports?

A. Until the aircraft goes to overhaul
B. 18 months
C. 1 year
D. Until the second subsequent periodic

inspection or six months

11: A Coast Guard air station thai is NOT
atithorized to perform component repairs is a
Class maintenance activity.

A. A

B. B
C. C
D. D

8. C - Completed MPC's and Squawk Reports
should be retained for three months.
(Page 52)

9. B - A complete test flight is necessary
after a routine inspection, but a flight
verification of functional check is sufficien
after some maintenance. (Page 25)

10. D - After the secondsubsequent periodic
inspection, these forms may be disposed of.
(Page 22)

11. D - Making component repairs is a
function of a Class C maintenance activity.
(Page 26)

12. The prime unit for the H-3 type helicopter 12. D - Aviation Training Center, Mobile,
is is the prime unit for HH-52A and HH-3F

helicopters and the C-131 aircraft (Page 27)
A. CGAS, St. Petersburg
B. CGAS, New Orleans
C. CGAS, San Diego
D. ATC, Mobile
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1.3. A permanent history of significant aircraft
maintenance action is uianihtitied on AFT() Form

B. 44
C. 95
D. 119

13. C - AFTP Form 95, Significant Historical
Data (Page 40)

14. Aircraft operating hours and accessory
operating times needed for filling nut Ull's can be
found on AFTO Form 781 iH1T-16E
C-131 ONLY,

D
B. E
C. F
D. J

13. Xircraft and engine time is recorded on AFT()
Form 71

D
B. E
C. J
D. K.

16. WInch entry on AM.° Form 781J is circled in
red?

.. Engii le operating time at oil change
B. Airframe time at phase inspection
C. Airframe time at engine change
D. Engine operating time at last inspection

17. If depot-level maintenance is not performed by
R&SC, who designates the other activity?

.AR&SC
B. COMDT C-EAE)
C. Prime Unit
D. USAF

IS. Which aircraft, inspection is classified as a
vecial inspection?

Preflight
B. Hourly
C. Intermediate
D. TCTO

19. Who is responsible for the management and
technical elements of equipment maintenance?

A .°AR&SC
B. Piime,Unit
C. COMDT C-EAE
D. Field Units
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14. B - AFTO Form 781E, Accessory Replacement
Record, has spaces for entering operating hours
accumulated on accessories. This information is
needed for filling out a U.R. (Page 37)

15. C - Aircraft and engine hours are recorded
on AFTO F rm 781J after each flight or at the
close of ach flying day (Page 36)

16. A - En ine operating time at oil change is
circled in Ired on AFTO Form 781J. This aids in
time keeping for oil changes and oil sample
taking (Page 36)

17. B - (Page 2)

18. D - (Page 7)

19. C - (Rage 2)



20. A FTO Form 44 is used to document an
operating history of;

A.
B.
C.
D.

an aircraft
a reciprocating engine
a turbine engine
turbine wheel;

21. Maintenance Due List items mav be delayed for a
nhiximuni of days for calender items.

.A. 10
B. 20
C. 30
D. 80

22. Reporting activities identify Unsatisfactory
Reports by assigning

A.
B.

C.
D.

consecutive fiscal year serial numbers
consecutive calendar year serial
numbers
continuous consecutive serial numbers
alphabetical/numerical serial numbers
according to category and fiscal year

23. A unit has completed a UR for a failed air-
craft component. The unit may turn the component
over to the contractor's representative,providing
prior approval was obtained from the

A.
B.
C.
D.

engineering officer
commanding officer
Commandant
Commaniing Officer, AR&SC

24. Part I of the Aircraft/Type I Material
Report (CG-2897: for the month of July must
arrive ,at AR&SC on or before

A. 10 July
B. 31 July
C. 10 August
D. 31 August

25. Which of the following must be entered in
the REMARKS column of a unit's Aircraft/Type
Material Report for an aircraft received on board
5 August?

DG - 05
B. AR - 05/8
C. R-A/C - 5/08
D. DL - 05/08

131
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20. D - A complete service life history of a
turbine wheel is maintained on AFTO Form 44
(Page 40)

21. C - (Page 8)

22. B - Each January 1st the serial number
sequence begins again (Page 49)

23. C - The Commandant must approve of
turning over government materials to a
contractor (Page 49)

24. C - The parts of the report being
mailed must reach their destination by
the 10th of the month following the month
for which the report is made (Page 50)

25. A - Gains or losses of aircraft are'
reported in the "Remarks" block of the
Aircraft/Type 1 Material Report 9CG-2897)
(Page 53)
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26. Deficency reports concerning Aircraft over-
hauled at Aft&SC shall be submitted on a/an

A. AFTO Form 103
B. UR Form 4010 (SM)
C. Standard Form 368
D. CG Form 4377

27. The Aircraft/Missile Condition Report
(AFTO Form 103) must arrive at its destination
at least days before the scheduled
aircraft overhaul date.

A. 10
B. 15
C. 30
D. 45

S. On the MDL, an extension of interval for calender
and hourly items can .be made only by the
officer or designated represenative.

A. Operations
B. Engineering
C. Maintenance

- D. Conimanding

29. What letter in an Aircraft Inventory Record
identifies an inventory item located in the fore-
most section cr;! an aircraft?

A.
B.
C.
D.

A

:30. Which CMS Report provides a detailed overall sta-
tus of the aircraft and is printed on blue line paper?

A. Aircraft Maintenance Due List
B. Aircraft Status Report
C. Maintenance Requirements List
D. Maintenance Procedure Card

26. B - This is a new CG poliCy. SF-368
is used to report quality deficiencies
of DOD overhauled aircraft and engines
(Page 48)

27. D - Forty-five days permits the overhaul
activity to adequately plan for the overhaul
of the aircraft (Page 54)

28. D - (Page 8)

29. A - Using letters to identify the sections
of an aircraft helps you to locate items of
equipment during an inventory (Page 58)

30. A - (Page 10)

MODIFICATIONS

Pages 69 - 136 of this publication has been deleted in adapting this material

for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a Model System to Provide Military

Curriculum Materials for Use in.Vocational and Technical Education." Deleted

materials involve extensive use of military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was

not considered appropriate for use in vocational and technical education.
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IMPORTANT
NOTICE TO THE STUDENT

A pamphlet review quiz appears in the back
of this pamphlet. Correct answers and page
references follow the questions. Do not send any
answer sheets to the Coast Guard Institute. If you
have any question about -..he course or any part
of it write to' the instractor for your rating.



This pamphlet contains original material developed at the
Coast Guard Institute and also excerpts from:

Introduction to Metal/U.S. Air Force
Manual 5331A 01 1061 0764

Airframe Maintenance and Repai.r/ U.S. Air Force Manual . 52-11

DIPORTANT NOTEat In November, 1981, the information .

contained in this pamphlet was current. according to the lategt updates

of those Directives/Publications listed.This pamphlet was compiled for

training ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of official.Directives or
publications. It is always YOUR responsibility to keep abreast of the
latest professional information available for your rate.

The personnel responsible for the latest review and
update of the material in this component during November 1981 are:

AMCM H. F. Schoettle (Subject Maiier Spmialist)

Dada 'turns (Education Specialist)

YN I P. J. Schneider (Typoirapher)

YN I P. J. Schneider (Typist)

Questions about the text should be addressed to your Subject Matter Specialist.
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'Shop Mathematics

This section is written for a number of
people with varying degrees of mathematical
knowledge. We have prepared the material on
the issumption that the average student knows
very lfttle Mathematics. The problems with
their explanations and discussions are strictly
problems in fabrication of sheet metal objects
and sheet metalworking.

A portion of the material has to chi with a
thorough discussion and explanation of the
various geometric figures with whic'o you, in

all likelihood, may have to deal in your work
wi0i sheet metal. Each figure is aecompanied
by the formula for figuring the area and/or
volume of tl.,e Egure. It is suggested that,
for practice, you sEould work as many of
tipse problems as you possibly can. Later on
in the course, you will be called upon to work
out some problems in connections with layout
and fabrication.

Improper Fractions

A traction in which the numerator is small-
er than the denominator is called a proper
fraction. Examples of proper fractions are
3,4, 2 /3, 8. 9, and 21 /37.

Improper fractions are those with a nume-
rator larger than the denominator: for ex-
ample. 4 /3 and 13/7. The fraction 4 /3 may
be considered to be the sum of 31, plus 1/3;

and since 3, 3 equals. 1 or the whole, we can
say 4 3 = ,1 1.'3. It is customary to change
improper fractions to mixed numbers by divid-

ing the numaator by the ,denominator. The
quotient (or result) is expressed as a whole
number followed;by a fraction in Which the
remainder is the nuinerator, 'and the dendmi-
nator is the same ,as before. Fin example,

' 52/ 3 7/15, since 15- is' contained in 52

three times, leaving a remainder of 7.

Sometimes, as in multiplication, it is desir-,
able to convert, a mixed number to art im-
proper fraction. Th4:can be dohe by rev'ers-
ing the above process. To accomplish' this
conversion, wc multiply; thewhole number by
the denominator, of the accOmpanying fraction
and add the numerator. We then use this'

number as the new numerator, and the de-
nominator 'remains the same as in the mixed
number. Thtcs, ,to change 2- 5/7 to an m-
proper fraction, we mOltiply 2 X 7 and get 14;

14 5 equals 19: putting this over the origi-
nal denominator, 7, we now have 19/7, Simi-,
larly, 4 3/5 = 2i/5;

When both the numerator,'and denominator
of a fraction contain a coMmon 'factor, the
fraction should be reduced by this factor. That
is, the numerator and the denorAinator are
divided by the common factor. For example,
the fraction 9/15 can bc ,reduced by dividing
the 9 and the 1. by 3. The answer we get
is 3 /5, which has the same value 'as 9/15.

This is called reducing a fraction to its lowest
terms. If both the numerator and denomina-
tor of a fraction aipe either multiplied or divid-
ed by the same number, the value of the fi'ac-
tion is not changed.

Multiplication of Improper Fractions. Per-
_

haps the simplest operation with' fractions is

multiplication. When mixed numbers are to
,
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be multiplied, .change each to improper
fraction and then proceed as follows:

a. 1 2/3 -X 3 1/2 = 5/3 X 7/2.= 35/6 = 5 5/6
b. 1 1/4 X 2 1/2 = 5/4 X 5/2 = 25/8 = 3 1/8

Canceling. _Frequently we can simplitif the
multiplication and division of fi-acOns by per-
forming certain divisions of numerators and
denomMators before proceehing with the in-:

dicated multiplication. . For instance, we could
multiply 3/10 by 4/9 in the following way:

3/10 X 4/9 = 12/90 = 2/15

th this case we reduced the 12/90 to its
simplest form by dividing the 12 and the 90
by the common factor 6. But an easier way
to do the problem would be:

4/ fru x 2/15
5 3

Here we divided (comnibnly called cancel-
ing) before performing the indicated multipli-
cation. We divided the , numerator 3 and the
denominator 9 by the common factor 3, and
divided the nunierator 4 and the denominator
10 by the common factor 2. Then, with the
numerators 1 and 2 and the denominators 5

and 3, we easily arrived at th answer 2/15.
Adding Mixed Numbers. In adding Mixed

numbers we first pa the whole numbers just
as in ordiniry adaition, and then 'we add the
fractions after changing all of the fraction§ to
a common denominator. If the sum of the

'fractions is an improper fraction/ we change iL
to a mixed number or a whole number, add
the whole numbers, and keep the remaining,
fraction as 'part of the answer. A few ex-
amples will aid you in making this process clear.

Examples:

, a. 12 1/6 = 12 3/18
14 2/3 = 14 12/18

5 1/9 = 5 2/18

31 17/18,

b. 120 3/4 = 120 6/8

52 3/8 == 52 3;8

23 1/.2 .7(.7:23 4/8

== 105 13/8

1 5/8_

195 -,- 151=19658

,

0

2

Subtraction of Mixed Numbers. When the
fraction in the top nuinbg (minuend) is great-
er than the fraction in the lower number
(suptrahend), we subtract the whole part
from the whble part and, the fraction from the
fraction, arriving at our answer directly.

Examples:

a. 22 4/5

-12 3/5

16 1/5

b. 22 3/4 = 22 3/4
-12 1/2.= -12 2/4

10 1/4

If the upper fraction is the smaller of the

two, we must first borrow one whole unit

from the top whole number, converting it in-

to the, fractional equivalent of a whole number

, and add this and the fraction we already have.
Then <we proceed with the subtractidn.

Example:

, 29 1/4 = 28 5/4
_15 '3/4 = -15 3/4

13 2/4 == 13 1/2,

,PeOcentage

The term "percent" comp from the Latin
term "per centum.," which means "by the hun-
dred" or "out of the hundred: One percent
of a dollar is the same as one hundredth of a
dollar or one cent. One percent can be ex-
prssed as 1/100, .01, or 1% . Similhrly, 5%
or -.05 means,"five out of every one hundred."

To `sbange from percent to a decimal, you
divideliThe number of ptrcent by 100, which

is the same as omitting 'the percent sign and
moving the decimk point two places to the

left.
Examples:

'a. 5e;fr = 5 hundredjhs = .05

b. 15q = 15 hundredths = .15

c. 3201;4- = 3 and 20 hundredths

d. 14.6f/r = 146 thousandtlts = .146

Toi change from a decimal to percent, we

multiply the decimal fraction by 100, which

is , the same. as moving the decimal point twa--
placei to the eght and annexing the percent

sign.

:Pi
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Examples:

a. '.45 = .45 X 100 = 45%
b. 1.46,=,1.46 X 100 = 146%
c. .033 = .033 X 100 = 3. 3%

4140-

When solving problems involving percent,
changer the percent to a decimal and multiply
as in decimals.
Examples:

a. 12.5% of 96.4 = .125 X 96.4 = 12.05

b. 33 1/3% of 990= .33 1/3 X 990 = 330.00

In case the digits to the right of the deci-

mal point are zeros, as in example b, the
answer is a who% number. If there are digits
other than zero,, the answer will be a whole
number and a decimal fraction.

To find what percent a quantity is of a
larger quantity, we divide the smaller number
by the larger number. The decimal, or mixed)
number resulting 'shows the fractional part. it.

Multiplying by 100 or moving the decimal
point two places to the right, we state the
figure as a percent.
Example:

.5757 = .58
a. 6600 /3800.0000

3300 0

500 00
462 00

38 000
33 000

5 0000
4 6200

Thus, 3800 is 58/100 or 58% of 6600.

Pawors and Roots

When two or more numbers are to be mul-
tiplied, each climber is called a factor of the
product. Thus, in' the product 3 X _ 4 12,

3 and 4' are factors of 12. When the same
number is used as a factor a given nfirnber -of
times, the product, or answer, is called Da

power. Since 4 X 4. X 4 64, and 4 is used
as a common factor, the product 64 is called a-
'power. The factor 4 is used three tinies;
therefore, the product 64 is the third power
of 4. In the same manner, the fourth power

3

of 2 is the product obtained by multiplying 2
X 2 X 2 X 2 which is 16: The iecond power
of 8 is 64;: the third power of 5 is 125, etc.

The number which is to be iaised to a poiver
is called a base. Thus, the third power of 2

is 8. In this example, 2 is the riumber used
as a factor which is to be raised to the third
power; therefore, 2 is called the base.

If the base is a common fraction or a deel-
mal fiaction, the power is found in, a similar

manner. Thus, the third power f of 2/3 is
found by multiplying 2/3 X 2/3 X 2/3 which

equals 8/27. The second power of 2.1 it 2.1
X 2.1 which equals 4.41.

Examples:

a. Raise 8 to the third power.
8 X 8 X 8 = 512

b. Find the fourth power of 5.
5 X 5 X 5 X 5 = 625

c. Find the third power of 3.2.
3.2 X 3.2 X 3.2 = 32.768

d. Find the second power of 12/13.
12/13 X 12/13 = 1447169

Exponents. An exponent is a small number
written to the right and a little above the base
number to indicate the number of times the

base is to he used as a factor or to indicate to
what power the base is to be raised. Thus 32

means 3 X 3. Since 3 is the number used:, as
a factor, it is the base. The 2 is the exponent
and shows that 3 is to be used as a factor
twice. Likewise, 43 means e t _is to be used as
a factor three times; and 64 means that 6 is

to be used as a factor four times or, in other
words, 6. is ufbe multiplied.bY itself four times
(6 X 6 X 6 5( 6), If the exponent is 2, it is
called the square; for example, 42 is read four
squared. If the exponent is 3, it is called a cube.
Thus 43 is read four cubed. If the exponent is 4,
it means that the base is raised to the fourth
power,. All other exponents are read in a

similar manner. When no exponent is . indi-

cated, it is 'understood to be 1. For example,
4 used as a base with no exponeril is under-,
stood to ntean 41 or 4.,
. When using 'addition,' subtraction, multipli-

cation, and division oL. numbers involving ex-
ponents, remember that the exponew6 is only

a method _.o.f compactly writing an irldic ted
multiplication. When the four fundame al
processes of arithmetic are used in the sa

trf



problem, we perform the multiplication and
division 'first, then addition and subtraction.
In the example 42 + 42 we have, when writ-
ten out, 4 X 4 + 4 x 4, which gives us 16 +16,
which equals 32. This might also be written
2 X 16, since 16 is equal to 4 x 4 6r-42.

When adding and .subtracting 'numbers, re:.

member that only numbers -of the same unit
can be added or subtracted. This is also true
of numbers containing exponents. 'This is,

a similar to adding 2 square inches + 2 square
inches, the sum being 4 square inches. The
square represents the, exponent and the inch-
es represent the base. It is impossible to
add 2 square inches and 2 cubic inches be-
cause the exponents (square and cubic) differ.
'Neither can you add 2 inches and 4 gallons
because the bases (inches and gallons) differ.

In multiplication of terms having the same
base, tho product-has the same base with 'an
exponent equal to the sum of the exponents
of the factor. Example: 32 X 34 33., The
common base is 3; the exponents of the fact-
ors are Z and 4. Therefore the product is the
same base 3 with an exponent equal to the
sum of 2 + 4, or 6.

The multiplication of common fractions and
decimal fractions is performed in a similar
manner; that is, (4/9)2 X (4/9)3 (4/9)3.
The base is 4/9 and the sum of the eiponsnts
is 5. In the use of decimals, (4.6)3 x (4.6)4

(4.6)7. The base is 4.6 and the sum of
the expohents i 7.

In the cases where the bases are not alike,
perform the indicated operiAioni and proceed
by using the order or operation ih arithmetic.
Thus: 32 X' 43 means (3 X 3) X (tt X 4,cX JeYfr
or 9 x 64 which equals 576. It is, impossible
to combine unlike bases in any manner, what-
soever and indicate the answer by the use of
e,iponents.

If a. base number is to be raised to a power
and then that quantity raised to another power,
the answer is the base number with. an ex-
ponent equal to the product/of the exponents.
Example: (42)3 -- 4,096. This , means that
the quantity 42 is to be used as a factor three
times, or 42 X 42 x 42, which is equal to 4,0"96,
the base number 4 with an exponent equal to
the product of the exponents 2 X 3 in the

4

(1

original-example. In a like manner, (34)3
(329; (2/32)4 (2/33); (2.22)3 (2.23).

When terms having the safne base are to
be divided,, the product is the common base
with an exponent equal to the difference be-
tween the expSnents in the dividend and the
divisor. Example: 6 ± 62 61. The base
is 6 and the exponent in the an o'er is- found
by subtracting the exponent of t.:e divisoi, in
this case 2, from the exponent of the dividend
3. The difference is 1, making the final
answer 61 or 6. This may also be shown by
cancellation. e is equal to 6 X 6 X 6, and
62 is equal to 6 X 6. Therefore,

%X%X 6
6

ft X fir

If the bases are' different, perform the indi-
cated operations similar to multiplication. Ex-
ample: 43 + 32 equals 64 + 9 7 1/9. It is'
impossible to combine the bases in any manner
whatsoever ,and indicate the answer by use of the
exponent if the bases 'are unlike.
Examples:

- 0
a. Find the' value of144.

b.

, C.

d.

C.

I.

o.

44 = 4 X 4:-X 4 X 4 = 256
Fiad the value of 32 X 34.
32 x 34 = 3(2+4) = 36 or 729
Find the vlue of 52 X 43.
54X43=5X5:X4X4X
25 X 64 = 1600
Find the value of (4.1)2 X (4.1).
(4.1)2 X (4.1) = 4.13 or 68.921
Find the value of (V4)2 X (3/4)3.
(3/4)2 X (3/4)3 = (3/4)3 or 243/1024
(Pi6233d the (value of (62)3.

(6 )< 6) = 66 or 46.656
Find the value of, 74 710'
74 72 = 7(4-2) = 72 or 49

Roots. of Numbers. The Square root of a
number is that riamber which, when multiplied
bje itself, will give you an answer (product)
equal- to the original number. Titus, The

square pot of 9 is 3, betause 3 multiplied by
itself gives 9. The sqiiare root of 4 is 2 or
of 49 is 7, .ets.--A radical sign is a symbol
used, to indicate roots. Whenever a root of a
number is to be found, the radical sign is

placed over the number, thus:

6)

VST= 3 (the square root of 9 equals 3)

V25 = 5 (the square root of 25 equals 5)
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A little number wiltten agove the radical

sign is called the, index figure of the root; it

indicates into .how many equal factors the

number is to -be divided. The number be-
, neath the radical sign is the radicand, which

represents the number to be divided into

, equal factors. If there is na.,number above
the radical sign, the index fi re of the root
is' understood to be 2.

In solving such shop problems as finding

the volume of a frustum of a pyraniid, it ,is
necessaxy to find the squake root of- numbers.
Ordinarily these values can be found in all

engineering landbooks, such as the Machin-

ist's Handbook. These tables will save you

much time and insure accurate results, How-

ever, you should understand the method of

extracting the roots of numbers.
Extracting is the operation of findinf the

square root of a given number. Assume that
we need to extract the square root of 186,624.

Beginning at the decimal point (the last

figure at the right of a whole number), sep-
arate the numbers under the radical sign into
groups of twO digits' each, moving toward
the left: thus 18-66-24. If there is an un-

.even, number of digits to-- the left of the last
unit, it will of course have . only one figure.

4 Find the largest whole number that multi-
plied by itself will not exceed the value of

the fifst set of numbers in the left-hand unit
and write this number as the first figure of

the answer. Then subtract the square of this

number from the first group, 18, leaving a

remainder of 2. This forms the new dividend
(266). a

Multiply the .4 X 2 8; add a zero (80).
This is the first trial divider. Divide the divi-
dend (266) by the trial divisor (80) to get

the next figure in' your answer. This gives

you 3.
Add this figure (3) to th v. trial divisor for

the final divisor (80 + 3 83).

Multiply the final divisor (83) by 3 and

subtract this result (249) from the dividend

(266). ThC remainder. is 17, and you ,bring
down the next unit (24).

Multiply your partial answer (43) by 20 ta-
get the next trial divisor (860).

Divide the dividend (1724) by the trial di-
visor (860) for the third figure in your answer,
which is 2.

,Add this figure (2) to the trial divisor for
the final divisor (862).

Multiply the final- divisor (862) by 2 and
subtract. There is no remainder, and the

answer is 432, "the exact square root of 186,624.
The.complete operation is as follows:

4 X 4 =

4 3 2

4V 18-66-24
16

20 X 4 = 80
80 + 3 = 83
83 X 3 =

2 66

2 49

20 X 43 =
860 + 2 = 862
862 X 2 =

17 24

17 24

lf any additional decimal places are required

in the answer, annex zeros in groups of two
to -the given number and continue as before

until sufficient number of decimal places

have been attained to make the answer as ac-

curate as desired. For example, -find the

- square root of 1.25 and,carry to the nearest

thousandths.

5,

1 1 =
1V 1.25-00-00

1

20 X 1 = 20
20 + 1 = 21
21 X 1 =

25

21

20 X 11' = 220
220 + 1 = 221
221 X 1 =

4 00

2 21

20 X 111 = 2220
2220 2228
2228 X 8 =

1 79 00

1 7,82,4

76

sAlso, remember that at any time the trial'
divisor does not go into the dividend, you must
place a zero in the answer. Then bring down the
next group of figures and proceed as before.

1 u



Example:

3. 0 6

3V9-36-36
3 X s3 = 9

20 X 3 = 60
600 + 6 = 606
606 X 6 =}

" 36

36

36

36

Square root of decimals. To determine the
square root of a decimal fraction or a whole
number and a .\decimal, always separate the
whole 'number anld the decimal in goups of
two digits each, beginning at 'the decimal
point.
Example:

2-18-46.65-87-5
_

If there <is an uneven number of digits to
the left of the decimal point or whole number,
the extreme left goup, 2, v;rill contain only one
digit instead of two. On the other hand, if
we go to the right of the decimal point and
the last group contains one digit, we can cod-
plete the last figure by adding a zero without
changing the value of the number.
Example: .

2-18-46.65-87-50

Remember that in each square root problem, ,

the first. step is 'that of separating the numb-
ers into goups of two digits each. Beginning
at the decimal point, work to the left on whole
numbers, and to the right on tfie decimals.

,Correctly grouped: - 0.43-62-9 2-51.57-4
Incorrectly grouped: 0.4-36-29 25-1.5-74

In order to saVe confusion, always place the
decimal in- the answer as
goup of decimals is moved
Example:

X 1 =

soon as
down.

1. 7

the first

0

1

20 X 1 = 20 1 91

20 + 7 = 27
27 X 7 = 1 89

20 X 17 = 340 2 60
340 + 0 = 340

340 X 0 = 0 00

2 60

Square root of common fractions. There are
two methods which may be used in finding
the square root of a common fraction. One is
to change the common fraction to a decimal
fraction. For example, . find the square root
of 144/169.

144
= .8520

9 x 9

. 9 2

V.85-20
81

4 20
18 20 + 2 3 64

The othcr_way
both the numerator
8xample:

56

is to extiact the square root of
and the denominator.

1 2 1 3

1 / .74 N. 1 \/1-69
1XI= 1 . 1 X I = . 1

20 X 1 =20 44 20 X 1 = 20, 69

20 + 2 = 22 20 + 3 = 23
22 X 2 44 23 X 3_=. 69 0.

Therefore V144
=

12
A

169 13

-

Proof of square root. To prove a problem in
square root, multiply the answer by itself
and, if there is a remainder, add it to the prod-
uct. This should give the original number
from which the square root was to be extracted. a.

To prove the above problem, proceed as fag
lows:

.92
X .92

. 184

828

.8464
+.0056 remainder

.8520

Equations and Formulas''

In this section, we are entering into one of
the most important relations between mathematics



and the sheet metal man. Do not treat it lightly,

for your complete understanding of this phase
and successful use Of forrhulas will eliminate dif-
ficulties and wasted time. The use bf the formula

a in the shop is not difficult because it deals pri:
marily with the fundamentals of arithmetic and
simple algebra.

Equations. An equation is a mathematical
statement which expresses the equality of two
or -more quantities. Foi example, the statement
5 + 4 .4. 9 is an equation. It expresses in an ab-
breviated form the fact that 5 + 4 is equal to 9.

.Furthermore, if three unknowns such as a, 11;

and c were given and it was assumed that the

whole equaled the sum of the parts, the equa-

tion a+ b could be formed. This is

the, abbreviated or short form of the above
statement..

An equation is always divided into two parts
by the sign of equality' (). These two parts
of the equation ate called members of the equa-
tion or the two sides of the equation.

It is necessary that the equation be balanced

at all times. If two unequal weights are Placed

in the pans of a common sae, the seale, will
not balance. In like manner if we say 2 + 2
2 3, our equation does not balance. Jt should

read 2 + .2 2 + 2, or4. In an equation, !lbw"-

ever, any change may, be made provided the
equality is maintained.

Formulas. A formula is a special type of an
equation wh;ch expre§ses a certain fact, law; or
relation by means of symbols or letters. There

are several easons why a formula is used in
solving Many shop probjems. First of all, g for-
mula is more compact, making it asier for the
eye to distinguish .the whole meaning 'of the
law or rule at a glance. Secondly, it is easier for,
a'n individual td.:rnemorize a, few symbols`rather
than a -paragraph of explanations. For exam-
ple, the law for determining the area oft a circle

usually stated as -follows: -The area of a circle

is equal to the-square ,of the , radims times, pi

(3.1416). This law, however, 'can be simplified
by the equation A r2v. Any equation that
is expreSsed by the use of algetiraic symbols is

'called a formula. In this formula you are given

a full picture of how to attain the area of a
plahe, in this case the circle. If you will notice,
this formula eliminates' using long terms -that

are difficult, to interpret. In short, we have a

sio
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simplified expression of the same law og rule.
For example, if the speed of a driving pulley

and its diameter are known, the spee.d of the
driven, pulley may be determined by the follow-.

x.
ing rule:

Afuliply the speed Of the "driv:ng pulley, in

revolut. .t Per minute, by i,s diameter and di-

vide the duct by the diameter of the driven

pulley to obtain the speed of the driven pulley.
Now, if S is the speed of the driving pulley,

D iS the diameter of rhe driving pulley, / is the
diameter of the driven pulley, and s is the speed
of. the driven pulley, then we can set up the fol-
lowing firm+ which repfesents the rule pre-
viously given:

S X D
s

This formula merely Shows that to obtain the
speed (s) of the driven pulley, the speed (S) of
the 'driving pulley must be multiplied by its-

diameter (D) and' the product divided by the

diameter (/) of the driven pulley. It is evident,
then, that the formula is practically a picture of

ihe rule. It enables the individual to see at a
glance that to obtain the value of s, it is 'simply

necessary to multiply the values of S and D and
divide the product by I.

a In soMe formulas, two letters represent one
quantity or numerical' value. For instance, HP
is -used to represent horsepower; BHP is used

to represent brake horsepower' 6f a fan motor;
VP. is Used to represent velocity pressure which
is used in designing air ducts.

Transformation of formulas. 'As shown by

the preceding examples, the colnmon method of
writing a formula is to place the known value

on one side of the equal sign and the unknown
value on the opposite side. As an elample, the
formula A L x W states that the area of any
rectangle (A) may be found if the length (L)

is multiplied by the width' (W). Now, if the

area (A) anci the length ,(L) are known, the
problem is to find the width (W). This Nrmula

ccan be changed or transposed to read:

A
W =

L

Here we have the same law but a different ar-
rangement for the purpose of .finding the width

02,
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(W) if the area (A) and length (L) are given.
It is necessary to 'know how a formula can be
changed or transposed to determine the values
represented by slifferent letters of the formula.
Changing a formula in this way is knOwn as
-transposition. The fir' general rules that ap-
ply to transpositioriare as follows:-

a. A single term preceded by a plus sign (+)
can be transferred to the other side of the equal
sign ().if the "Jus sign-is ch/nged le a minus
sign (-).

b. A single firm preceded by a minus sign
(-) can be transferred to the other side of the
..!qual sign, () if the minus sign is ,changed to

ra pins sign (+).
As an illustration, suppose in the equation

X M - Y we want to find the ivalue of Y.
To do this, we must apply the -rules- previously
given. Transpose or change -Y from one side
of the equation to the ther me-rely by changing
the sign, for example:

= M Y
.Y +X= M

= M X

All we have done here is to move the -Y to the
other side of the equal sign and make it a +Y.
We also must move X to the right of the equal
sign, changing its value to a - X. So our equa-
tion Row reads Y M - X. Perhaps this can be
seen better if arithmetic values are used in the
equation. If X 12 and M 16, what is the
value of Y?
Example:

,

12=16Y
Y 12= 16

Y =16 12

Y = 4

c. Any member wh!ch multiplies all the other
members on one side of the equal sign can be
transposed to the other side of the equal sign
if it is m`ade to divide all the members on that
side.

;:ks an illustrition, suppose we use the formu-
la A LW . Remember, if/ we have two ternis
giveR, we can find the third term by using rule
c. Assuming that A is 24 inches and L is 4
inches, what is W? In order, to change a trans-
pose L from one side of the equation to the
other, we must divide the terms to the left and

8

right of the equal sign by L and proceed as in
ordinary arithmetic,- thus:

W
A = LW or =

L \f<

A
= =IV
L

If we substitute our arithmetical terms for
these symbois, we 'have something like this:

A
= WA = 24 irfches

= 4 inches

W = ?
24 = W = 6
4

d. Any member which divides all the other
members on one side of the equal sign can be
transposed or changed to the other side of the
equal sign if it is made to multiply all the mem=
bers on both sides of'the equal sign.

As an illustration for this rule, We can use the
formula for finding the area of a rectangle. if

this formula reads 4-= w ad we want to find
the value of A, we proceed as follows: Assume
that L is 4 inches and W is 6 inches; L must be
brought to the other siiie of the equation, which
means that we must multiply both sides ,of our
formula by L. Our formula will now look like
this: ALW or L X W. If we substitute numer7
ical numbers for .our symbols, our answer will .

-

be:

A
= W

A

\t, = X W
If L = 4 inches

W = 6 inches
A ?-

). Mnsuration

A = LW (or L X W)
A = 4 X 6
A = 24 inches

Mensuration sounds like a big word, and yet
it is just the term used for the process of' meas-
uring. To use Webster's definition, menstration
is the act, art, or process of measuring. Men-
suration can be explained in the following
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Figur'e 1. Perpeodicular lines.

example: Assume that you are planning to con-
struct a building. Angles, solids:' lengths of
lines, surfacei, areas, and volumes musi be de-
termined before the construction begins. Meas-

urements must be taken; this is called mensura-
tion. When measurements are taken, certain

principles or laws must be strictly followed.

Therefore the following information is pre-

sented in the form of definitions to aid you in
the prdcess of mensuration.

Lines. A straight line is the shortest line

that can be drawn between. two points: When
the term "line" is used, it is understood to mean

a straight line. A curved line is a line' no part
of which is straight; and a. broken line is made

^

Figure 2. Complementary angles.

ql-
up of/ a series of straight lines. Parallel lines ,

are lines in the same plane' which will never )
meet, regardless .of how far they arc extended.
All lines are measured iq linear units, and have

only one dimension, length.
Angles; An, angle is the amount. of opening

between two intersecting straight lines.. The
point of 'intersection of the ',two sides (lines) is
known as the vertex. Angles are measure& in
degrees (°), which are further divisible into

minutes,' which in turn are divi isible . nto

seconds'.
Example:

60 seconds ("I = I minute 4')
60 minutes (') 1 degree (°)
90 degrees (") = I right/langle

MO degrees = 1 straight line

A line is perpendicular to another linl) if it

'forms an angle .of 900 'with the other line (see
figure 1). BB' is perpendcular to AC.. .

Figure 3. Supplementary angles.

Comementary tngles are angles whose .sum
equals a right angle or 90* (see figure 2). Angle

A + angle B .90°
Supplementary angles ar angles whose sum

equals 18'0 (see figure 3). Angle X + angle Y

GeometrierFigures. A figure is a p91nt, a
straight or.curvedine, &qui-face, a solid/or any
combination of these, (see figure 4).

Similar figures are those having the same

shape
Equivalent figures_ are those having the sanie

size.
Congruent (or. . equal) figures are those pav-

ing the same shape and, size; therefore, they can
be made to occupy the same space.

A iectilinear figure is one ,composedj only of

straight lines.



_,F-igure 4. Geometric figures.

A curvilltear figure is. one composed onlY of
curved lines-t

Polygans. A figure' containing many sides
and angles, usually more than four', is called a
polygon.

A quadrilateral polygon has four sides.
An equilateral polygon is one in which all the

sides are equal. /

Polygons Of more than foul., sides are named
by the use -of a Greek prefi,c /. enta meaning
five, hexa meaning six, octa tneaning eight, etc.
Thus, pentagon mtans a five-sided polygon.

Triangles- A - triangle is ,a ithreer,-sided figure'.
The sides ,of a triangle are ,ihe'llines which bound
or -inclose it. Therefore, angles of -a triangle are
those angles fort/led by iihe sides. In any than«
gle the 'Sum of the angfes is 1800. The base of
ft' triangle is the side inpog, which it is supposed
to stand. Therefore 7015? side may be the base.
The angle opposite/ he base is called ,the vertex

angle, the point opposite to . and farthest from
the base. The altitude of a tyiangle li the.. per-
pendicular .diStance from the vertex tothe base
(see 'figure 5). D3AC is a triangle; angle A is theervertex angle. Point A is e vertex of the vertex
angle, and DC is the ase of the eriangle. BA
is the.altitude of the triangle DAC;

An isosceles triangle is a-triangle' in which two
sides are equal\,, as ,shown in figure 6. Side BA
is equal to side, AC. Therefore, side BC, or .the
unequal side of an isosceles triangle, is always
called the base., The point where the two equal
sicIts /Intersect ii- always called the vertex.

;

Figure 51 Vertex of a triangle.

10

Igek,...;225T6, Isostates traingle.

An equilateral triangle is one having all
sides equal, as shown In figure 7.

An equiangular trianglg is one haVIng all
angles equal Therefore, an' equilateral trian-
gle is equiangular, and an" equiangular.. triangle

Us equilateral (see figure 8$. AB is equal to BC,
which in turn is egual to AC. Each angle (A,
B, and C) contains 60° with a total of 1800.

A right triangle 'is a triangle in which one of
the angles is %V. The side opposite the 90° an-
gle is known as the hypotenuse, and the other
lwosides are 'called legs.

An acute triangle is one in ivhicti etch angle
of the triangle is less. than' 90°.

An obtuse triangle is a triangle in which one

Er
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Figure 7. Equilateral %tangle.

of the Itgles is more than 900. A sample of
each of cfbese three triangles is shkwn in figure

Circles. A circle is a closed curved line all
points of which lie' in the same plane and are
equidistant from a point called the center. This
center is generally, labeled with a capital letter
tojidentify or name die circle. To successfully
peiform pattern development, It is necessary
to know the lines and line parts ,of k circle.
These are shown in figure 10 and ar.;e defined
as follows.

The circumference of a circle is the length
of the curved line which forms the circle; ft is

often referred to as the perimeter of a* ircle.
Generally `speaking, tlie, letter "C" is u ed to

A

Figure 8. Ectulanguldr traingle.

96,
designate circumference in a fOhnula. A circle-
contains 360°,; this means that the 5hcumfer-
ence of any circle is divided into 360 equal, units

of measurement. In sheet metalwork we must
find the linear measurement (inches, feet, etc.)
of the circumference of a circle. This is done by
multiplying die diameter by a predetermined
number. This predetermined number is called
pi (r). Pi is a numerical value (3.l4l6)-indi-
eating theratio of the distance around the perim-
eter of the, circle to the diameter of the circle.

The diOneter of va circle is a line dtawn
through the center and ended by, the oircumfer-
ence. The letter "D" is always used to idengx
this paW of the circle.

.t.

RIGHT TRIANGLE ACUTE TRIANGLE

OBTUSE TRIANGLE

Figure 9. Types ol trianglei

The radius, of keircle i's one-half the diameter
or the distance from the center to a point on the
circumference. The letter "4" is always used to
name this par%

An arc is any' part of a circle, such 'as AB.
If die arc shauld bisect the circle, it is known
as a semicircle. Letters or nuyibers may be used
to identify various arcs.

A chord a straight lin joining the ends of
'an arc, as shown by line AB. Whenever one
chord is drawn within a given circle, we have
two arcs. A minor arc is less than a semicircle
and a major arc is lgger than a semicircle.

A tangent is a straight line drawn in such a

11
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E

Figure 10. Parls of a circle.
4.

manner that it touches, never crosses, only a sin-
gle pdint .of the circumference of a circle. Line
EF is tangent with the circle shown in figure 10.

A sector of a circle is that part bounded by
two radii and an arc. In the illustration we have
used the .letter "G" 'to identify the sector of a
circle bounded by the arc C.

A segment of a circle is that part which is
bounded by an arc and a chord connecting the
ends of the arc. The letter "H" is the segment of
the circle in figure 10.

Solids. A solid is any surface or a series of
surfaces which will inclose a section of space.
ThW illustration in figure 11 representsit cube.
It has six surfaces-or faces which inclose a sec-
tion of space.- All solids have length, thickness,
and width.

A prism is a solid figure which has bases or
ends that are similar, equal, and parallel poly-
gons, the faces or surfaces of which are parallel-
ograin(see figure 12).

A pyramid a a solid figure whose base may
be a plane triangle, -rectangle, or other polygon.

F:igure 11. A cube.

Its sides form several triangles with a common
vertex with their bases forming the sides of the
pyramid base (see figure 12).

A cylinder is a solid figure bounded by_
a lateral cuived surface with ends or bases
round and equal in size (see figure 14). The axis

4,

SASE

Figure 12. A Om.

FACE

of a cylinder.is the lengthwise center line about
which the cylinder turns.

A sphere is, a solid figtire bounded by one
surface, all points of which are equidistant from
a point withch called the center (see figure 15).
The. axis of a sphere is the fixed center line
a t which the sphere revblves. The diameterlibu
o a sphere is any straight line that passes
through the center of the axis and ends when it
touches the surface of the sphere,

A, cone is a solid figure attained wheii a
..,,



Figure 13. A pyramid.

right triangle is rotated about one of its legs.

This leg is commonly referred to as the axis. The
base of the cone is the circle formed when the
horizontal leg is rotated completely aroumi the

axis (see figure 16).
Area of Plane Surfaces. What is area? Web-'

ste'rdefines area as the superficial- surface
cluded within' any given line. This means that --
any figure or object that has a plane or flat sur-
face bounded by sides but which has no thickness

is considered an area. Examples of areas are

tabletopt, the top surface of floors in a room,.
or the walls of a room. However, remember
that area does not nierely mean a 'large flat sur-
face; it is a form of measurement. Therefore, ir-
is capable of being measured.

Area, unlike other forms of measureMent, is

measured by a unit or surface. Each unit has
two dimensions, length and width (see fig.

17). Then the area of a surface is. the number
of square units that are contained in a given sur-
face. For example, in figure 18 we have an H-

. lusrration of a rectangle whose sides are 4 inches
long and 3 inches wide. Each 'square in the

rectangle is 1 by 1 inch, which makes each of
4' them a unit of measurement. If ',you count the

number of squares in the rectangle, you will

find that we have twelve 1-inch squares or 12
square inches.

We have just covered the most elementary
method .of finding the area of a given surface
or figure. Although it works, it is clumsy and

13

Figure 14. 4 cylindei.

Figure 15. A sphere.

v."
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Figure 16. A .cone,

13.
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impractical. Below is a list of formulas that-- %-i--411
aid you in determining the area of surfaces.

Square. The square, as shown in figure 19,
has four sides which are of equal length and
four 900 angles between the sides. To determine
the area. of a square, we, must multiply the
length of one side by itself. If the side of a

'square is 15 inches, then to find the area we
must multiply 15 X 15, which equals 225 square

UNIT

o F

ME AS UP E

Figure 17. Measurement of area.

1/2

inches. Then the formula for finding the area
of a square,is A 51.

Rectangle. The rectanglel shown in figure
20, has four sides, the. opposite sides of- which
are eq911 in length and parallel. The remain-
ing sidts, or ends, are perpendicular to the first
two sides.

We can find the area of a rectangle by multi-
plying the height by the length or base. As-
sume that the height is 6 inches and the base is
8 inches; then the area equals 6 X 8 or 48 square
inches. Then the area of a rectangle can be
determined by the formula A L X W.

If the area and one side of a rectangle is

known, the other side can be found by divid-
ing the area by the length of the known side.

1 .2, 3 4

3"5 6 7 a

--------....
4 I

. -...,

12

4"

Figure 18. Area of a rectangle.

If the area of a rectangle ,equals 144 square
inches and the length of one side is 12 inches,
then .the height of the other side is 144 ± 12

12 inches.
Parallelogram. Figure 21 illustrates a four-

s.ided figure commonly known as a parallelo-
. gram. The opposite sides are equal and par-

allel to each other. Therefore, the opposite
angles are equal. According to previous informa-

, tion, a rectangle is a special type of parallelo-
gram. The height or altitude of a parallelogram
is determined by drawing a perpendicular line
from the base to the opposite side. Dimension
a is 'the elevation, and b is the base.

To determine the area of a parallelogram,
multiply the base by the height. If a is 16 inches
and b is 16 inches, then the area is 16 .X 16, or
256 square inches. If the area and height are

\ 14
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Figure 19. A square.

known, you can find the length of the base by
dividing the height into the area.
Example: Find the base when the area is 256
square inches and the height is 16.

A = a X b`
A fie X b

Transpose
a ir
A 256

b =
a 16

b =16 inches

Trapezoid. A trapezoid, as shown in figure 22,

is a quadrilateral with only the top and base
parallel. The height of 'a trapezo:d is the per-
pendicular distance between the two parallel

sides, a and b . To find the area of a trapezoid,
we must taiCe e-half the sum of the length
of the parallel sidand multiply by the height.

r

a"

'Figure 20. A rectangle.

1 5

To illustrate, assume that a equals 4 feel, b
equals 6 feet, and h equals 2' feet. Then the area
will equal 1/2 (4 ,.6) X 2, or 10 square feet..

For example, assume side a 23 feet, side b
30 feet, and height 12 feet. Find the area.

(a + b)
A = X I jr*

, 2 r
(23 + 30)

A = X 12
2

53 X 12
A

A = 318 square feet

t'

Trifngles. A triangle, shown in fi re 23,
is any figure bounded by three straigit lines.

Any bne of the three sides can be c lsd the
base. The altitude or height of a trian e is es-
tablished by drawing a perpendicular lne from
the base to the vertex. To find the ar a of any
triangle, multiply the base_times the height and
divide by 2. it b is the base and is equal to 16
inches, and h is the height and is eqUal to 8
inches, then the area (A) would equal 16 X 8

2, or 64 square inches.
For example, find the area of a triangle which

has a base of 24 inches and an altitude or height

of 12 inches.

bh
A =

2 \ 0

24 X 12
0A =

2
288

A =
2

A = 144 square inches

Circles. If we know the diameter of a circle,

the circumference can be found by multiplying
the diameter by the fixed number 3.1416, (C

71' D.)

If we know -the circumference of tbe circle,

the diameter can be found by dividing 3.1416
into it. Instead of using the number 34416 in
a formula, the term pi (1r) is generally used;

for example, 4 ir 4" X 3.141,6.
To determine the area ora circle, you can use

two methods: square the radius and multiply it

1 I'
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Figure 21. A parallelogram.

by r or square the diameter, and multiply it by
0.7854. Either rule is correct.1

If we know the area of a circle, we can hid
\the radius by taking the square root of the area

Aivided by 3.1416.- For example, the area of a
citle is 12.5664 square inches; find the radius.
Let equal the diameter, A equal the area, and
R equal the radius, then:

R R =
V12.5664

3.1416

Now divide the \area, 12.5664 square inches,
by pi to get the radius squared, which is 4. Then
extract the square root \of 4 and we arrive at the
radius, which is 2 inches,\ as ihown below.

a

R = V1-1
R = 2 inches

Circular ring. A circular ring, as shown in fig-
ure 24, is a circle which has had the Center re-
moved. Therefore, the area of the inner circle
must, be determined and subtracted from the
area of the original circle in order to 'find the
area of the circular ring which remains.

The following formula is used to find the
area of any circular ring, A (R' II) X
3.1416. For example, assume that the radius of
the larger cirele is 6 inches (R) and the radius
of the inner circle is 4 inches (r). If we substi-
tUte numbers for letters in the formula, it now
reads: area equals 3.1416 (62 42), or A
3.1416 X (36 16); or A 3.1416 X 20; or A

62.83 square inches.

\-1

Figure 23. A triangle.

Volume. The volume, of an object is the space
occupied by that object. Volume is measured by
length, width, and thickness; and the measure-

\--uient is expressed in cubic inches, cubic feet, etc.
In sheet metalwork the measurement of volume
is used extensively to determine the capacities of\ different objects. For instance, if we know the

\ dimensions' of a given cylindrical tank and the
umber of cubic feet in a gallon of a specific

litiid, we can determine how many gallons of
that paicular liquid the tank will hold.

Cube. The cube, as shown in figure 25, is the
basic meattment used in determining, the vol-
ume of solid hollow objects. Therefore, it is
extremely important that you understand its
basic characteristics. \For all practical purposes,
a cube -is a solid objec't,with all sides equal: If

a
Figure 22. A trapezoid:

16 lii
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Figure 24.* Circular ring.

one side of a cube equals S, then the volume
equals SXSX S, or the length times the width
times the height. Since all sides of a cube are
equal, the rule can be written V 53 Ler Us
assume that the length of one side of a cube is
4 inches; then the Volume would be 4 X 4 x 4,
which equals 64 cubic inches. In other words,
a 4-inch square .contains sixty-four. 1-inch cubes.

Square prism. A square prism, shown in fig-
ure 26, is a solleiNect, the sides of which are

rectangular and the en of which can be square
or rectangular inIrape. All angles are right
angles, andThiopposite surfaces are parallel.
To determine the volume of a square- prism, sim-

t ply multiply the lehgth times the height times
the width (VLXWXH). Assume that
L = 10 inches, W = 6 inches, and H 8 inches;
then the volume would be 10 X 6 X 8, or 480

cubic inches.
Pyramid. Tb determine the volume of a pyra-

mid, shown in figure 13, multiply the area of
the base by onehird its height (V 1/3 H X
area of base). -The height of a pyramid is a
line drawn from the ,vertex, .perpendicular to the

base. Assume we have a pyramid 18 inches in

height and a base 12 inches square. The vol-
ume of the pyramid equals 1/3 (18 X 12 X 12)
or 864 cubic inches.

Figure 25. A cube.

Figure 26. Square prism.

Circular cylinder. The volume of a cylinder
(see figure 14)-9quals the area of the base multi-
plied by the height (V .7854 d'h). Assume
we have a cylinder with a diameter of 5 inches
and, a height of 40 inches; find the volume.

V .7854dTh
V = .7854 X 5:2 X 40
V = .7854 X 25 X 40
V 7-85.4 cubic inches

n order to find the volume ot part of a cyl-
- ind r (see figure 27), we must multiply the sum

of o vertical heights (H, h) by the fixed num-
er, .3927 (1/8 of 7). So our formula now

reads:

17

11 2

V A- .3927 d2 (H li)

1..
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Figure 27. Irregular frustum of a cylinder.

'Assume we have a cylinder 6 inches in diam-
eter and it is cut off at an angle, as shown in
the illustration. H 12 and h 6 inches; fmd
the volume of the figure.

v .3927 d2 (H h)
V = .3927 X 62 X (12 + 6)
V = .3927 X 36 X 18
V = 254.470 cubic inches

Cone. In order to find the volume of a cone,
shown in figure 16, it is again necasary to find
the area of its base. The volume can be found
by multiplying one-third of the, height by the
area of the base. If Q equals the diameter of
the base and H equals the height, then the area
equals .7854D2 multiplied by one-third of the
height.
Example:

'Volume = .7854 X D2 X 1/3 X H, or
1/3 X .7854 X D2 X H, which equals
.2618 X D2 X H

The number .2618 can be used as a .constant.
So our formula now reads:

Volume = .2618D2H

Assume the diameter of a cone is 6 inches and
the height is 9 inches; what is the voluine?
Examp(e:

V = .2618d2h
-= 2618 X 62 X 9

V = .2618 )< 36 X 9.5.
V = 84.8 cubcuches ,

A frustum of a cone is a cone; shown in fig-
ure 28, with its top cut off, which leaves the top
circle or surface parallel wPthe base. 'The
height qf a frustum of a coneli the:distanceeof
a. line drann from,the top surfaCe perpendicular
to the basef The volume of a frustum of 5. cone
can be fourid when the diameter of the parallel
surfaces and the Iteight are known. For exam:
ple, let V equal the volume of the frilstuin, H

)equal the height, D the diameter of the bottom
surface, and d the diameter of the top -surfice.

The volume of a frustum can be determined
in. the Rowing manner:

18

11 3

Figure 28. FrUstum of a Cone.
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a. Find the area of the upper surface A1= r2

h. Find the area of the lower surface A2 r R2
c. Multiply, A1 X A2 and take the square root of the

product VAi. X A2
d. The volume of the frustum is equal to 1/3 of the

height times the sum of + A2 + 1./ Al X A2 )
The formula is:

Volume = 1/3 H (Ai + A; + V At X A2 )

Now suppose that. we want to make a grain
hopper, and its upper portion is a frustum of
a cone. The height of the frustum is6 feet, Ole
base is 8 feet in dameter, and the top diamete is
6 feet. How much grain will it hold? If we
substitute figures in the formula above, we have:

1/3 H (A1+ As + V Ai X A2 )
2 (28.274 + 50.265 + 3769)

V = 2 (116.23)
V = 232.46 cubic feet

Summary

4s A SHEET metalworker, you should re-
member that mathematics plays a:very important
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part in the construction trade. Regardless of
the articles to be 4nanufactured, they must be
measured accurately. For example, let us make
a 2-gallon measure that has the following di-
mensions: top 6 3/4 inches, bottom 8 3/4 inches,
and a height of 9 3/4 inches. These fractions
may have to be added, subtracted, multiplied,
or divided in order to arrive ,itt the amount of -----
metal needed to make oriecontainer. Once the
amOttnt, of metal needed for one container is

determined, it is possible to calculate the area of
metal needed for a given number of containers.
However, circumstances may arise when only
the size 'of an object is given; then, it will be
up to you to determine the amount of oil, grain,
etc., the object will hold.

This section has 'been devoted to the discus-
sion of mathematics and geometrical forms; the
information May have been confusing at timet.
However, you should thoroughly understand
this information in order to comprehend pattern
devlopment.
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Forming Processes

Before a -part is attached to the aircraft during
either manufacture or repair, it has to be shaped

to fit into place. Ibis qiaping process is called
forming. Forming may be a very simple process,

such as making one 'or two holes for attaching, or
it may be exceedingly complex, requiring shapes

with complex curvature.
_

..

Parts are ftrtnencti at the factory on large presses

or by drop ers equipped with dies of the
correct shape. Every part is planned by factory
engineers who set up such specifications for the
materials to be used that the finished part will

have the correct temper when it leaves the ma-
chines. A layout for each part is prepared by
factory draftsmen.

Forming processes used on the flight line and
those practiced in the maintenance shop or re-ipair depot are almost dire ly opposite in method

of procedure. They hav much in common,
however, and many of the facts and techniques

learned in the One process can be applied tojie
other.

Forming is of major concern to the airframe
repairman and requires the best of his knowledge

and skill. This is especially true since forming

usually involves the use of extremely light-gage
alloys of a delicate n re which can be readily

made useless by co 'and careless workman-
ship. A formed may, m outwardly perfect,
yet a wron tep in the forming procedure may
leave the part in a strained condition. Such a de-
fect may hasten fatigue or may cause sudden

structural failure.

, Of all the aircraft metals, pure aluminum is the

most easily formed. In the other alloys, ease of
forming varies with le temper condition. ince
modern aircraft are constructed chiefly of alumi-

num and alinninum alloys, this s'iction c5als

with the procedures for forming those types of
metals. Most parts can be formed without anneal-

ing the metal, but if extensive forming operations

such as deep draws (large folds) and complex
curves are planned, the metal should be in the

dead soft or annealed condition. During the

forming of some complex parts, operations may

have to be .stopped and the metal annealed be-

.- fore the process can be continued orcompleted.
Alloy 2024 .in the "0" tondition can be formed
into almost, any shape by the common forming
operations, but it must be ,heat-treated after-

ward.
In forming, use hammers and mallets as spa

ingly as ptacticable, and make straight ben, on

bar folders and cornice brakes. Use Jottify ma-
chines whenever possible. If a-VIC fits poorly or

not at all, do not straighten a benA or a curve and

try to re-form it. Discard the piece of metal and

start with a new one.
In making layouts, be careful not to' scratch

aluminum or aluminum alloys. pencil, if kept

sharp, will be satisfactory for marking. Scribers

make scratches which induce fatigue. failure; but
they may be used if the marking lines fall outside
the finished pfrt--that is, if the scribed line will be

in the waste material. Keep bench tops covered
with material hard enough to prevent chips. and

other foreign material from becoming imbedded
in them. Be sure also to keep bench tops clean
and free from chips, filings, and the like. For the
protection of the metals being worked, keep vise.
jaws covered with.soft Metal jaw caps.

Stainless steel can be formed by any of the

, usual methods but requires considerably more
skill than aluminum or aluminum alloys. Since

stainless steel work-hardens very readily, it re-
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sefires frequent annealing during the forming op-
erationt Always try to press out stainless steel
parts,in one operation. Use dies, if poisible. .

FORMING OfERATIONS AND TERMS

The methods you will use in forming operations
include such sheet metalwork Processes as shrink-.
ing, szetching, bumping, crimping, and folding.

Bumping

Shaping or forming malleable metal' by ham-_
mering or pounding it to form a bump is- called
bumping. During this srocess, the metal is sup-
ported by a dolly, a sandbag, or a die. Each con-
tains a depression into which hammered portions
of the metal can sink. Bumping can be done by
hand or by machine.

Crimping

Whenever you fold, pleat, or corrugate a piece
of sheet metal id,a way that shortens ityou are
crimping it. Crimping is often used to make one
end of a piece of stovepipe slightly smaller so that
one section may be slipped into another. Turning
down a flange on a seam is also called crimping.
Crimping one side of a straight piece of angle
with crimping pliers will cause it to curve,
as is shoWn in figure 54.

Stretching

cif you should hammer a flat piece of metal in
an area suth as is indicated in figure 54, the ma-

Vrial in that area will become thinner. However,
since the amount of metal will not have been de-
creased, it will cover a greater area. You will
therefore have caused stretching at this spot.

Stretching one pOrtion- of a piece of metal af-
fects the surrounding material, especially in the
case of formed and extruded angles. For ex-
ample, if you should hamm'er the metal in the
horizontal flange of the angle strip over, a axial
block (as shown in fip_54).-rifiTe-ngth would
be increased.(stretched) and1 therefore, that sec-
tion would become longer than the section near
the bend. To allow for.this difference in length
the vertical flange, which tends to keep the ma-
terial near theithend from stretching, . would be
forced to curve away from the greater length.

Shrinking

During the shrinking process, material is forced
Or compressed into a smaller area. The shrinking
process is used when the length of a piece of
metal, especially on the inside of a bend, is to be
reduced. The shrinking of sheet metal can be ac-
complished in two ways: by hammering on a V-,
block (figure '55), or by crimping and then
shrinking on a shrinking block.

To curve the formed angle by the V-block
method, place the angle on the V-block and
gently hammer downward against the upper edge
directly over the V (figure 155). Move the angle
back and forth across the V-block, while hammer
ing, to compress the material along the upper
edge. Compression of the material along the up-

541 "Figure 64. Crimping and Stretching
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Figure 55. Shrinking on a V, Block

per edge of the Vertical flange will cause the
formed angle to take on a curved shape. The ma-
terial in the horizontal flange will merely bend
down at the center and the length of that flange
will remain the same. This method is very effec-
tive if the curve (or the bend) is not to be too
sharp.

- To make a sharp durve or a sharply-bent
flanged angle, you would probably utilize crimp-

ing and a shrinking block. In this process, you
would pIace crimps in the one flange, then apply
a shrinking block and, by hammering, drive,out
(shrink out) the crimps one at a time.

Folding

Making bends in sheets, plates, or leaves is
called folding. Folds are usually thought of as

,sharp, angular bends. They are generally .made

on folding machines.

Making Straight Lin. Bonds

When forming straight bends, you must con-
sider the thickness of the material, its alloy corn-

position, and its temper condition. Generally
speaking, the thinner the material, the sharper it

can be bent (the smaller the radius of bend), and
the softer the material, the sharper the bend.

The sharpest bend that can be 1:ilaced in a
piece of metal without critically weakening the
part is called the minimum radius of bend. Other
factors that must, be considered when making
straight 'line bends are bend allowance, set-back,

and brake of sight line.

A

Formulas and tables to be applied under the

varying conditions have beeniestablished for your

use. Application of the, formulas usually. consists

merely of substituting nieasurements, such as
sheet stock thicknesses and ,degree of bends. All
these tables and formulas are based on the
decimal system. If sheet stock thicknesses are

'yen in gage numbers, you must convert them

to eir decimal equivalent before 'you can pro-

ceed with your calculations.
RADIUS OF BEND. The radius of bend of a

sheet Of material is the radius of the bend as
measured on the inside of the curved material.
The minimum radius of bind of a sheet of ma-
terial is the sharpest c'urve,, or bend, to which the

sheet can be bent without critically weakening the

portion at the bend. It the radius of bend is too
small, stresses and strains will weaken the metal

and may result in cracking.
A minimum radius of bend is specified for each

type of aircraft sheet metal: The kind of material,
thickness, and tempor condition of the sheet are
factors affecting it. .You may bend annealed sheet

to a radius approximately equal to its thickness.
Stainless steel and 2024--T aluminum alloy re-

quire a fairly large bend radius.
BEND ALLOWANCE. Suppose you Were cdn-

fronted With the problem of making a formed

angle or a stringer to fit into a corner, The cornet

measures 1 inch on each side, but you realize

that you cannot make a square bend in the metal
and that it will not fit squarely into the corner be-
cause it will have a curve. You know, also, that
the curved distance will be shorter than the dis-
tance into the corner and out. When making a
bend or fold in a sheet of metal, you must 'calcu-

late bend allowancethe length of material re-
quired for the bend.

Bend allowance depends on four factors: the
degre of bend, the radius of the bend, the thick-

ness of the metal, ano the type of metal used.
The radius of the bend is generally proportional
to the thickness of the material. Furthermoie,
the sharper the radius of bend can be made, the
shorter will be the material needed for the bend.
The type of material is also important, for if the
material is soft it can,be bent very sharply, but if
it is hard the radius of bend will be greater, and
bend. allowance will be greater: The degree of
bend will affect the overall length of the metal,
whereas the thickness influences the radius of
bend.
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Bending the strip would compress the material
on the inside of the curve and stretch the ma-
terial on the outside of it. However, at some dis-
tance between these two extremes lies a space
which- is not affected by either force. This is
known as the neutral line or neutral axis. It oc-
curs at a distance afiproximately 0.445 of the
metal .thicknesi (0.455 x T) frOm the inside of
thw rants of bend. (See figure 56.)

When bending metir to exacedimensions, the
length of the neutral line must be determined in
order that sufficient material can be allowed for
the bend. To save you time in calculation of the
bend allowance, formulas and charts for various
angles, radii ol bends, material thicknesses, and
other factors have been established for your, use.
The bend allowance formula for a 900 bend can
be derived as follows.

To the radius of bend, R, add one-half the
thickness of the metal, 1/2 T. This gives R

RADIUS "R"

R 1/27

Figure 56. Bend,Allowance!, 900 Bend

'a

*.1

1/2 T, or the radius of the circle of.approximately
'the neutral axis.

Compute the circumference of this circle by
multiplying the radius of curvature of the neutral
line (R. + 1/2 T in the illustration) by 2r. This
gives the circumference ai

2ir(R -I- 1/2 T)

Since a 90' bend (AB in figure 56) is a quar-
ter of the circle, divide the circumference by 4.
This gives

271.(R + 1/2 T)
4

Therefore, bend allowance for a 90 bend is
2,w(R + 1/2 T)

4

To use the formula in finding the bend allow-
ance for a 90° bend having a radius. of 1/4-inch
for material 0.051-ineh thick, substitute in 'the
formula as follows:

Bend allov;adce

2 x 3.1416[.250 + 1/2 (.051)]
4

6.2832(.250 + 9255)
4

6.2832(.2755)
, 4

=..4323

So, the necessary bend allowance or the length
of material required for the bend is 0.4323- or
%6-inch.

The formula is slightly in error because actually'
the neutral line is not exactly in the center of the
sheet being bent (see figure 56): Howe er, the
amount of error incurred in any given pr blem is

so slight that, for most work, since the naterial
used is thin, the formtila is satisfactory.

This formula may be used in the absence of a
bend allowance chart. To determine bend allow- .

ance ft* any degree of bend by use of the chart ".,
(figure 57), find the allowance per degree for
the thickness of the material and the radius of
bend in question, and then multiply by the num-
ber of degrees in the bend.

Radius of bend is given as a decimal fraction
on the top line of the chart. Bend allowance is
given directly below the radius figures. The top
number in ea9h-case is the. bend, allowance for a
90° angle, while the lower placed number is for a

C

4
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RAMS
. . .

GAG6 .031 .063 .094 . .125 .156 .188 .219 .250 .281 .313 .344 .375 .436 .500

.020 .062 .113 .16'1 .210 .259 .309 .358 .104. .455 .305 .554 .603 Z02 799

.000693 .001251 .001792 .002333 .002874 .003133 .003974 .004515" .005051L.00.5614 .006155 .006495 .0077'415 .008877

4125 .066 .11 6 ... I 65 4 .24 .263 .313 .362 . 410 .459, .309 .338 407 .703 ,. .803

.000736 .001294 .001835 .002376 .002917 .003476 .004017 .004558 .005098 .005657 .0061% .006739 .007838 .008920

.028 .068 .119 .167 I .216 .263 .315 .361 .412 .461. .311 .560 '" .609 .706 .805

.000759 .001318 .001859 .002400 .00241 .003491 .004040 .004581 .005.122 ,005680 .006221 .006762 .007862 .007662

.032 .071 .121 .170 .218 .267 .317 .366 .415 .463' 0. .514 .562 .611 .710 .807

.10767 .001345 .001886 .00268 00S526 004067 .004608 ;005149 .005708 .006249 .006789 .00719 .0e8971

.038 .075 .126 .174

r.a2427

.22r 2272 4 .322 .371 .419 .468 .516 .567 .616 .713 NI12

.000637 .001396 .001937 2478 .003019 .0035 .004118 .004459 .005200 .00 58 .006299 .006810 .007940 .111191121

.040 .077 ,127 .176 .2 4 ..273 . 3,13 .372 .421 ...,469 .568 7517 .716 .813

.000453 .901411 .001952 .002493 .003034 .003493 1004434 .004675 4005215 .005774 .006313 .006836 .007933 .009037

.031 uk

v
.134 .183 . .232 .280 .331 .379 .428 .477 427 .576 .624 .723 .821

.00141 .002034 .002575 .003116 .003673 .004215 .00956 .005297 .005655 .006397 .006934 .008037 .009119

. .064 .111 .192 .241 .290 .340 I .389 .437 .486 .436 .585 .634 .732 .830

.001593 .002136 .002676 .003218 .003776 :0043W .004838 .00539 .0059 7 .006498 .007039 .008138 .009220

.072 .198 .247 .296 r .436 394 .#43 ..492 .342 .591 .639 .7311 .836

.002202 .002743 .003264 .003612 .006287 .001924_ .005465 .006023 .006564 .007105 008205 .009267

.076 ' .202 .251 .300 .399 ' '..4.17 .196 .516 .595 .644 .743 .840
at

.002249 002790 .003331 .00388 .004430 .004963 .005512 .006070 .006611 .007152 .008252 .009333

.081 .204 ( .253 .302 .352 k .401 .449 .491 .548 .598 46 .743 .842

.002272 .00281 .003354 .003912 .001453 .004969 .005535 .006094 .006635 .00 l7 6 .008275 .00357

.212 .260 .309 .35 , .106 .456 .505 .355 .604 .653 - .752 .849

` .002350 .002191 .003432 .003990' .004531 .005072 .0056)3 .006'172 .006713 .007254 . .008353 .009435

.094 .214 .262 .311 .361 .410 .459 ,307 338 .606 * .655 754
,

351

-.002374

.102 . ;
.002977 .003518 .004076 .001617 .00515841..005619 .006257 .0416796 .4b7339 .006439 .009521

.100 . .273 .321 r.372 .420 489 '318 .568 ,317 .665; 74 .862

.003031 .003372 .004131 .004672- .605213 .005754 .006312 .006853 .008394 .008493 .009575
,

. .284 .333 .383 .432 .480 .529 .379 .i28 .677 .776 373
,.17.5.

.003156. .003697 .004256 .004797 .005338 .005678 .006437 .006 78 .007519 .008618 4.009700

.156 .355 .405 .453 .302 . .551 .601 .640 ' .698 e .797 .895

.003939 .004497 ..005038 .005570 :006120 .006679 .007220 .007761 .008860 .009942

' . .417 .176 .325 .477 .624 .672 721 .820 .917
.18111

., .004747 .005288 ..65129 .006370 .006926 .007169 .008010 .009100 .010191

.250 . .566 1617 .667 . .716 .764 .863 1961

.4 t .006313 .006853 .007412 .007953 .008494 .009593 .010675

Bond Alloviaacs Chart

.7.

10 angler-Material thickness is given in the left
column of the chart.

. To find the bend allowance when the sheet
thickness is .051-inch; the radius of bend is

1/4-inch 4p50-inch), and the bend is to be 90°,
look at the bend allowance chart (figure 57).

Reading acrlpsVIte top of .the chart find the col-
umn for a radbs of bend of .250-inch. Now find
the block jn this coliumn that is opposite the gage
of .051 in the column at left. The upper number
in theblock is .428, the correct bend illowance
in inches for a 9Ie° bend.

If the bend is to' be other than 90° you must
use the lower number in the block (the bend al-
lowance for 10) and colnpute the bend allow-
ance. The lower number in this case is, .004756.
Therefore, if the bend is to be, say, 120°, your

total bend allowance in inches will be 120 X
.004756, or .5707-inch.

SET-13ACK. When bending a piece of sheet
stock, it is necessary to know the starting and
ending points of the bend so that the length of the
"flat" of the 1stock can be determined. .Two fac-
tors are important in determining this-the radius
of bend and the thickness of the material.

In figure 58, note that set-back is the distance
from the bend tangent Sine to the mold point.
The mold point is the point of intersection of the
lines extending from the outside surfaces, while
the bend tangent lines are the starting and end
points of the b6nd. Also note that set-back is the
same forlhe vertical flat and the horizontal flat.

To calculale the set-back fqr a 90° bend,
,merely dd the inside radius of the bend to the
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I.

BEND
TOIGENT LINES

F:igure 58. ,Soback,?0° Bend

thickness of the sheet stock. In formula form this -

would read SB = R + T.
To calculate set-back for angles larger or

smaller than 90.°, you have to consult set7back
charts (figure 59), or K chart, for a value
called K, and then subititute this value in the
formula SB = K(R + T). The value for K varies'
with the number of degrees in the bend.

For a 90° bend, if the material is .051:inch
thick and the radius of bend is specified to be
1/4-inch (.125), stibititute in the formula
SB = R + T and solve as follows:

SB = .125 +1.051 = .176-inch set-back

For a 120° bend with a radius of bend of
.125-inch in a sheet 932-inch thick, obtain the
value of K from the set-back clam (K for 120°
bend = 1.732), substitute in the formula
SB = K(R + T) and solve as follows:

SB = 1.732(.032 + .125) = .272-inch

BRAKE OR SIGHT LINE. The brake or sight line
is the mark on a flat sheet which is set eve
the nose of the radius bar of the cornice
It serves as a guide in bending. You can te
the brake line by measuring out one radius from
the bend tangent line which is to be inserted un-
der the nose of the brake or apinst the radius
form block. (See figure 60.)

MAKING LAYOUTS

It is wise to make a layout br
part before forming it to prevent

'7

pattern of the
any waste of

A . K A K A K

1 .00873 61' .58904 121' 1.7675r -.01741 62' .60086 122' 1.8040
3' .02614 63' .61280 123 ° 1.84 P8

4 .03492 64' : .62487 124' Lew
5' .04366 65' .63707 125' 1.9210
67 .05241 66' .64941 126' 1.9626

.06116 67' .66188 127' 2.0057
" .06993 6r .67651 128 2.0503r .07870 69' .68728 129' 2.0965

10' .08749 70' .70021 130" 2.1445
.

II" .09629 71' .71329 131' 2.1943
12' .10510 72 .72654 132' 2.2460
13' .11393 73' .73996 133' 2.2998
14' .12278 74' .75355 134' 2.3558
15° .13165 75 .76733 135' 2.4112
16' .14054 7e .78128 13e 3.4751
17' .14945 77' .79543 1370 2.5386
1r .15838 78'. .80978 138' 2.6051
19' .16734 , 79' .82434 139' 2.6746
20' .17633 . 80' .83910 140' '2.7475.

21' .18534 81' Awe 141" 2.8239

, 22' .19438 82' .86929 142' 2.9042
23' .20345 83. .88472 143 2.9887 tt
24' .21256 84' .90040 144' 3.0777
25'\,,,4 .22169 85 .91633 145 3.1716
26' .23087
27" .24008

86'
sr

.93251

.80978
146'
147'

3.2708 f,
3.3759i.

28 .249,33 or .96569 148' 3.4874
29' .2562 89' 91270 149' 3.6059
30' .26795 90' 1.0000C 150' 3.7320

31' .27732 91' 1.0176 151' 3.8667

32' .28674 92 1.0355N 152' 4.0108
no .29621 93' 1.0538 153' 4.1653
34' .30573 94' 1.0724 154' 4.3315
35 o .31530 95 1.0913 155' 45107
36° .32492 96' 1.1106 15e 4.7046

37' .33459 97' 1.1303 157 4.9151

38' .34433 9S 1.1504 15r .,5.1455

39- .35412 99' 1.1705 159' 5.3995

404 .36397 100' .1917 160' 5.6713

41' .37388 101' . '1.2131 161' 5.9758
42' .38386 102' 1.2349 162 6.3137
43" u ,39391 lo 1.2572 163 6,6911
40 .40403 104' 1.2799 164' 7.1154

45° .41421 105 1.3032 165 7.3957
460 .4244k, 10611 1.3270 166' 8.1443
47' .43481 ior 1.3514 167' 8.7769
48' .44523 108' 1.3764 16r 9.5144
49' .45573 109' 1.4019 1690 10.385

50' .46031. 110' 1.4281 170' 11.430

51' .4.7697 111' 1.4550 171 12.704

52" .48773 112" 1.4826 172i 14.301

sr .49858 113- 1.5108 17Fr 16.350

54' .50952 114' 1.5399 174' 19,0111

55' .52057 115 1.5697 I 75o 22.904

,'' 56" .53171 116' 1.6003 17e 26.636

57" .54295 1 ir 1.6318 177' 38.188
sr .5543) 118' 1.6643 178' 57.290

59' .56577 119' 1.6977 17r 114.590

60" .57735 120' 1.7320 180' Infleits

Figure 59. Setback (K) Chart
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SIGHT UNF,

/ .

BEND TANGENT UNE

ONE BADIUS OF BEND
,

BEND ALLOWANCE

BEND TA GENT UNE

RADIUS

BEND ALLOWANCE

C, is to be 11/4 inches high, and the distance _be-

tween the outside surface Off the two flats, B, is to
be 2 inches. The material is .051-inch thick and
the radius of bend is to be 3A e-inch (.188). Tfie

angles are to be 900. Proceed as follows.
First, determine the setthack in Order to es-

tablish the distance Of the flats.
The setbaCk for the first bend is T,

or .188 + .051 = .239:
The first flat A is equal to the overill di-

mension less the set-babk, or 1.000 ,239. =

.761 inch.
Next, calculate the bend allowance for the fist

bend by %using the bend allowance table.

(BA .3307 or .331)
Now lay ofr these measurements so you know

where to begin and end each bend (see figure

61).

Now lay off the second flat, B. This is equal to
Ihe overall dimension less the set-back at eaeh,
end, or B-two set-back, or 2.000 (.239 + .239)""
.4781 = 1.522 (see figure 6-8).

The bend allowance for the second bend is the_

same as thy for the first bend (.331). Mark off
this distance (See figure 61.)

Figure 60. Brake or Sight Line SEND TANGENT LINEi

FLAT LAYOUT
OF A CHANNEI.

,
material and to iiet "a greater degree of accuracy
ill the finished part. Where straight angle bends
are concerned, Correct allowances must be made
for set-back and bend aliowance. If the shrinking
or stretching processes are io be applied, an ac-
curate estimate of where the metal sheet is to be
stretched or shrunk must be made so that the
Dart can be turned out with a minimum amount

of forming.
The layout procedures can be put into, three

general groups: flat layout, duplication of pat-
tern, and projection through a set of points. All
three processes require a good working knowledge
of arithmetic and geometry. Only two processes,
flat layout and duplication of pattern, will be
discussed here.

Flat Layout

Assume that you are to lay out a flat pattern
of a channel (figure 61) in which the left-hand
flat, A, is to be-1 inch high, the right-hand flat,

g

a -
SIGHT LINES

7/146.015

/

FOLDED
CHANNEL,

/

Figure 61. Flat Layout of a Channel
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The third flat, d, is equal to the overall dimen-

sion less the set-back, or 1.25 .239 = 1.011.
Lay off, this distance. (See figure 61.)

Adding the measurements of flats A, B, and C,
and both Send allowances, (.761 + .331 + 1.522

.331 + 1.011), the sum is 3.956, or approxi-
mately 4.00 inches. Totaling the three flats,. A,
B, and C, 1 inch, 2 inchea, and 11/4 inches, re-
spectively,"the sum is 4.250 inches of material
length. You can see how set-back and bend al-
lowance affect material lengths in forming straight
line bends, In this case the q.eduction is approxi-
mately 1/4-inch. If the angles were not right
angles, you would take the set-hack values from
set-back or K charts.

After all measurementeikre calculated, cut the
material and mark off the brake or sight lines as
shown in figure 61. You are ready to use the
brake to form the channel.

DtipHcation of Pattern

When it is necessary to duplicate an aircraft
part and blueprints are not available, you may
take measurements directly from the origihal or
from a duplicate part. In studying the following
stein for laying out a part to be duplicated, refer
to the illustrations in figure 62.

Draw a reference (datum) line, AB, on the
sample part and a corresponding line on the
template material (e,xample 1, figure 62).

4

Figure 62. Duplicating a Pattern

9

Next, with point A on the sample part as a
center, draw an arc having a radius of .approxi-
mately 1/2-inch and extending' to the flanges.
Number the arc as it passes through the raerence
line (example 2, figure 62).

Draw similar arts each with a radius 1/2;inch
greater than the 'previous one until .you have
marked the entire part. In case there is an ex-
tremely sharp curve in the object, decrease- the
distance between the arcs to increa% the number
of arcs. This procedure will iwrease the ascu-
racy of the layout.; An arc must, pass through'
every corner of the part; one arc may piss through
more than one corner (example 3, figure 62).

Locate the coordinate poirit on the layout by
measuring on the part with dividers. Always

measure the distance from the referenCe pdint to
the beginning of the bend line on the flange o2 the

part.
After you have similarly located all points,

draw a line through them, 'using a French' curve
to insure a smooth pattern (example 4, flkure
62).

Allow for additional material for forniing the
flange and locate the inside send tangent line by
measuring, inside of the sight line, a 'distance
equal to the radius of bend of the part.

Using the intersection of the lines as a center,
locate the required relief holes. Then cut out and

form as necessary.

Relief Holes

Wherever two bends intersect, material must
be removed to make room for the material con-
tained in the flanges. Holes are therefore drilled
at the intersection. These holes, called relief
holes, prevent 'Strains from being set up at the
intersection of the inside bend tangent lines.
Such strains may, cause the metal to crack. Re-
lief holes also provide a neatly 'trimmed corner
where the excess material is trimmed away. .

The size of relief holes varies witli thickness 6f
the material. They should. not 'be less than 1/4-
inch in diameter for aluminum alloy sheet stock
up to and including .064-inch thick, or %6-inch
for stock ranging in thickness from .072-inch to
.128-inch, The most common method of deter-
mining the diameter of a relief hole is to use the
radius of bend for this dimension, provided it is
not less than the minimum allowance (1/4-inch).



Re lid holes must touch the intersection of the
inside bend tangent lines. To allow for possible
error in bending, make relief holes extend Y32

to 34 6 -of an inch behind the inside bcpd tangent
lines. It is good practice to use the intersection of

''-these lines as center for the holes (see figure
63). The. line -on the inside of the curve is cut
at an ankle toward the relief holes to 4.t.ow for
the stretching of the inside flange.

Lightening Hobos

Occasionally, holes are cut in rib sections,
fuselage frames, and other structural parts to de-
crease weight: Such holes are known is lightening

INSIDE BEND
TANGENT LINES

Figure 63. Locating Roliof Hobos
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holes. To keep from weakening the member (by
removal of the material), flanges are often
pressed around the holes to strengthen the area
from which the material was removed.

These holes Should never be cut in any strut-
tural part unless authorized. The size of the
lightening hole and the width of the flange formed
around the hole ^re determined by design specifi-
cations. Margins of -safety are considered in the
specifications so that the weight.of the part can be
decreased and still retain the necessary strength.
You may cut out lightening holes by any one of

the following methods:
Punching out, if the correct size punch die is

available.
Cutting out with a fly-cutter mounted on a

drill.
Scribing circumference of a hole with divid-

ers -and drilling around the entire circumfer-
ence with a small drill, allowing enough clear-
ance to file smooth.

Scribing the circumference of the hole with
dividers, drilling the hole inside the circumler-
ence large enough to insert aviation snips, cut-
ting out excess metal, and filing smooth.

Form the flange by using a flanging die, or
hardwood or metal form blocks. Flanging dies
consist of two matching parts, a female and a
male die. For flanging soft metal, diei can be of
hardwood, such as maple. For hard metal or for
more permanent use, they should be tri.de of
steel. The pilot guide should be the same size li-
the hole to be flanged, and the shoulder should be
the same width and angle as the desired flange.

When flanging lightening holes, place the ma-
terial between the mating parts of the die and
form it by hammering or squeezing the dies to-
gether in a vise or in an arbor press. The dies
will work more smoothly if they are coated with
light machine oil.

Note that in the.two form blocks shown on the
left side of figure 64, the hole* 4n the upper,
block is the saine size-as_the _hole to be flanged
and is chamfered to the widthOf the flange Ole
the angle desired, while in the lower--hlock, 'the
hole is the same diameter as that of the flange.
You may use either type. When using the upper
block, center the material to be flanged and ham-
mer it with a stretching mallet, around and
around, until the flange conforms to the chamfer.
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OIAMFERED FLANGING KOCK

CONE-SHAPED
MALE DIE

FORMING BLOCK

PIA1,121ANGING BLOCK

Figure 64. Flanging Form flocks

When using the lower block, center the lightening
hole over the hole in the block, then stretch the
edges, hammering the material into the hole,
around and arourid, until the desired flange is

obtained.
Occasionally, the chamfer is fox-Med with 'if

cone-shaped male die us d in conjunction with
the, form block with whk thetpari, was formed.
(See figure .64.)

Methods of Pattern Development

Occasionally in your work you may Nave to de-
sign ducts and pipes which meet other ducts or
pipes at various angles, such as a round air duct
joining a square one. By mathematical calcula-
tions and drafting methods, you will have to de-
termine the size, shape, and curve orthe cuts,
which when laid out on a flat pattern or blank
piece of sheet stock, formed, and put together,
will give the correct shape 'of the object. The edge
of the round duct that attaches to the square
duct is not a straight line when drawn on a flat
sheet, but is a flowing curve. It ascends gradually
to a peak, and:lhen descends gradually on the
opposite side. Should the blank be cut out along

_this_curved-line-and-rolled-upclf-Wetild -fit snugly
against the elliPtical hole in the square duct. The
repairman should make such sketches on paper
firstthat is Make the layouts or patternsthen
cut them out and fit fhern together befov trying
them on sheet sto-ok.

The process' by, which the repairman projects

and\ drafts lines and curves into layouts is called
development. Such airframe drafting is based on
thos, principles of gometry which relate to the
surfac of solids. Sheet metal articles are hollow
and, in airframe drafting, they are considered as
if they were coverings for solids of the same
shapes.

The three commonly used methods of develop-
ment are parallel line development, radial line
development, a_d triangulation. Thesethree_
methods can be used to develop objects with sin-
gle curvatures 'only. Articles such as wing fillets
and .cowling parti" have compound curvatures
that is, bulges which curve iii at least two direc-
tions at the same time and require stretching and
shrinking. They are updevelopable. Their size
and form must be determined by trial and error
or by slitting .the Old part open and flattening it
out.,
'
YARALLEL LINE DEVELOPMENT. Parallel- line

development is applicable to forms such '.as pipes,
ducts, T-joints, and the like, which have opposite
sides parallel. Whenever laying out patterns for
a cylindrical object, consider the object as a form
having in infinite number of sides, each of the
same length as the form but very narrow.

During this process of development, first draw
an elevation view to show' the true length of the
side's of the object; next, draw a plan view or a
half plan viff to show the true size 'and shape of
the end -of the object. (In figure 65, a half
plan view is shown.) Strike off equal distances
along the curved line of the half plan dividing the
area aroun, the cylinder into equal parts. The
greater th&timbers of parts, the more nearly
accurate the layout.
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STRETCHOUT LINE

Figure 65. Parallel Line Development
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Now draw a stretchout line. This is drawn
from the base of the elevation view .(see figure

\65). On this line, locate and number the equal

spaces laId out on the half plan view. You
will have the other half of the cylinder to...form

too, so locate and number the spates in the pat-
tern from one up to seven them back to one again

(see figure 65). Through these points, draw
measuring lines at right angles to the stretchdut
line. Also, from the points 2 to 6 laid oUt in the

,tlf plan, diaw lines to the top line in the eleva-
tion view. Draw all these lines perpendicular to
the base line.

Next, draw projection lines parallel to. the
stretchout line and through the points where the
vertical lines from the half ,plan view intersect the

top line of the elevation view. Mark the ioints
where these projection lines thtersect the cor-
respondingly numbered measuring lines; then
connect all these points with an easy-fldwing

curved line. This curve forms *the top angular

edge of tbe pattern; the stretchout line forms the

base of the object.

RADIAL 1...INE DEVELOPMENT. Several objects
have shapes which will not permit the use of
parallel line development because their sides are
not parallel. Such forms require other methods sof
development. Radial line development is one such

method; and, as in parallel line development, the

objects to be developed must have certain char-
acteristics. Only forms which have a circle for
their bases, or a base that can be inscribed in a
circle, and sides that slant to a common center,

can be developed by this method. The ,center
must be located directly. over the center of the
base: This base, however, may be pmected or
imaginary rather than the actual base of the ob-

, ject.
When the base is round, the object has a

conical shape (-me.example A lir figure 66).

When the -object has a square base, it has the
shape of a pyramid (see example B, figure 66).

Any part or section of these cones or pyramids

can be developed by radial line development.

A cone with the top cut off parallel with the
base is called a regular frustum. One with the top
cut off on an angle with the base is called an ir-
regular frustuni (see figure 67). Objects which:

have these characteristics can be Ndeveloped by.

the radial line methiod.
When drawing (a frustum, the apex is located
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APEX

(R)

Figure 66. Objects Developed by Radial '

Line Method

by extending the sides until they intersect. This

point of intersection of imaginary lines is the
apex. The apex must be located, regardless of

the shape, in order to obtain the slant height.

Generally, the pattern of: these objects is fan-

shaped. When the object is unrolled, the stietch-
out pivots around the apex or the pattern adiates
from the apex. (See figure 68.)

The pattern for a cone is found by using the ele-

vation view and plan view. In this type of line de-
velopment the elevation has two heights, the actual

and the slant. The actual height is used only to
draw the elevation view, and the slant height is
used as the radius for the stretchout arc.

The length of the stretchout arc is equal to the
distance around the base or plan view. The slant

height is the distance from the apex to the base
down the visible slant. Note in figure: 69 the
pattern of an object whose base is not round.
However, the radius and the length of the stretch-

REGULAR

APEX

IRREGULAR

Figure 67. Truncated Cones
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Figure 68. Con. Stretchout

out arc are found in the same manner as if the
base of the objea were round.

An irregular frustum presents a slightly differ-
ent situation, the difference being that the pattern
line AB (in figure 70), could not he shown as
an arc. Therefore, to pinpoint it on the pattern,
surface 'element lines must be constructed on the
elevation view. The plan, or half plan, is divided
into equal spaces and then extended up perpen-
dicular to the base line. From there all surfaie
element lines converge to one point, the apex (fig-

ure 70).
r,

In parallel line development, the surface ele-
-ment lines are perpendicular to the base; hut, in

radial line development, they are not perpendicu-
lar to the base line. ,These lines are on a slant and
therefore are shortened. The only lines that are
in their true length are the plant height lines.

In order to find the true length of aff surface
lines, siniply project them from li,pe AB (miter
line) to the slant height, as shown in figure 70.
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All true lengths are taken along the ):4Lant height

side!
To develop the pattern shown in figure 70,

swing the stretchout arc, using the slant height as
the radius. After you find the length of the arc
by measuring the distancearound the base of the
object; divide the arc into surface element lines
corresponding to those in the elevation view and
transfer the measurement to the lines having the
same number as in the pattern. After locating all
points, connect them with a curved line to form
the outline of the pattern.

The steps in developing a pattern using 'the
radial line method are:

Layout of half plan view:
Swing half circle equal to the tameter of the

base.
Divide half plan view into equal plth di-

viders.
Extend -surface element lines' upwrord to

line.

Layout of elevation view:
Draw elevation view. -

'Extend sides up to center line -to .obtain the
apex.

Extend all surfade element lines from the base

line to the apex (top). Construct true, lengths if
the_object is an irregular frustum. (If the object
is a regular -frusunor cone, no true lengths afe

Figure 69, Pattrns for Objects Without
Round Bottoms
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TRUE LENGTH LINES

PATTERN DEVELOPMENT

Figure 70. Irregular Frustum Development

necessary; the slant height is then used.) The

true lengths are constructed by projecting lines
parallel to base line from the points of intersection
of the surface element lines and the miter line over

to the slant height.
Letter and nbmber all points of importance on

the layout.

Layout of pattern:
Take the distance along the slant height from

the ipex to the base line and swing the stretchout
arc. Set dividers to the equal space between sur-
face element lines on circumference of half plan
view. Mark off equal spaces on the length of the
stretchout arc. Extend the* surface element lines
from the stretchout arc to the apex.

Transfer the true lengths of the surface ele-

ment lines from the elevation view to the pattern,
measuring from the apex down the slant height to
the numbered true length lines drawn out from the

miter .line. (If the object is a regular frustum or
coneno true lengths are needed.) Draw curve
and add seam allowance to the ends of pattern.

TRIANGULATION. The process of triangulation
is used for the layout of irregular forms having
sides which are not parallel and which, if extended,
would not meet at a common point. Forms of this

type cannot be developed by methods other than
triangulation. Triangulation is applicable to a wide

range of layout problems and, though more de-
tailed than other methods, it is very simple and

easy to use when the underlying principles are un-

derstood.
Step-by-step procedures for the development of

a pattern by triangulation are explained below.
Follow figure 71 in studying these procedures.

Draw the elevation view of the object.
Draw the plan view of the object.
Divide the circle in the plan view into a con-

venient number of parts. Number each point.

Draw lines to each of the corners A, B, C,
and D.

NOTE: Since tines A-1 , A-3, and so on
are foreshortened lines, it is necesiary to deter-
mine their true lengths before they can be used in
the layout of the pattern. This can, be accom-
plished by the use of a true length chart.

A Construct a true length chart by first drawing
line AO perpendicular to a base line OY. Trans-
fer the distances A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 in the
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OBJECT TO BE DEVELGPED
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TRUE LENGTH CHART

7

Figure 71. Development by _Triangulation

plan view to the base line OY. Each distance
must begin at point 0. Now draw lines to these
points from point A, thus producing the true
lengths of the lines. (Since this object is sym-
metrical, the following combinations of lines are
the same length: A-4 and B-4, A-1 and 8-5,
A-2 and 8-6, A-1 and 13-7.)

Lay out the half pattern (refer to figure 6-18)
as follows:

1. Lay out base line AB.
te point 4 by scribing arcs using radii

eq the true length of lines A-4 and 8-4.
Draw lines A-4 and 8-4 on the pattern.
3. Set your dividers to length 3-4 on the plan
view. Using this measurement, scribe arcs to
the right and left of point 4 on the pattern.
4. From pattern points A and B, respectively,
scribe arcs having radii equal to the true length
of lines A-3 and 8-5 lo intersect the previously
made arcs. Draw lines A-3 and B-5.
5. Continue laying out the pattern, locating
points 2, 1, 6:and 7 by using the same proce-
dures as were used to locate points 3, 4, and 5.

6. Construct triangles A-E-1 and B-F-7 of
the pattern by scribing arcs from point,,A and
B using a radius equal to the true lengthof line
AE, and scribing arcs from points '1 and 7 using
a radius equal to the true length of line E-1.
Draw lines through the points of intersection for
these arcs.

These procedures will develop only one half
pattern for the object. The other half pattern can
be developed by repeatirig these procedures or by
reversing this pattern when cutting the sheet stock
for manufacture of the object. Extra material
must be added for the seam to be used. Where
the object is unsymmetrical (not uniform), the re-
maining sides also have to be laid out, using a sep-
arate true length chart.

HAND FORMING

All forming revolves around the props of
shrinking and stretchting, and hand 'forming proc-
esseare no exception. If a formed or extruded
angle is to be curved, You either stretch one leg or
shrink the other, whichever will make the part fit
the job at hand. In bumping, you stretch the ma-
terial in the bulge to make it "balloon," and in
joggling, you stretch the material between the
joggles. Material in the edge of lightening holes
is often stretched to fo a beveled reinforcing
ridge around 'them.

Straight Line Bends

The cornice brake and bar folder are ordinarily
used to make straight bends. Whenever such ma-
chines are not available, you ca,, bend compara-
tively short sections by hand with the aid of
wooden or metal bending bloccis by proceeding as
explained in the following paragraphs.

After you have laid out and cut the blank to
size, clamp it rigidly along the be,nding line be-

:
tween two wocden blocks helo in a vise. The
wooden forming block should have one edge
rounded for the desired raditis of hend. It should
also be curved slightly beyond the 900 point to
allow for springback.

va- By tapping lightly with a rubber, plastic, or raw-
hide mallet, bend the metal protruding beyond the
bending blocks to the desired angle. Start tapping
at one end and work back and forth along the
edge,making the bend gradually and evenly.



Continue this process until the protruding Metal

is, forced down to the desired angle against the
forming block. Allow for .springback by driving

the material slightly farther than the actual bend.
If a large amount of metal extends "beyond the
bending blocks, maintain hand pressure against

the protruding sheet to prevent "bouncing."

Remove any irregularities by holding a straight

block of hardwood edgewise against the bend and
striking it with heavy blows of a mallet or ham-

mer. If 'the amount of metal protruding beyond
the bending blocks is small, make the entire bend

by using the hardwood block and hammer.

fanned or Extruded Angles

Both formed and extruded types of angles can
be curved (not bent sharply) by stretching or
shrinking either Of the flanges. Curving by stretch-

ing the one flange is usually preferred since this

process requires only a Vblock and a mallet and
is very easily accomplished;

STRETCHNG ONE FLANGE. In the stretching
process, place the flange to be stretched in the
groove of the V-block. Using a stretching mallet,
strike the flange directly over the V portion with
light, even blows and gradually force it down-
Ward into the V. Too heavy a blow will'buckle

the angle strip. Keep moving the angle strip
across the V-block but always strike the spot di-

rectly above the V. Form the curve gradually and
evenly by mining the strip slowly back and forth,
distributing the hammer blows at equal spaces on

the flange.

Lay out a full-sized accurate pattern on a sheet
of paper or plywood and periodically check the
accuracy of the curve. By comparing the angle
with the pattern you can tell exactly how the curve
is progressing and just where it needs to be in-
creased or decreased. It is better to get the curve
to conform roughly to the desired shape befpre
attempting to finish any one portica, because the
finishing or smoothing of the angle may cause
some other potlien of the angle to change shape.
If any part or-the angle strip is curved too much,
reduce the curve by reversing the, angle strip on
the V-block, placing the bottom flange up, and
striking it light blows with the mallet.

Try to form the curve with a minimum amount
of hammering, for exCessive hammering will work-

harden the metal. Work-hardening can be recog-
nized by a lack of bending response or by springi-
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ness in the metal. It.ean be recognized very read-

ily by an experienced worker. In some cases you

may have to .anneal the part during the curv" ing

operation. If you do, be sure to heat-treat the part

again before installing it on the aircraft.

SHRINKING ONE FLANGE. CurVing an ex-
trUded or formed angle strip by shrinking may be

accomplished by either of tWo methods, the V-

block mediod or the shrinking block method: Of
the two, the V,block is, in general, more satisfac-

tory because it ii faster, easier, and affects the
meta! less. However, very good results can be ob-

tained by the shrinking block method.

In the V-block method, place one flange of the

angle strip flat on -the V-block witb the other
flange extending upward, ah shown in figure 72.

Hold it firmly so that it does not bounce when
hammered, and strike the edge of the upper flange

with light blows of a round, soft-faced mallet. Be-

gin at one end of the angle strip and, working
back and forth, strike light blows directly over the

V-portion of the block. Strike the edge of the
flange at a slight%ngle as -this tends to keep the
vertical flange from bending outward.

Occasionally, check the curve for accuracy with

the pattern. If a. sharp curve is made, the angle

(cross section of the formed angle) will close
slightly. To avoid such closing of the angle, clamp

the angle strip to a hardwood board With the ham-

mered flange facing upward. Use small C clamps

on which the jaws haVe been covered with mask-
ing tape. Rothe angle has already closed, you can

bring the flange back to the correct angle with a

Figure 72. V-Illocks
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few blows of a mallet or with the aid of a small
hardwood-block. If any portion of the angle strip
is curved too much, reduce it by reversing the
angle on the Wblock and hammering with a suit-
able mallet, as explaiabd in the previous paragraph
on stretching.. When you have obtained the proper
curve, smooth the entire angle by planishing with
a soft-faced mallet.

If the curve in a formed angle is to be quite
sharp or U the flanges of ihe angle are rather
broad, the shrinking block method Must be.used.
In this process, crimp the flange which is to form
the inside of the curve.

When making a crimp, bold, the crimping pliers
1 so that the jaws are about 1/2-inch apart. By ro-

tating the wrist back arid forth, bring the upper
jaw of the pliers into contact with the flange, first
on one side and then on the other side of the
lower jaw. Complete the crimp by working a
raised portion into the flange, gradually increasing
the twisting motion bf the pliers. Do not make
the crinip too large as it will be difficult to work
out. The size of the Crimp depends upon` the thick-
ness and softneis of the material. But usually
about 1/4-inch is sufficient. Place several Crinips
spaced evenly along the desired curve with enough
space left between each crimp sb that jaws of the
shrinking block can easily.be attached.

After completing the crimping, place
crimped flange in the shrink0g block so that dne
crimp at a time is located between the jaws. Flat-
ten each crimp with light blows of soft-faced mal-,
let, starting at the apex (the closed end) of the
crimp and gradually working toward the edge of
the flange. Check the cdrve of the angle with the
pattern periodically during the forming' process

è'gain after all the crimps have been worked
out.çlf it is necessary to increase the curve, add
more ctimps and repeat the process. Space the
additional crimps between the original ones so that
the metal will not become unduly work-hardened
at any one point. If the curve needs to be in-
creased or decreased slightly at any point, use. the
V-block.

After obtaining the desired ,curve, you may
planish the angle strip over a stake or a wooden
form.

Flanged Angles

The forming process for the following two
flanged angles is slightly, more complicated than
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that just discussed in that the bend is shorter (not
gradually curved) and necessitates shrinking or
stretching in A small or concentrated area. If the
flange is ,to point toward .the inside of the bend,
the material, must be shrunk. If it is ,to point, to-
ward the outside, it must be stretched.

FORMING BY SHRINKING,. In forming a flanged
angle by shrinking, use wooden forming blocks
similar to those shown in figure 73 and p;oceed
as follows.

Cut the metal to size, allowing for trimming
after forming. Determine bend allowance for a
90' bend and round the edge of the forming block
accordingly.

4

Clamp the material in the foqn blocks as shown
in figure 73, and bend the exposed flange against
the block. 4k fter bettding, tap the blocki slightly.
This induces a setting process in the ,bend.

Using a soft-faced shrinking mallet, start ham-
mering near the center and work the flange down
gradually toward 'both ends. Tfie flange will tend
to buckle at the bend because the material is niade
to occupy less space. Work the material into sev-
eral small buckles instead of one large one, and
work each bucklet out graduoally by hammering
lightly and gradually compressing the material in,
each buckle. The use of a small hardwood wedge
block (as shown in figure 73) will aid in wc;rk-
ing out the buckles.

Planish the flange after it is flattened against
the form block, and remove small irregularities. If
the form blocks are made df hardwood, use a
metal planishing hammer; if the forms are made of
metal, use a soft-faced mallet. Trim the excess
material away and file and polish.

FORMING BY STRETCHING. To form a flanged
angle by stretching, use the same forming blocks,
wooden wedge block, and mallet as in the shrink-
ing process. Proceed as follows.

Cut the mkterial to size (allowing for trim),
determine bend allowance for a 90° bend, and
round off the -edge of the block to conform to the
desired radius of bend.

Clamp the material in the form blocks as shown
in figure 73.

Using a soft-faced stretching mallet, start ham-
mering near the ends and "Work the flange down
smoothly and gradually to prevent cracking and
splitting. Planish the flange and angle, as in the
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SHRINKING

.140

RIB USING CRIMPS, REUEF HOLES,
READS, AND RIVETED ANGLES

Figure 74. Non Ribs

previous procedure, and trim and smooth the
edges, if necessary.

Figure 73. Forming a Flangm1 Anglo

Curved Flanged Parts
Curved flanged parts are usually hand formed.

Of the types shown in figure 74,'the one with

relief holes is probably the simplest to form. It

has a concave flange (the inside flange) and a
convex flange (the outside flange).

Thettoncave flange is formed by stretching; the

convex flange by shrinking. Such parts may be

formed with the aid of hardwood or metal form-

, ing blocks. These blocks are made in pairs similar

to those used for straight angle bends and are
identified in the same manner. They differ in that

they are made specifically for the particular part
to be formed, they fit each other exactly, and they
conform to the actual dimensions and contour of

the finished -article.
The mating parts may be equipped with align-

ing pins to aid in lining up the blocks and holding

the metal in place. The btcks may be held to-
gether by C clamps or a vise. They also may be
held together with bolts by drilling through both
forms and the metal, provided the holes do not
affect thekstrength of the finished part. The edges
of the forming block are rounded to give the cor-
rect radius of bend to the part, and are undercut to
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allow for springback of the metal. The undercut
is especially necessary .1 the material is hard or
if the band must be highl accurate.

Note the virious types of _forming represented
in figure 74. In the plain noae rib, only one
lirge convex flange is used; but, because of the
peat distance around the part and the likelihood
of buckles in forming, it is rather difficult to form.
The flange and the beaded portion of this-rib pro-
vide sufficient strength to make this a very good
type to use. In the type with relief holes, the con-
cave flange gives difficulty in forming; however,
the outside flange is broken up into -smaller sec-
tions by relief holes (notches inserted to prØvcnt
strains in a bend). In t4e type with crunç47and
beads, note that crimps are inserted at eqIally
spaced intervals. The crimps are placed to absorb
material and cause curving, while also giving
strength to the part.

In the fourth nose rib illustrated, mite that a
combination of the four comnion forming methods

Figure. 75. Forming a Concave Curve

Figure 76. Forming a Convex Curve

are applied. They are crimping, bending, putting
in relief holes, and using a formed angle riveted on
at each end. The beads and the formed angles
supply strength for the part.

In forming a curved flange part, the major step,
are as explained in the following paragraphs.

Cut the material to size (allowing for trim),
locate and drill holes for alignment pins, and re-
move all burrs (jagged edges). Place the material
between the wooden blocks. Clamp blocks tightly
in a vise so that the material will riot move or
shift. Clamp the work as closely as possible te
the particular area being hammered to prevent
strain on the form blocks and to keep the metal
from'alipping. (See figure 75.)

Bend the flange on the concave curve first. This
practice may keep the flange from splitting open
or cracking when the metal is stretched. (Should
this occur, a new piece will have to be made.),
Using a soft mallet or wooden wedge block, start
hammering at a point a short distance away from
the beginning of the concave bend and continue
toward the Center of the bend. This procedure
permits some of the excess metal alonohe ta-
pered portion of the flange to be worked into the
curve where it will be.needed. Continue hammer-
ing until the metal is gradually worked down over
the entire flange, flush with the form block.

Starting at the center of the curve and working
toward both ends, hammer the convex flange down
over the form, (See figure 76.) Strike the metal
with glancing blows, at an angle of approximately



300 off perpendicular, and with a motion that will

tend to pull the pareaway from the block.

Stretch the metal around the radius bend and

remove the buckles gradually by hammering on a
wedge Wick.

While working the metal down over the form,
keep the edges of the flange as nearly perpendicu-

lar to the block as possible. The -wedge block
helps keep the edge of the metal perpendicular to
the block, lessens the possibility of buckles and of
splitting or cracking the metal, and aids in remov-
ing buckles.

Fmally, trim the flanges of excess metak plan-
ish, remove burrs, round the corners (if anyl, and
check the part for accuracy.

Bumping

Bumping on a form block or female die and
bumping on a sandbag are the two common types
practiced. In either method only one form is re-
quired a wooden block, lead die,, or sandbag.
A good exanwle of a part made by the block or
die type of bumping is the "blister" or streamlined
cover plate. Wmg fillets constitute a good exam-

triple of parts that are usually formed by bumping

on a sandbag.
FORM BLOCK OR DIE BUMPING. The lead die'

or the wooden block designed for bumping must
have the same dimensions and contour as the out-
side of the blister. To provide sufficient bucking
weight, and to give sufficient bearing surface for
fastening the metal, the block or die should be at
least 1 inch larger in all dimensions than the form'

requires.
When forming the wooden block, hollow it out

with saws, chisels, gouges, files, and rasps. Smooth
and finish it with sandpaper. Make the inside of
the form as smooth as possible, because any slight
irregularity vr;11 show up on the finished part. Pre-
pare several templates (patterns of the cross-
'section), such as those shown with the form block
for the blister in figure 77, so that the form can
be checked for accuracy.

Shape -the contour of the form at points 2, 3,
and 4. Shape the areas between ttle template
check points to conform to the remaining contour
and to template 4. Shaping of the foii block re-
quires porticular care because the iore nearly
accurate it is in all details, the less tim it will, take
to produce a smobth, finished part.
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Figir 77. Form Blocks and Tomplatos

Correct clamping of the material to the form
block is an important part of the block forming
operation. Several methods are possible: For parts
such as the blister, one of the best means of clamp-
ing the material is to use a full metal cutout or
steel holddown plate as shown 4n figure 77.

In this process, place the holddown plate di-
rectly over the material to be formed and clamp
it in position with boltsuar clamps. Tighten the
C clamps or bolts just tight enough to hold the ma-

.
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terial flat against the 'ace of the form block, but
not so tight that the metal cannot be drawn into
the form. tf the material is not held flat against
the face 6! the form, it will ben4 up or buckle
away from the block. If it is not permitted to slip

/ into the concave depression a little, the blister por-
tion will become very thin in places.

Holddown plates should be of heavy steel, 1/4-
inch for small forms and V4 -inch or heavier for
large forms.

- If the mateiial for mailing a full metal holddown
plate is not available, use a hardwood cutout.
Make the cutoUt and use it in the same manner
as the steel 'plate, but take Feater precautions to
make sure that the material 16 held as desired.

You may use pieced form-clamps if a lull metal
holddown plate or hardwood- cutout is not avail-
able' or if a full cutout cannot be used. Be careful
to clamp them properly and locate them so that
they line up with the edge of the form. If they are
not lined up accurately, the material will bulge.

After preparing and checking the form, perform
the bumping process according to the following
general steps.

Cut a metal blank to size, allowing an extra
1/2 to 1 inch to permit "drawing."

Apply a thin coat of light oil to the block and
to the aluminum to prevent galling (scraping on
rough spots).

Clamp the material between the block and
steel plate, as previously descri
be firmly supported yet able to slip
the inside of the form.

, so that it will
little toward

Clamp the bumping block in a bench vise.
With a soft-faced mallet or with a hardwood drive
block and suitable mallet, start the bumping near

, the-edges of the form.

With light blows of the mallet, work the ma=
terial down gradually from the edges. Remember
that the object of the bumping process is to work
the material into shape by stretching it, rather
than by forcing it into the forin with heavy blows.
Alwiys start bumping near the edge of the form;
neverotart near the center Of the blister.

Smooth the work as much as possible before
removing it from the form. You can do this bY
rubbing the work with the roupded end of a maple
block or with the roubcrend of a stretching mallet.

Remove the blister from the bumping block
and trim it, leaving a 1/2-inch flange.

Finally, drill the rivet holes, chamfer the edges
450, and clean and polish the part.

SANDBAG BUMPING. Bumping on a sandbag is
one of the most difficult types of sheet metal hand
forming, as there is no exact form block to serve
as a guide. During' this type of forming opera-
tion, you force a depression into a sandbag to take
the shape of the haitimered portion of the metal..
The depressiOn- or pit has a tendency to MOM or
less shift from the hammering. This necessitates
readjusting from time to time during the bumping
process. The degree of shifting depends largely
on the contour or shape of the piece being formed,
and whether glancing blows must be struck in or-
der to stretch, draw, or shrink the metal.

When forming by this method, prepare a con-
tour template or some sort of a pattern to serve
as a-working guide and to insure accuracy of the
finished part. Make the pattern from ordinary
'haft or similar paper, folding it over the part to
be duplicated. Cut the paper oover at the points
where it would have to be stretcbed to fit, and at-
tach additional pieces of paper with masking tape
to cover the exposed portions. After completely

---eovering the part, trim the pattern to exact size.

n the pattern and spread it out on the metal
from hich the:part is to be formed. Although the
patn will not lie flat, it will give you a fairly ac-
cur idea of the approximate shape of the metal
to 1e cut, and the pieced-in sections will indicate
where the metal is to be stretched. When the
pattern has been placed on the material, mark the
outline of the part and the portions to be stretched
with pencil. Add at least 1 inch of excess metal
when cutting the material to size. YoU can trim
off this excess metal after bumping the part into
shape.

If the part to be formed is radially symmetri-
eal, it will be fairly easy to shape since a simple
contour template can be used as a working guide,
making a pattern to indicate the portions of un-
equal stretching unnecessary, H wever; the pro-
cedure for bumping sheet meta parts on a sand-
bag follows certain basic nes which can be
applied to any part, regardjess of its contour or
shape.

Lay out and clit the contour template. (This
can be made of sheet metal, medium-heavS7 card-'
board, oi thin plywood.)
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Determine the amount of metal needed, lay it
out, and cut it to size, allowing at least 1/2-inch ex-

CC33.

Place 'a sandbag on a solid foundation capable
of supporting heavy blows and, with the aid of a
smooth-faced mallet, make a pit in the bag. Ana-
lyze the part to determine the correct radius of
the pit for the forming operation. The pit will
change with the hammering it receives and must
be readjusted occasionally.

Select a soft round-faced or bell-shaped mallet
having a contour slightly smaller than the contour
-desired on the sheet metal part. Holding one edge

of the metal in the left hand, place the portion to
be bumpted near the edge of the pit on the sand-

bag. Strike the metal with light glancing blows,
about 1/2 to 1 inch from the edge.

Continue bumping toward rthe center, revolv-
ing the metal and working gradually inward until
the desired shape is obtained. Shape the entire
part as a unit. If you ;tape one portion com-
pletely and continue hammering on some other
portion, the completed portion will be thrown out

of shape.
At frequent intervals during the bumping

process, check the part for accuracy of shape by
applying the template. ' If wrinkles are formed,
work them out before they become too large.

Finally, with a suitable stake and planishing
hammer, or with a hand dolly and planishing ham-
mer, remove small dents and hammer marks.

With a pair of dividers, mark around the out-
side of the object. Trim the edge and file smooth.

ClAan'and polish the part.

Joggling ,

A joule is an offset formed on an angle strip to
allow clearance for a sheet or an extrusion. Jog-

gles are often found at the intersection of stringers
and formers. One of these members, usually the
former, has the flange joggled to fit flush over the

flange of the stiinger. The amount of offset is
usually small; therefore, the depth of the joggle is

generally sPecified in thousandths of an inch. The
thickness of the material to be cleared governs the
depth of thek joggle. In determining the length Sof

the joggle necessary, it is common practice to al-

low an extra %6-inch to give enough added clear-

ance to assure a fit between the joggled, overlapped

There are a number of different methods by
'which you can form joggles. If the joggle is to be
made on a straight flange or flat piece of metal,
form it on a cornice brake by inserting and bend-
ing up along the line of the joggle. Hold a piece of

metal of the correct thickness to give the desired
offset under the bent-up portion, and pound the
flange down while the metal is still in the same

11.
position in the brake.

Where a joggle is necessary on a curved flange,
forming blocks or dies made of hardwood, steel,

or aluminum alloy may be used. If the die is to
be used only a few times, hardwood is satisfactory

as it is easily worked. If a number of similar jog-
gles are to be produced, then use steel or alumi-
num alloy dies. Dies of aluminum alloy are
preterred, 'since they are easier to fabricate than
those of steel and will wear about is long. They
are sufficiently soft and resilient to permit form-
ing aluminum alloy parts on them without mar-
ring, and nicks and scratches are easily removed

from their surfaces.
When using-joigling dies for the first time, test

them for, accuracy on a piece of waste stock. in
this way you will avoid the possibility of ruining,
already fabricated parts. Always keep the suF-
faces of the blocks free from dirt, filings, and the
like, so that the work will not be marred.

Working Stainhoss Stool

When working with stainless steel make sure
that the metal does not get unduly scratched or

marred. Also take special precautions when
shearing, punching, and drilling this metal. It
takes about twice as much pressure to shear or
punch stainless steel as it does to cut mild. steel.

Keep the shear or punch and die adjusted Very

closely. Too much clearance will permit the
metal to be drawn over the edge of the die ,and
cause it to, become work-hardened, resulting in
excessive strain on the machipe.

In drilling stainless,steel, use a high-speed drill

ground to an included angle-of 140°. \Some spe-
cial drills have an offset point what others hive a
chip curler in the flutes. When using an ordinary
twist drill, grind i ts point .to a stubbier angle than
the standard drill point. : Keep the drill speed
about one half that required for drilling mild

steel, but never exceed 750 rpm. Keep a uniform
pressure on the drill so the feed is constant at all

times. Drill the material on a backing plate, such
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as cast iron, which is hard enough to permit the
drill to cut all the way through the stock without
pushing the metal away from the drill point. Spot
the drill before turning on the poyer and also
make sure that when the power _is turned or.,
pressure is being exerted.

To avoid overheating, dip the drill in water
after; drilling each hole. When it is necessary to
drill several deep holes in stainless steel, use a
liquid coolant. A compound made up of 1 pound
of sulfur added to 1 gallon 6f lard oil will serve
for this purpose. Apply the coolant to the ma-
terial immediately upon itarting the drill. High-
speed portable hand drills have a ,tendency to
burn the drill points and excessively work-harden
the material at the point of contact. Because of
the temperatures developed by high-speed 'drill
rotation, they should not be used. A drill press,
adjustable to speeds under 710 rpm, is recom-
mended.

Working Magnesium

Magnesium, in the pure state, does noi have
sufficient strength to be used for strOctural pur-
poses; but, as an alloy, it has a high strength-to-
weight ratio. Its strength is not affected by subzero
temperatures, and this increases its adaptability to
aircraft use. Its nonmagnetic property makes it
valuable for instrument cases and parts.

While magnesium alloys can usually be fabri-
cated by methods similar to those used on other
metals, it must be remembered that many of the
details of shop practice cannot be applied. Mag-
nesium alloys are difficult to fabricate at room
temperature; therefore, operations other than the
most simple ones must be performed at high
temperatures. This requires preheating of the
metal or die, or both.

Magnesiun alloy sheets may be cut by blade
shears, blanking dies', routers, or saws.. Hand or
circular saws are usually used for cutting extru-
sions to length. Conventional shears and nibblers
should never be used for cutting magnesium alloy
sheet because they produce a rough, cracked edge.

Shearing and blanking require close tool toler-
ances. A maximum clearance of 3 to 5 percent
of the sheet thickness is recommended. The top
blade of the shears should be ground with an in-
cluded angle of 450 to 60°. The shear angle on a
punch should be 20 to 3°, with a 1° clearance
angle on the die. For blanking, the stear angle

on the die should be 2° ,to 30 with 'a 1° clearance
angle on the punch. Holddown pressures shpuld
be used when possible. Cold shearing should not
be accomplished on hard-rolled sheet thicker than
.064-inch or annealed sheet thicker than kt-inch.
Shaving is used to improve the characteristic
rough, flaky edges of magnesium sheet which has
been sheared. This operation consists of remov-
ing approximately 542-inch by a second shearing.

Hot shearing is sometimes used to obtain 'en
improved sheared edge. This is necessary for
heavy sheet and, plate stock. Annealed sheet
may be heated to 600° F, but hard-rolled shot
must be held under 400° F, depending on the
alloy used. Thermal expansion makes it neces-
sary to allow for shrinkage after cooling, which
entails tdding a small amount to the cold metal
dimensions before fabrication.

Sawing is the only method used in cutitvg plate
stock more than 1/2-inch thick. Bandsaw raker-
set blades pf 4- to 6-to6th pitch are recOmmended
for cutting plate stiack or heavy extrusions. Small
and medium extrusions are more easily cut on a
Circular cutoff saw haying 6 teeth per inch. Slieet
stock can be cut on bandsaws having raker-set or
straight-set teeth with a pitch of 8 teeth per inch.
Bandsaws should be equipped with nonsparking
blade guides to eliminate the danger of spaiks
igniting the filings.

Cold-working most magnesium alloys at room
temperature is very limited because they work-
harden very rapidly and do not lend themselves
to any severe cold-forming. Some simple bending
operations may be performed on sheet material,
but the radius of bend must be at least 7 times
the thickness of the sheet for soft material and 12

times the thickness of the sheet for hard material.
A radius of 2 or 3 times the thickness, of the sheet
can be used if the material is heated for the..
forming operation. .

Wrought magnesium alloys tend to crack after
ihey are cold-worked. Therefore, the best results
are obtained if the metal is heated to 450° F be-
fore any forming operations are attempted. Parts
formed at the loiter temperature range are
stronger because the higher temperature range
has an annealing effect on the metal.

. There are sonse disadvantages to hot-working.-
First, hezting dies and heating the material is
expensive and troublesome. Secondly, there are
problems in lubricating and handling materials at
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these.temperatures. However, there are some ad-
vantages to hat-wOrking magnesium in'that it is
more easily formed when hot than are other met-
als and spring-back is reduced, resulting in greater

dimensional accuracy.
When heating magnesium and its alloys, watch

the 'temperature carefully as this metal is easily

burned. Overheating also causes small molten
pools to form within the metal. In either case, the
metal is ruined. To prevent burning', magnesium

must be protected with a sulfur dioxide atmos-
,phere while being heated.

° Proper bending around a short radius requires
the Femme of sharp corners and burrs near the
bend line. Layouts should be made with a car-
penter's soft pencil because any marling Of the
surface may result in fatigue cracks.

It is permiisible to heat small pieCes of Mag-
nesium with a blow torch provided proper pre-
cautions are exercised. It must be remembered
that magnesium will ignite when it is heated to a
temperatUrt, near ita boiling point in the presence

of oxygen.
Press or leaf brakes Can be used for making

bends with' short radii. Die and rubber methods

FAA AC 70:2450

"should be used where bends are to be made at
right angles, which complicate the use of a brake.
Rell forming may be accomplished cold on equip-

ment designed for aluminum. The most common
method of forming and shallow drawing mak
nesium is an operation in -which a rubber pad is
used as the female die. This rubber pad is held in

an inverted steel pan which is lowered by a hy-
.draulic press ram. The press exerts pressure on
the metal and bends it to, the shape of the male
die.

The machining characteristics of magnesium

_alloys are excellent, making possible the use of
maximum speeds of the' machine tools with heavy

cuts and high feed rates:. Power Jequirements for
machining magnesium alloys are about one-sixth

of those for mild steel.
Filingi, shavings, and chips from machining

operations should be kept .in covered metal con-
tainers because of the danger of combustion. To
repeat a pravious reminderin case of a mag-

-,nesiuni fire, do not try to extinguish it with water.
The oxygen in the water supports the combustion
and increases the intensity of the fire. Dry powder

is the recommended extinguisher for magnesium

fired.
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LESSON QUESTIONS
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SHEET METAL LAYOUT AND FORMiNG

:Answers and page references for these ques-
tions appear on page 71.

1, What is the product of 7/20x10/49?

A. 1/14
B. 7/49
C. 17/69
D. 1-18/25

14a

6. A search aircraft's fuel load is suf-
ficient for 12 hours of flight time. Of the total
fuel, ,15% mist be used enroute to the search
scene, and 25% must be reserved for the return
flight. Approximately how long may the aircraft
remain on scene?

A. 4 hrs. 48 min.
B. 6 hrs. 17 min.
C. 7 hrs. 12 miv.
D. 8 hrs. 18 min.

7. What is the product of 72 x 75?

2, What is the sum of 3 1/7 + 5 3/4 + A. 749,449

2 1/14 + 7 1/2? B. 82L543 i
C. 971,949

A. 17 13/28 D. 1,123,443

B. 17 25/56 ,
C. 18 13/28
D. 18 25/56 8. What is the product of (32)3 x (53)2?

o What -is the value of 37 1/4 minus'
12 3/8?

A. 24 '3/8 I

B. 24 7/8
C. 25 3/4
D. 25 7/8

A. 7,462,525
B. 9,309,745
C. 10,671,315
D. 11,390,625

3 .
9, What is the value of 12 16

2 ?

A. 1,33
B. 4.25

4, Forty percent changed to a common C. 6.74p

fraction is D. 9.42

A. 3/8 10. What is the square root of, 26,569?
B. 2/5
C. 3/5 A.. 159
D. 4/5 B. 163

C. 510

5. An aircraft repair requires 50 hours
D. 563

to accomplish, And you have used 12 hours for
layout and forming. What peicent of the total 11. What is the square root of 5.429 to
time have you used? the nearest hundredth?

A. 16 A. 0.73

B. 20 B. 1.43

C. 24 C. 1.97

D. 28 D. 2.33
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12. What is the square root of 3/4 to the

nearest thousandth?

A. .279
B. .488
C. .797
D. .866

13: What is the area of a 10-inch circle?

A. 78.54 inches
B. 82.14 inches
C. 87.30 inches
D. 91.00 inches

14. What would be the speed of a blower
fan having a 10-inch pulley if the fan were pow-
ered by a 1 0 rpm motor with a 2-inch pulley?

A. 125
B. 250 rpm
C. 625 rpm
D. 1250 rpm

x A
17. Given the- formula w x What2z

does x equal?

A.
w A

2z

A
B. w 2z

C. (w A)2z
D. A + 2zw

18. Given the formula 2BN
does x equal?

2
A. p

2

B.
(2BN 4N)

BP

C
2N(B + 2)

BP

8N
2

D.

15. In the illustration below, what is the SECOND ASSIGNMENT
speed of the pulley B when driven by pulley A ?

A. 400 rpm
B. 1250 rpm
C. 1600 rpm
D. 2250 rpm_

16. What is the width of the rectangle il-
lustrated below?

A. 20 inches
B. 22.5 inches
C. 24 Inches ,
D. 25.5 inches

a.

aLc
4N*

What

In Pamphlet No. 345 read from MENSUR-
ATION on page 8 through page 19 and answer
questions 19 through 29.

19. What angle is formed at the vertex of
the triangle illustrated below?

A. 73 degrees
B. 79 degrees
C. 85 degrees
D. 90 degrees

20. The circumference of a circle whose
diameter is 8 1/2 inches is inches.

A. 23.907
B. 24.642
C. 26. 704
D. 28.603
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21. What is the length of the base in the 26. What is ihe, vOlume in cubic inches of
the pyramid illustrated below?parallelogram illustrated below?

A. 65 tiches
B. 74 inches
C. 81 inches
D. 99 inches

22. What is the area in square feet of the
trapezoid illustrated below?

13'

S.

\ 1
1101110

A. 35
B. 50
C. 60
D. 75

23. What is the formula for finding -the

area of a triangle?

A. A = bh
2

DR
2

B. A ..---r-1/ 2

bh
C. A .-.1-75-

bac
D. A mf--2---

24, The radius of a circle whose area is
78.54 square inches is inches.

A. 5.00
B. 16.72
C. 25.00
D. 39,27

25. What is the area of the circular ring
illustrated below?

/ 304

A. 1176
B, 1233
C. 1297
D. 1342

27. What is the volume in cubic inches of
the cylinder illustrated 'below?

A. 196.35
B. 784. 50
C. 1367.31
D. 1963.50

28. What is the volume in cubic inches of

the cone illustrated below?

I/

8

A. 579.65 in. A. 1236.43sq.
B. 628.32 sq. in. B. 13.88.21

C. 643.21 sq. in. C. 1441.99

D. 701.00 sq. in. D. 1501.07
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29, What is the approximate volume
frustrum of the cone illustrated below?

; A. 418 cu. inches
B. 487 cu. inches
C. 513 cu. inches
D. 573 cu. inches

of the

30. Which line on a drawing is used as a,
basis to determine the weight of the other lines
on that drawing?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Center line
Cutting plane
Visible outline
Invisible outline

31, . In the screw thread
what does the -2 indicate?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Thread fit
Thread series
Length of screw
Threads per inch

size 10-32 NF-2,

32. What is the MINIMUM number of views
'required on a drawing to completely describe a
regular cone?

A.
B.
C.
D.

One
Two.
Three
Four

for

68

33, Which type drawing will show all fea-
tyres of an object in their true shape?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Pictorial
Projection
Perspective
Photographic

34. Which type drawing is used to describe
the interior construction of complex objects?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Assembly
Pictorial
Auxiliary
Sectional

35. What type of view is useil to show the
trud cross-sectional shape of an object at a
particular point?

A. Offset section
B. Revolved section
C. Crosshatch detail
D. Broken line detail

36. Where on a blueprint is specific informa-
tion on heat treatment normally located?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Title block
Usage block
Upper left corner
Upper right corner

37. Since stainless 'steel work hardens very
readily, you should use for forming
operations.

A.
B.
C.
D.

forming blocks only
plastic mallets only
dies whenever pbssible
bench stakes whenever possible

38. In sheet metal forming operations, what
term is used to dsscribe the sharpest bend that
may be- used without. overstressing the metal?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1 2

Maximum bend angle
Minimuin shear angle
Maximum radius of bend
Minimum radius of bend

.40
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39. You must bend a sheet of .125-inch 4 3,, What is the set-back for the 'bends?
thick annealed aluminum alloy. Normally, the
sharpest bend radius that may,be ted is A. .137

inch. B. .149
C

A. 3/32
C. .165
D. .182

B. 1/8
C. 3/16
D. 1/4

4 4. What is the width in inches of Flat A?

4 O. You must put a 60 degree bend in a A. 1.229

sheet of .072-inch thick aluminum alloy. What B. 1.335
is the bend allowance for a bend radius of .375- C. 1.475

inch? D. 1.500

A. .4263 4 5. The bend alio:Nance for each fold of

.

B. .6390 the layout is inch.
C .6444
D. .8252 A. .176

4 1. When bending sheet 'petal, measure the B. .183
iet back frorn,the niold point eo the C. .218

line. D. .224

A. brake
B. sight
C. bend tangent
D. neutral axis

4 2. A 111 degree bend must be formed on
a sheet of .049-inch thick metal. Using a bend
radius of .081-inch, you must allow
inch for setback.

A. 0,189
B. 0.257
C.. 0.342
D. 1.455

TO ANSWER QUESTIONS 43 THROUGH 47,
_REFER TO THE ILLUSTRATION BELOW. AS-
SUME THAT YOU MUST MAKE THE FLAT LAY-
OUT TO PRODUCE THE FOLDED CHANNEL TO
THE SPECIFIED DIMENSIONS.

Bend tangent lines Sight lines

Flat layout

Folded
Channel

4 6. What is the width in inches of Flat B?

A. 1.375
B. 1.545
C. 1. 710
D. 1.875

4 7. The width of Flat C is

A. 1.670
B. 1. 750
C. 1.835
D. 1.875

inches.

4 8. The size of relief holes at the' inter-
section of beilki tangent lines depends on the

of the metal to be bent.

A. hardness
B. thicknes s
C. ductility
D. malleability

/.

4 9. What process is used to project and
draft lines and curves into i'layout?

A. Stretchout
B. Development
C. Duplication
D. P atternmaking

69
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50. Which layout method should you use to
develop the pattern for a cone shaped object?

A. Radial line
B. Triangulation
C. Parallel line
D. Slanted projection

51. In the pattern for a regular cone, the
radius. of the stretchout arc is equal to the

1/

A.. radius of the plan view
B. diameter of the plan view
C. slant height of the elevation View
D. actual height of the elevation view

52. All sheet metal forming operations re-
. volve around the iirocess of

A. stretching and bending
B. beveling and shrinking
C. extruding and stretching
D. shrinking and stretching -

70

53. Which procedure/s should be followed
in order to hand form a flanged angle using the
shrink forming process?

A.

B.

C.

D,

Start hammering near the .6enier and
work toward both ends
Alternately hammer et both ends and
work toward the center
Start hammering at one end and worio.
toward the opposite end
Any nf the above procedures are correct

54. The wooden form block designed for
bumping must be of the saxne size and contour
as the surfade of the object that
is to.be formed.

A. shrunken inside
B. stretched inside
C. shrunken outside

stretched outsideP.

55.
crack,

To reduce the tendency of the metal to
wrought magnesium alloys should be

prior to any forming operation.
heated
annealed
normalized
cold worked

."
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AIRCRAFT DAMAGE REPAIR

INTRODUCTION

158

The purpos of this pamphlet is_to-otdine the procedures for 'inspecting and repairing damage to

Coast Guard Iréraft. To ensure die readiness a Coast Guard aircraft, the AM must be familiar with the

information ilresented here.

This pafrphlet is divided into three major sections:

(1)1 Damage repair procedures
(2i) Reinforced plastic and sandwich

construction repair
(3) Riveting procedures

tion I discusses the inspection and classification of aircraft damage, types of repairs to be Made,

an selection of repair materials. In section 2, general procedures are given for repairing reinforced plas-

.tic and sandwich construction compohents. Section 3 outlines rules for selecting and using rivets for an

ai craft repair. Also included are the procedures you should follow for, drilling and countersinking rivet

he les.

Each section of this pamphlet includes a list of objectives, text material, and a review; quiz. At the

end of the pamphlet is a multiple-choice review quiz. The quiz items are designed to test your mastery

of the objectives, which emphasize the most important points of the text.

NOTE: Correct answers and 'text references are provided on the back of each page containing

quiz. items. If you answer any of the quiz items incorrectly, refer to the text for further

study.

To get the most frbm this paniphlet, you should use the study jips provided on the INSTRUCTIONS

sheet for this course.
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SECTION 1

DAMAGE REPAIR PROCEDURES

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this assignment, you should be able to:

1. List and describe the methods of inspecting aircraft structural damage.

2. Describe the classifications.of aircraft structural damage.

3. Explain the considerations for gefecting aircraft repair materials.

4. Explain the considerations in determining whether a repair should be temporary or
i permanent.

5. Describe the varigus repairs that may be made to internal structural components.

6. Describe the types of external skin repairs.

In the' modern age of high-speed aircraft, the
AM must be familiar with the principle of stream-
lining and fairing. Also, the AM must be aware of
the behavior of various metals in high-velocity air
currents and torsional stresses encoentered during
high-speed flying and maneuvering.One of the
most important jobs the AM will encounter is the
repair of damaged skin. All repairs must be of the
highest quality and must conform to certain re-
quirements and specifications.

Methods of repairing the structure of a da-
maged aircraft are given in the Structural Repair
Manual for the specific aircraft. No one set of re-
pair rules will lipply to all aircraft. The problem of
repairing a damaged sectiod is usually solved by
duplicating the original part in strength, using the
materials and procedures specified in the aircraft
Structural Repair Manual.

PREINSPECTION OF DAMAGED AREAS

When any part of the airframe has been da-
maged, the. first step is to clean off all grease, dirt,
and paint in the vicinity of the damage so that the
extent of the damage may be determined. The da-
maged area and adjacent structures must be thor-
oughly inspected. Basically, there are three
methods of inspection that can be used to ensure
that a thorough investigation has been hiade. The
three methods are visual inspection, hardness test-
ing, and nondestructive inspection for cracks.

VISUAL INSPECTION

A thorough-inspection of the structure should
be made for dents, scratches, abrasions, punc-
tures, cracks, distortion, loose joints, breaks, and
buckled and wrinkled skin. All riveted and bolted
joints in the vicinity of the damaged area should
be checked for elongated holes, and loose, shear-
ed, or damaged rivets or ,bolts. If any doubt
sholild exist about the failure of a rivet or bolt, the
fastOner should be removed foi a more thorough
inspection. All access panels, hatches, and doors
should be opened for the inspection of the inter-
nal structure.

A Borescope (precision optical instrument) can
be used to great,dvantage for the inspection of
the internal structnre. Striictures may be exa-
mined with this instrument without being disas-
sembled by removing fasteners, inserting the Bo-
rescope, and viewing the area through the eye
piece. The fasteners should he removed in a regu-A
lar pattern to be sure that a complete ins*ction
has been made.

The adjacent structure should be inspected to
deteimine if secondary damage has resulted from
the transmission of shock of the load that caused
the primary damage. A shock at one end of a
structural member may, be transmitted to the op-
posite end of the member, causing sheared rivets
or other damage at a considerable distance from
the primary damage. In estimating the extent of

1-1
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damage, be sure that no secondary damage
remains unnoticed.

Every precaution must be taken during the In-
spection to ensure that all corrosion is detected,
especially in places where it will not be visible
after repair. Past experience has proven that cor-
rosion occurs more often in parts of the structure
that are poorly ventilated and inaccessible corners
of internal joints that prevent proper water drain-
age.

HARDNESS TESTING

When fire has damaged the airframe, the paint
will be blistered or scorched and the metal will be
discolored. When these conditions exist, the af-
fected area should first be cleaned and the paint
removed'. Following this, a hardness test should be
made to determine if the metal has lost any of its
strength characteristics. This test can be perfor-
med with the Barcol or Riehle portable hardness
tester. If the material to be tested is to be re-
moved from the airframe, then a more reliable
te;t can be made by the use of a standard bench
type tester. If the alloy to be tested is either clad
or anodized, the surface coating must be removed
to the bare metarat the point of penetrator con-
tact. This is necessary because clad surfaces are
softer, and anodized surfaces are harder, than the
base alloy.

INSPECTION FOR CRACKS

The existence of suspected cracks or the full
extent of apparent cracks in structural members
cannot be accurately deterniined by visual inspec-
tion. In cases where it is necessary for cracks to be
accurately defined, a penetrant inspection is usu-
ally performed.

Fittings should receive a special investigation
if they are cracked, since cracks can cause an en-
tire component to fail. Fittings are used to attach
sections of wings together and wings to fuselage,
as well as attachment of stabilizers, control sur-
faes, landing gear, engine mounts, etc. The pene-
trant method of inspection can be used to detect
surface cracks in fittings, and the magnetic par-
ticle method is used to detect subsurface cracks in
ferrous fittingS.

CLEANUP OF DAMAGE

Simultaneously with the investigation of dam-
aae clean out all jagged holes, tears, or damaged

material. The cleaned out sections z-,ust include
all the area in which minute -cracks are- present.
The affected area must be cutout and,rounded to
form a smooth regular outline. If a rectangular-or
square-shaped cutout is made, the radii for The
corners should be a minimum of one-fourth inch,
unless otherwise specified. All burrs should be re-
moved frorn the edges of the cutout.

All dented plates should be restored to their
,original shape if possible. Shallow abrasions or
scratches should be burnished with, a burnishing
tool which will compress the projecting metal
along the edges down into the scratch. Burnishing
has no cutting action and removes no metal.
When surface irregularities are smoothed out by
burnishing, the stress concentration will be les-
sened by uniform distribution of the stresses.
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CAUTION

Deep scratches and abrasions 'must be treated as
complete breaks. e

CLASSIFICATION OF DAMAGES

The Structural Repair Manual normally specif-
ies the type of repair to be made to a damaged
structure. Damages can normally be classified
under one of the following classifications: negligi-
ble damage, damage repairable by patching, dam-
age repairable by insertion, and damage necessi-
tating replacement. (See Figure 1-1) After prein-
spection of the damaged area, the AM must de-
cide on one of the four classifications.

NEGLIGIBLE DAMAGE

Negligible damage is damage or distortion that
can be permitted to exist dr can be corrected by a
simple procedure. Frequently, negligible damage
can be repaired by stop drilling cracks, removing
dents, and fabricating temporary fabric patches
without placing any restrictions on the aircraft.

DAMAGE REPAIRABLE BY PATCHING

Damage which exceeds negligible damage
limits should be investigated to determine the
possibility of using a patch repair.A patch repair is
made by adding material around the damaged
area to enable the damaged structure to carry its
designed load.



NEGLIGIBLE DAMAGE

DAMAGE REPAIRAKE BY PATCHING

DAMAGE REPAINABLE BY INSERTION

DAMAGE NECESSITATING REPLACEMENT

Figure 1-1 -Classification of aamages.

1-3
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DAMAGE REPAIRABLE BY INSERTION

This repair involves the removal of the. da-
maged portion of a nliember and replacing this
portion with, materials lipntical in shape and
strength to the damaged 'amber. A backup plate
(doubler) is used with this type of repair to rein-
force the damaged area and provide a surface to
fasten the filler. This repair is used where a flat
surface is required.

DAMAGE NECESSITATING REPLACE-
MENT

Damage which cannot be repaired by any
practical means is classified as damage necessitat-
ing replacement.

TYPES OF REPAIN.

The type of repair to be made will depend on
the materials, tools, amount of time available, and
the maintenance level. The types of repair are
permanent, temporary, and one-time flight
(ferry). Repairs are also classified as either inter-
nal or external.

A permanent repair is one which restores the
strength of the repaired structure equal to or gre-
ater than its original strength, and at the same
time satisfies aerodynamic, thermal, and inter-
changeability requirements. This is neccessary to
ensure the designed capabilities of the aircraft.

The temporary repair restores the load carry-
ing ability of the structure but is not aerodynami-
cally smooth or able to satisfy interchangeability
requirements. This repair should be replaced by a
permanent type as soon as possible, in order for
the aircraft to be restored to its normal condition.

The one-time flight repair restores a limited
load-carrying ability to the damaged structure so
that the aircraft can be flown to a Depot mainte-
nance activity for a 'permanent repair. When this
type of repair is made, the aircraft cockpit should
be placarded to limit the performance of the air-
craft.

INTERNAL STRUCTURAL REPAIR

The repair of internal structures concerns the
repair or replacement of extruded parts used as
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stringers, webs used as bulkheads, and formed
parts such as ribs and foriners.

After the damage has been inspected and
classified, the next consideration is to plan the re-
pair so that it can be done in the proper sequence.
Before the removal, repair, or replacement of a
structural member is undertaken, the adjacent
structural members of the aircraft must be sup-
ported so that proper alignment is maintained
throughout the operation. Also, proper materials
must be selected for the repair or fabrication of
str(ictura1 members.

Selection of Repair Material

The major requirement in making a repair is
the duplication of strength of the original struc-
ture. The Structural Repair Manual for the air-
craft concerned must be consulted for alloy thick-
ness and temper designation of the repair material
to be used. This manual will also designate the
type and spacing of rivets or fasteners to be used
in the repair.

In some instances, substitution of materials is
allowed. For example, the Structural Repair Man-
ual may specify that 2024-T42 clad material may
be substituted for 2024-T3 clad materials in fuse-
lage areas having sharp or double curvatures. If
conflicting information exists concerning the sub-.
.stitution of materials, you should use the Struc-
tural Repair Manual foi. the aircraft being repair-
ed.

When using the Structural Repair Manual, you
normally have several steps to take in finding the
correct repair materials and procedures. Figure 1-
2 illustrates each of the steps listed ia the pro-
cedures to follow.

NOTE: The C-130 Structural lepair Manual
was selected as a typical manual. The procedures
that follow are typical but are not standard. Vas-
ious manufacturers use different methods to indi-
cate the types of materials used and special in-
structions for using their particular manual.

Step 1. The extent of the damage to the air-
craft is determined by the preinspection of the
damaged area as previously explained.



,Step 2. Using a master index diagram, identify

the major assembly that has the damaged struc-
tural component. From the table' shown on the

figure, determine the section of the handbook in

which the major assembly is covered. From the

right-hand column of the table, determine the, fig-

ure number of the exploded view of the assembly.

Step 3. Turn to the figure showing the ex-
ploded view of the major assembly. Obtain the
figure number of the applicable structural or skin

illustration of the damaged component.

Step 4. Turn to the applicable structural or
skin illustration, and obtain the reference key

number for the damaged member of the compo-

nent.

Step 5. Find the reference key number of the

damaged member on the key to the structural or'

skin illustration. The key to the illustration has the

same figure number and- title as the illustration it-

self. This key gives the description, gage, material,

Lockheed extrusion, specification, and repair fig-

ure number of the damaged member. If the word
'replace' is in the repair figure column instead of a

regular repair figure number, replace the da-

maged member with a spare member or with one

of like material having equivalent cross-sectional

properties.

Step 6. Turn to the repair illustration for the
required repair data. To make the repair, use' the

repair illustration along with the Structural Repair

Code, which is located in the introduction,, and
the applicable section and gener.1 text. Study ..the

repair illustration and read all notes. In every

case, the views' on the repair illustration show re-

pair of the maximum allowable damage to the

cross section of the structural member.

Fabrication of Parts

Information needed to fabricate replacement
parts is usually found on blueprints. The aircraft

Structural Repair Manual contains information on
extrusions and the necessary data for the fabrica-
tion of various sheetmetal equivalents.

As stated previously, the aircraft Structural Re-

pair Manual will indicate the type of material to

be used in each repair. If the manual does not

1

indicate Onbstitute for unavailable material, you
should refei to the General Manual for Strudtural

Repair (NA 01-1A-1) for an acceptable substitute.

The fabrication of sheet metal parts for inter-
nal structural repair requires careful adherence to

the accepted standards of aircraft sheet metal
work. This includes accurate calculation of bend
allowance and careful layout of all dimensions.

Layout

Layout means the interpreting and transcrib-

ing of information from blueprints, drawings, or

written instrUctions to the metal that will be made

into a part for an aircraft.

If several parts are to be fabricated, the dimen-

sions may be transferred fb a template. Working
from a template ensures 'a higher degree pf uni-
formity and speeds production.

The procedure for making a layout either for a

template or for the actual part is essentially the

same. Layout of a part or a template consists prin-

cipally of marking the flat sheet-sothat all drilling,

cutting, bending, and forming opetions are indi-

cated on the sheet. It is a working drawing in the

strictest sense, because each detail in the fabrica-

tion of the part has been clearly indicated by lines

and marks.

The sheet metal layout may be niade from

printed imtructions, as previously mentioned, but

is more often made directly from the blueprint.
Accuracy in all details is esseritial. Care should be

taken not to transfer dimensions directly from the

blueprint to the layout since the print material
may have stretched or shrunk, causing minor dis-

tortion of the dimensions. Measurements indi-

cated on the blueprint-are made on the layout.

Details Pre often left out and must be devel-

oped In the shop. You may, for example, find that

you must add several dimensions and then figure

the bend allowance for the material consumed in

each bend before you are able to lay out the over-

all length or width of a part. '

On very accurate layouts, a magnifying glass is

frequently used as an aid In permit precision
work. A magnifying glasssenlarges the graduations

on a scale, rendering them easier to read. It helps

locate center punchmarks, and it facilitates\ a close
inspection of the accuracy of the completed
layout.
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TO b"-gin the layout, make sure one

edge of the metal is straight. All measure-
ments can then be based on this edge of the
sheet. Lines at a known angle or parallel to
the straight edge can be made by .marking
off points from a combination square held
firmly againsf this edge of the sheet.

If it :is impossible to obtain a straight
edge on a sheet to start a-layout, or if the
distance from the edge is too great, a
reference line may be used. The reference
line may be made by connecting any two
points with a straight line. Perpendiculars to
the reference line may be geometrically
erected by using compasses or dividers to
form a cross. This cross, accurately con-
-structed, may be used as the basis for
almost any type.layout.

A scriber must NEVER be used for
drawing lines on alumin6rn or magnesium
except to indicate where the metal is to be
cut or drilled. All other lines must be drawn
with a pencil. The pencil mark should be
removed from aluminum and magnesium to
prevent an electrolytic action that will
eventually cause corrosion. The mark can be
removed with isopropyl alcohol or MEK.
Even a shallow line that is cut in the surface
of the metal may cause cracking and even-
tual failure.

In the layout of a part, plan the bend-
ing and forming operations so that each step
is made in the proper sequence. If the steps
are not made in the proper sequence, the

part may become too bulky to be inserted in
the brake for the final bending..

Bend Allowance

Bend allowance information in this
section is limited to illustrating the mini-
mum bend raaii table and the bend allow-
ance table for some of the commonly used
metal thicknesses and bend radii. The use of
the empirical bend allowance formula is also
shown.

Figure 1-3 shows the minimum bend

radii generally accepted by the aircraft in-
dustry.

Figure 1-4 shows the bend allowance
per degree of bend f or some of the com-
monly used thicknesses and bend radii. This
table is based on the empirical formula for
,bend allowance illustrated in figure 1-5.

Stringers and Their Repair

A stringer is a spanwise structural
member designed to stiffen the skin and aid
in maintaining the contour of the structure.
Stringers also transfer stresses from the
skin to -b lkheads and ribs to which the
stringers ke attached. Stringers are not
continuous throughout the structure as are
longerons, ad are not subject to as much
stress. Str ngers are made from both ex-
truded and rolled sections and are usually in
the form of C channels, angles, or hat
sections.

Figure 1-6 illustrates one method used
in repairing a damaged stringer by patching.
The repair consists of a reinforced splice
and a filler splice. The reinforcement splice
should be long enough to extend a minimum
of four times the width of the leg of the
stringer on each side of the damaged area.
The cross-sectional area of the reinforce-
ment splice must be equal to or greater than
the stringer itself. The damage is cleaned
out to a smooth contour with corner radii,
and a filler of the proper thickness is pre-
pared to fit in the cleaned out area. If
possible, always make, both ends of the cut-
out midway between two rivets, so that the
existing rivet pattern can be maintained in
the repair. Cut the filler splice 1/32-inch
shorter in length than the cutout section.
This will allow a 1/64-inch clearance bet-
ween each end of the filler splice and the
stub ends of the stringer, thus eliminating
any possibility of stress developing from
contact between the two parts.

NOTE: The above repair is permissible
when the damage does not exceed
two-thirds of the width of one leg of
the stringer and is not over 12 inches
in length. When the damage is of such
length that a single reinforcement
splice would involve an excessive
amount of material and work, a repair
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by insertion should be made. (See
figure 1-7.)

Ribs and Their Repair

Ribs are the principal chordwise struc-
tural members in the wings, stabilizers, and.
other airfoils. Ribs serve as formers for the
airfoil, giving it shape and rigidity, and also
serve to transmit stresses from the skin to
the spars. Ribs are designed to resist both
compression_and shear loads.

f

There are three general types of rib
construction, as shown in figure 1-8. The
reinforced rib and the truss, rib are both
relatively heavy, as compared to the former
rib, and are located only at points where the
greatest stresses are imposed. Former ribs
are located at frequent intervals throughout
the airfoil.

The reinforced rib, which is similar in con-
struction to that of spars, consists of upper
and lower capstrips joined by a web plate.

................

0.020 0.025 0.032 0.040 0.050 0.063 .0.071 0.080

2024-0 1/32 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 3/32 1/8
.

.

1/8

2024-T4 1/16 1/16 3/32 3/32 1/8 5/32 7/32 1/4

5052-0 1/32 1/32 1/16 Vie 1/16 1/16 1/8 1/8

5052-1134 1/32 . 1/18 1/16 1/18 3/32 3/32 . 1/8 1/8

6061-0 1/32 1/32 1/32 06 Vle 1/16 3/32 3/32

6061-114 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/le . i/le 3/32 5/32 5/32

8061-T6 1/16 1/16 1/16 3/32 3/32 1/8 3/16 3/16

4075-0 1/10 1/le 1/1e 1/10 3/32 3/32 5/32 3/16

7075-Vi 3/32 1/32 1/0 5/32 3/16 1/4 9/32 5/16

7075.41 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/16 1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16

Figure 1-3 - Minimum bend radii for aluminum alloys.

,

0.020 0.025 0.032 0.040 0.050 0.063

1/32 .00070 ' .00074 .00079

1/16 .00125 .00129 .00135 .00140 .00148 .00158

3/32 .00179 .00183 .00186 .00195 .00202 .00212

1/8 .00234 .00238 .00243 .00249 .00257 .00267

5/32 .00288 .00292 .00297 .00304 .00311 .00321

3/16 .00342 .00347 .00552 .00358 .00366 .00376

7/32 .00397 .00401 .00406 .00412 .00420 .00430

1/4 .00451 .00455 .00461 .00467 .00475 .00485

Figure 1-4 -Allowance per degree of bend for aluminum alloy.
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The web is reinforced between-the capstrips
by vertical dnd diagonal angles. The rein-
forced rib is muc14, more widely used than
the truss.ri b.

The truss rib consists of capstrips re-
inforced solely by vertical and diagonal
cross-members. It is used in the wings of
some Coast Guard aircraft.

Former ribs are made of formed sheet
metal and are very light in weight. The
bent-up portion of a former rib is correctly
referred to as the flange, and the vertical
portion is called the web. The web is
generally constructed with lightening holes,
with beads formed between the holes. The
lightening holes lessen the weight of the rib
without decreasing the strength. Rigidity of

A lightening hole areas is accomplished by
flanging the edges of the lightening holes.
iThe beads stiffen the web portion of the rib.
Rib repair by patching is illustrated in
figure 1-9.

Spars and Their Repair

- Spars (also called 'beams) are the main
spanwise members of the wing, stabilizers,
.and other airfoils. They may run the entire

Bend allowance (Z) = (0.01743R + 0.0078T)
It (No. of degrees of
bend)

T = thickness of metal

R = radius of bend

Z = bend allowance

X = A - (R + T)

Y = B - (R + T)

Total developed length = X + Y + Z

Figure 1-5 - Corniouting bend allowance.

14)7
length of the airfbil, or only part of the
length. Spars are designed primarily to take
bending loads imposed on the wing- or other
airfoil.

-
The Most common type of spar

construction consists of extruded capstrips,
a sheet metal web or plate, and vertical
angle stif feners. Sinceopars are very highly
stressed members, thek repair may not be
permitted. If permitted, the repair must be
made in strict accordance with instructions
given in the Structural Repair Manual, using
the best possible workmanship. Figure 1-10
illustrates a spar web repair by insertion.

1. Assumed damage.
2. Damage cut out

mooth with
corner radii.

3. Filler.
4. Reinforcement.
5. Assembled

repair.

Figure 1-6 - Stringer repair by patching



Bulkheads and Their Repair

Any, major vertical structural member
of a semimanocoque fuselage, hull, or float
may be considered a bulkhead. Bulkheads
serve to maintain the required external con-

'tour at the station where they are located,
and they give rigidity, and strength to the
structure.

Bulkhead construction, which is simi-
lar ta that used for wing ribs, consists of a
web reinforced by angle stiffeners. The web
is attached to the skin by formed flanges or
extruded ,angles, which serve as capstrips.
Non-watertight bulkheads may have light-
ening holes, and most bulkheads are cut
out to give clearance for stringers. The

stringers are usually attached to the bulk.-
head by means of angle clips.

The repair qf the web and formed
flange of a bulkhead is similar to the rib
web and flange repair shovrn in figure 1-9;
however, the Structural Repair Manual must
be consulted for specific information on the
repair a a particular bulkhead.

When damage to the web is a crack,
dent, or small hole, it may be repaired in
the .arne manner as fully strested skin.
Buckled webs may be repaired by riveting an
angle reinforcement over the buckled area,
provided the bulkhead is not otherwise dis-
torted. Sheet metal used for repairs near a
flanged lightening hole shoula be formed

1. Assumed damage.
2. Damaged skin cut back to smooth

1
contour with corner radii.

I 3 Damaged area of stringers cut
back in such a way that the Joints
will be staggered.

4. Repaired rib as shown in figure
6.

5. Stringer insertions.
6. Splice angles or reinforcements.
7. Assembled repair.

Figure 1-7 - Stringer repair by insertion

1-10
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with a 90-degree flange to provide addi-
tional stif fening ef fect.

Longerons and Their Repair

Most .aircraft fuselages are construct-
ed in sections and are .of the semi-
monocoque design. A longeron is a

fore-and-aft . member of the fuselage or
nacelle, usually continuous across a number
of points of support, such as frames and
bulkheads. The longerons along with the
stringers are the Major load,carrying mem-
bers and stiffeners. Figure 1-11 illustrates
the location of the major members of a
semimonocoque design forward fuselage. In
cas,,e it becomes necessary to repair a long-
eron, review the section on stringer repair,
and follow the same procedure.

EXTERNAL REPAIR

After the damage has been inspected
ana classified on external surfaces, the
Structural Repair Manual for the specific
aircraft should be consulted for the critical
areas where aerodynamic, smoothness must
be maintained. An aerodynamic filler is
available for negligible damage, steps, and
gaps.In many sections the - skin is
Chem-Milled or machined. Chem-Milt is a
process whereby the proper shape and size
are obtained by a chemical acting 'on the
metal; the proper shape and thickness, of
machined skin are obtained with the use of a
shaper -or milling machine. Some skin is

Figure 1-8 - Types of ribs.

Itoci

manufactured with lands on the metal
which is a thicker portion of the skin where,
bulkheads and frames are attached.

Fuselage

Aircraft designed for high altitude
performance have one'or more sections of

(5)

I. Assumed damage.
2. Damaged area smooth with corner radii.
3. Patch prepared so that it will fit flush

with the flange of the former.
4. Reinforcement strip.
5. Assembled repair.

Figure 1-9 - Rib repair by patching.
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the fuselage pressurized, and this factor

. must be taken into consideration when a
repair is to be made. The fuselage is usually
constructed from more than one type of
metal. The most common type ifa1uminum
alloy. On some aircraft the fus age skin is

(I)

1. Damaged spar.
2. Damage cut out to

a smooth straight
edge with corner
radii.

3. Joggled splice
plate.

ASUM111.60
REPAIS

4, Two fillers of the
same gage and
material as
splice 'plate.

5. Insertion.
6. Assembled

repair.

Figure 1-10 7 Spar repair by insertion

Chem-Milled or machine tapered and highly
stressed. Figure 1-12 illustrates a
Chem-Milled skin repair on a .pressurized
fuselage section. The repair consists of a
shim, doubler, and a filler. The damage is
trimmed out, and the inside corners are
filed to a 1/4-incL radius. The replaced
metal andy rivets, arother fasteners, must
be equal to or stronger than the original.
The Structural Repair Manual should be
consulted, for fastener spacing, edge
distance, and the repair procedure. During
final assembly of the repair, the fabricated;
parts should be bonded together with an
adhesive to ensure that pressurization is
maintained.
Wing

The wings on most modern aircraft are
usually constructed in center sections and
outer sections. These sections are designed
in box form and are \used as integral fuel
cells. Some wings are cOnstructed with
Chem-Milled or machine tapered skin,
tapered to various thicknesses depending on
the place the beams or posts will be at-
tached.

Figure 1-13 illustrates a skin repair on
an outer wing section. The repair cooists of
a repair channel and a filler. The dainage is
trimmed and smoothed out for an oval filler;
then the surrounding area is inspected for
corrosion. The repair must be equal to or
stronger than the original.

The Structural Repair Manual for the
specific aircraft) must be consulted for the
correct fasteners, their spacing, the pro-
cedure for repair, and the proper sealant to
be used.

Design and Construction of Wings

The wings of a modern, high perfor-
mance aircraft are normally constructed of
aluminum alloy with front and rear spars or
beams. These spars are connected by ribs
formed from either aluminum or magnesium
alloy sheet. The spanwise bending stress is
carried by relatively thick center section
tapered skins, which are fabricated from
aluminum alloy plate.

1-12
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Figure 1-12 - Chem-Milled skin repair (fuselage pressurized).
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1. Repair channel. 4. Filler.
2. Riser fasteners. 5. Sealant.
3. Skin fasteners. 6. Completed repair.

vi

Figure 1-13 - Outer wing section skin repair.
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The leading and trailing edge sections
are usually constructed of thin 'aluminum or
magnesium alloy sheet over ribs formed
from aluminum or magnesium alloy sheet.
The trailing edge section of the outer panel
is sometimes constructed of some type of
sandwich material.- (This material may be
either thin aluminum sheet laminated to
balsa wood core or thin aluminum sheet
laminated to, a core made of aluminum
honeycomb.) The wingtips are constructed
fi-om either aluminum alloy or laminated
Fiberglas.

'Wing design varies considerably' with
individual aircraft,:depending upon the man-
ufacturer and the mission of the aircraft.
One commonly used design consists of a
center section with outer sedtions and wing-
tips.

In another type of aircraft wing, the
internal structure consists of front, main,

and rear spars, auxiliary spars, ribs, and
stringet-s. This structure is covered with
flush riveted tapered and constant gage
aluminum alloy skin. Aluminum faced alumi-
nuel-t honeycomb core, sandwich material is
used in the construction of the trailing edge
section of the outer panel.

SKIN REPAIRS

Skin repair patches may be divided
into two general types, the LAP PATCH and
the FLUSH PATCH. A 'brief description of
both types of patChes follows.

A lap patch is an external iiatch that
has the edges of the patch and the skin
overlapping each other. The. overlapping
portion of the patch is riveted to the skin.
On some aircraft, lap patches are permitted
in certain areas, but only where aero-
dynamic smoothness is not important.

1. car went box section
Structute

Inboard .1 rld oumbotd IV mg !bps

Structure and -kin

Fixed leadinf edge
Structure and %kin

Wutp box

Box -tructure Upper and lower
surface panels

Figure 1-14 - Swept-wing.
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I 75-
A flush patch consists of a filler patch

which is flush with the skin when inserted.
The patch is backed up and riveted to a
reinforcement plate which, in turn, is
riveted to the inside of the skin. This
reinforcement plate is usually referred to,
on some repair diagrams, as the doub,ler,,or
backup plate. On some high performance
aircraft, only the flush patch is permitted in
making skin repairs.

OPEN AND CLOSED SKIN AREAS

One of the factors which determine
the exact procedure to be used in making
skin repairs is the accessibility to the dam-.

aged area. Much of the skin on an aircraft
is inaccessible from the inside for making
repairs. The skin in.such area's is referred to
as CLOSED SKIN. Skin that is accessible
from both sides is called OPEN SKIN.

Repairs to open skin maty "usually be
made in the conventional manner, using
specified types of standard rivets, but
closed skin repairs require some type of
special blind fasteners. The exact type of
fastener used will depend upon the type of
repair,rnade aAd the recommendations of
the aircraft ,manufasturer.

Another of.the important factors to be
'considered when making a skin repair is the
stress intensity of the damaged panel. For
example, certain skin areas are classified as
highly critical, other areas as semicritical,

. while still other areas may be classified as
noncritical. Repairs to damages in highly
critical areas must provide 100 percent
strength replacement; semicritical areas re-
quire 80 percent strength replacement; and
noncritical areas require 6& percent
strength necessary to maintain a margin of
safety in skin areas. The 60 percent stress
intensity repair is specified when production
methods and stiffening requirements have
resulted .in an overstrength skin with.a high
margin of safety. This repair provides
strength and stiffness equivalent to specific
design requirements rather than the orig*Dal

1

structure of the material. The 100 percent
stress intensity repair makes the strength of
the repaired skin equal to, or greater than,
the original undamaged skin. This type of
skin usually has' a low margin of safety.

Lap Patches

Lap patches may be installed in areas
where aerodynamic smoothness is not im-
portant. In areas where the lap patch is
permitted, it may be used in repairing
cracks as well as small holes.

eeeeeeeee e
0 ee eeeeeee,eeeee coo

FigUre 1-1.5 - Lap patch for repairing a crack
stressed skin.

in

In repairing cracks, always drill a
° small h'ple (normally called stop drilling) in
\each end o f the crack before applying the
patch. This is normally done by using a No.
30 or 40 ,drill bit.. This prevents the con-

, centration of Stresses at the apex of the
crack and, distributes the stresses around the
circumference of .the hole. The patch must
be large enough to install the required num-
ber of rivets as determined from the rivet
schedule indicated for the.gage.material in
the area. (See figure 1,-15.) The recom-
mended' patch rrray be ctit circular, square;
rectangular, or diamond shaped. The edges
are normally chamfered (beveled) to an
angle of 45 degrees, for approximately
one-half the patch's thickness.

The next st,:!p is to lay out the rivet
pattern on the patch, using the proper edge

1-16



distance and spacing. Then mark the instal-
lation position of each rivet with a center
punch. The impression in the material made
with the center punch helps to keep the drill
from slipping awa)r from the hole being
drilled. (See figure 1-16.) Drill only a mini-
mum number of rivet holes in the patch over
the surface being repaired, ensuring that the
correct ,edge distances are being main-
tained. Drill four holes in the surface being
repaired, using the predrilled holes in the
patch as a pattern for alignment. As each

SURROUNDING
MATERIAL DENTED

-%:,.
TOO DEEP

DRILL SLIPS OUT

CORRECT DEPTH TOO SHALLOW

Figure 1-16 - Drilling holes for rivets.

hole is drilled, using the proper temporary
fasteners, secure the patch in place. When
the patch is temporarily secured, drill the
remaining rivet holes through the patch and
surface being repaired. Remove the patch
and deburr all rivet holes, using a deburring
tool or a large drill bit. Prime the repair
materials with the proper corrosion pre-
ventive material prior to the riveting oper-
ation. Secure the patch in position, using
temporary fasteners, to maintain alignment
during riveting. Riveting procedures are
covered later in another section.

Holes less than 3/16-inch in diameter
in either stressed or nonstressed skin may be
repaired by filling with a rivet. Drill the
hole and install the proper size rivet to fiil

1-17

the hole. tut- holes 3/16 inch and larger, the
AM should consult the applicable Structural
Repair Manual for the necessary repair in-
formation. The damaged area is removed by
cutting and trimming the hole to a circular,
square, rectangular, or diamond shape. The
corners of the hole should be rounded to a

ASSEMBLED
REPAIR

(1) Assumed damage. (2) Damage cut
out to a smooth round hole. (3) Doubler
split for insertion through cut out.
(4) Filler. (5) Doubler riveted in place.
(6) Filler riveted in place.

Figure 1-17 - Repair of small holes
in skin Nloith a flush patch.
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minimum of 1/4-inch radius. The lap patch
is fabricated and installed in the same man-'
ner as previously explained for repairing
cracks.

'Flush Patch*

Flush patches should be used where
aerodynamic smoothness is required. The
type of flush patch used depends- on the
location of the damaged area. One type is
clear of internal structures, and the pther is
not. Like all types of repairs, the AM must
consult the applicable Structural Repair

Manual for the necessary repair informa-
tion. The repairs discussed next are typical
of most. repairs.

Flush Patch Clear of Internal Structures

In areas which are clear of internal
structure, the repair is relatively simple to
make. This is especially true where there is
an access door or plate through which the
rivets can be bucked. In inaccessible areas,
the flush patch may be made 14 substituting
blind rivets for standard rivets, where per-
missible, and devising a means of inserting
the doubler throughthe opening.

One method is shown in figure 1-17, in
which the doubler has been split. To insert
the doubler, slip the split edge under the
skin and twist the doubler until it slides in
place under the skin. The screw in the
center of the doubler is temporarily in-
stalled to serve as a "handle" for inserting
the doubler through the hole. This type of
patch is normally recommended for holes up
to 1 1/2-inches in diameter. If the hole is
larger than 1 1/2-inches in diameter, it is
generally more satisfactory to trim the hole
to a rectangular or elliptical shape, rounding
all corners to a generous radius. (See figure
1-18.)

On larger, repair areas it is usually
possible to buck the doubler rivets by in-
serting and holding the bucking bar through
the center of the doubler. The filler is then
riveted in place using blind fasteners, if the
repair is in a closed skin area. When blind
rivets are used as substitutes for solid
rivets, the Structural Repair Manual normally

specifies the next larger size. The proper
edge distances for the substitute fasteners
must be maintained.

NOTE: Edge distance is'discussed later
in another section. In all flush patches, the
filler should be of the same gage and
material as the original skin. The doubler,

ASSUMED
DAMAGE

ASSEmIlED
REPAIR

(1) Assumed damage. (2) Damage cut out
to smooth rectangular shape. (3) Doubler.
(4) Filler. (5) Doubler riveted in flace.
(6) Filler riveted in place.

Figure 1-18 - Flush rectangular patcn.



generally, should be of the same material,
one gage heavier than the skin. Structural
Repair Manuals will specify the allowable
substitution of materials. This can be in the
form Of a note on the repair diagram. For
example, one aircraft Structural Repair
Manual shows the followin& information in
the form of a note:

Curved sheet: When 2024-1 is sub-
stituted for 0.025 to 0.071 inch 7075-T, the
2024-1 should be one gage heavier than
called for in 7075-T; if the gage ...of the
7075-1 is 0.080 or 0.090 inch, the 2024-1
should be two gages heavier than the
7075-T.

Flat sheet: Substitute one gage
heavier 2024-1 for all 707571 skin gages.

The, length of the doubler should ex-
ceed the width sO that it can be slipped in
through the skin and positioned for instal-
lation. This eliminates the splitting and
manipulation of the patch required in instal-
ling douolers of square and round flush patch
repairs.

The filler is fabricated slightly less

than the 'dimensions of the hole bcing re-
paired. Generally, the maximum clearance
between the skin a nd the filler is 1/32 inch.
The doubler is fabricated larger than the
hole being repaired to allow for the speci=
fied number of rivets required to attach the
doubler to the skin being repaired. The
doubler, filler, and attaching skin rivet pat-
tern may be laid out, drilled, and deburred
in the identical manner as described pre-
viously for a lap patch. After the required
corrosion preventive materials have been
applied, the doubler is positioned in the
structure's interior and secured with tem-
porary fasteners. Inspect the rivet holes for
proper all' nment and rivet the doubler in
place, usins14jivets. The filler can then
be riveted in place using blind fasteners.

NOTE: If the flush repair is an open
skin area, the filler may be riveted to the
doubler prior to installing the doubler.

1-19

ASSUMED DAMAGE

ASSEMILED
REPAIR

17a

(1) Assumed damage. (2) Damaged skin
cut out to a smooth round hole and rib
repaired. (3) Two half-round doublers.

. (4) Doublers riveted in place. (5) Filler.
(6) Filler riveted in place.

Figure 1-19 - Flush patch over
internal structure.



Flush Patch Over Interrel Structures

Fabricating a flush patch over internal
structure may tend to become difficult. In
some instances, the repair may be made by
simply using a split doubler and a filler, as
shown in figure 1-19. Frequently' a split
doubler, filler strips, and filler are used in
the repair. The filler strip is used as a
spacer, if a structural component under the
skin has been damaged. In cases, the
existing structure rivet holes should be used
when the rivet pattern is laid out. The flush
patch over internal structure is installed
using the same methods as described for a
flush patch clear of internal structure, ex-
cept for modification of the doubler.

Flush Access Door

A flush access door installation, as
shown in figure 1-20, is sometimes per-
mitted. The door is installed to facilitate
repair to the internai _structure and to repair
damage tc the skin in certain areas. The

flush acess door consists of a doubler and a
stressed cover plate. The cover plate is
normally fabricated irom material identical
to the skin. A single row of nut plates is
riveted to the doubler, and the doubler is
then riveted to the interior side of the skin
with two rows of rivets, staggered 7,s shown
in figure 1-20. The cover plate is attached
to the doubler with machine screws. When
an access door is permitted and installed
over internal structure, screws should be
installed through the cover plate into the
internal structural member wherever
possible.

Skin Replacement
Sometimes damage to the metal skin

is so extensive that an entire Panel must be
replaced. Also, an excessive number of
-patches or minor repairs to a section or area
may require the replacement of the entire
panel.

As in all other forms of repairs, the
first step is to inspect the damaged area

-EXISTING

Ft IAN *VASS COVER PLATE

50910 SCREW

AN SGG F 032 NUT PLATE

SECTION -
Figure 1-20 - Flush access door installation.
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thoroughly to determine the extent of the
damage. Inspect the internal structure for
damage or signs of strain. Such members,
when bent, fractured, or wrinkled, must be
replaced or repaired. They may be sheared
considerably without visible external evi-
dence of such a condition. Drill out rivets at
various points in the damaged area and
examine them for signs of-fhear failure.

During the inspection, note carefully
, all's, unusual riveting problems-conditions

which render riveting difficult or which
make replacement impossible. Any fixtures
which will hinder riveting and prevent the
use of straight bucking bars will be apparent
in a thorough inspection. There will also be
places where flanges or reinforcing mem-
bers, or intersecting stringers, longerons,
formers, frames, or rings make the bucking
of rivets very difficult. This problem can be
solved by designing and Making bucking bars
to suit these particular situations.

Care must be taken to avoid muti-
lating the damaged skin in ilhe process of
removal. In most cases it can be used as a
template for layout of and drilling holes in
the new piece of skin.

The rivet holes in stringers, longerons,
bulkheads, formers, frames, rings, and other
internal members must be kept in as good
condition as possible. If any of these
members are loosened by the removal of
rivets, their location should be marked so
that they can be returned to their original
position, as necessary, whilethe repair is
being made.

Refer to the applicable repair
material chart in the aircraft Structural
Repair Manual for the gage and alloy of
material to be used for the replacement
panel. The size and shape of the panel may
be determined in either of two ways. The
dimensions can be measured during the in-
spection, or the old skin can be used as a
template for the layout of the sheet and the
location of the holes. The latter method is
preferable and more accurate. Regardless
of the procedure used, the new sheet must
be large enough to replace the damaged
area and may be cut with an allowance of 1

1-21

to 2 inches of material outside the rivet
holes.

If the old sheet is not too badly da-
maged, it should be flattened out and used
as a template. The new sheet, having been
cut approximately 1 inch larger than than
the old, should then be drilled near the
center of the sheet, using the holes in the
old sheet as a guide. The two sheets are
then fastened together with sheet metal
fasteners. The use of sheet metal screws is
not recommended since they injure the
edges of the rivet holes. The drilling should
proceed from the center to the outside of
the sheet, instrting sheet metal fasteners at
frequent intervals.

If it is impossible to use the old sheet
as a template, the holes in the new sheet
should be drilled from the inside of the
structure. Use the holes in the reinforcing
members as guides, and insert fasteners in
the same manner as described above. This is
called back-drilling. Before placing the new
sheet on the framework to drill the holes,
make certain that the reinforcing members
are aligned and flush at the points at which
they intersect; otherwise, the holes in the
new sheets will not be accurately aligned.
For the same reason, the new sheet should
have the same contour as the old before the
rivet holes are drilled.

In duplicating holes from reinforcing
members to skin, be extremely careful, or
both frame and skin will be ruined. Since
most bulkheads, ribs, and stringers depend
on the skin for some of their rigiaity, they
can easily be forced out of alignment in the
drilling process. The skin must be held firm-
ly against the framework, or the pressure
from the drilling will force it away from the
frame and cause the holes to be out of
alignment. This may be overcome by placing
a block of wood against the skin and hol.ding
it firmly while the drilling progresses. Also,
make sure that the drill is held at a
90-degree angle to the skin at all times, or
the holes will be elongated and out of
alignment. When drilling through anchor
nuts, use a smaller pilot drill first. Be
careful to avoid damaging the anchor nut

ISO



threads. The pilot holes are then enlarged to
the proper size.

It may be. necessary to use an angle
attachment or flexible shaft drill in places
where it is impossible to insert 'a straight
drill. In case neither type can be inserted,
the new section can be marked carefully
with a soft pencil through the holes in the
old section. Another method of marking the
location of the new holes is to use a transfer
or prick punch as shown in figure 1-21.
Center the punch in the old hole, and then
tap the punch lightly with a hammer. The
result should be a mark which will serve to
locate the hole in the new sheet.

Still another way to locate the rivet
holes without a template is to use a hole
finder, similar to the one shown in figure
1-22. This device makes it possible to drill
holes in the new section of skin in perfect
alignment with the holes in the old section.
The hole finder is made in two sections -an
upper part and and a lower part fastened
together at one end.

At the free end of the bottom section
of the hole finder is a guide rivet which
drops into the old holes in the sheet still in
place. The free end of the top section of the
hole finder has a hole in a position which
exactly matches the position of the rivet.
Through this opening the new hole is drilled.
Thus, as the hole finder is moved along, the
guide rivet drops into an old hole and auto-
matically determines the position of the
new hole.

After all the holes have been drilled,
the temporary fasteners are taken out, and
the sheet is removed from the framework.
The burrs left by drilling must be removed
from both sides of all holes in the skin, the
stringers, and the rib flanges. Burring may
be accomplished with a [few light turns of a
deburring tool or drill, bit. In this way,
particles of metal left around the edges of
the drilled holes are eliminated. If the par-
ticles were not removed, the joint would not
be tight and rivets might expand, or flash,
between the parts being riveted.
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USE OLO 3KIN
AS TEMPLATE

TRANSFER
PUNCH

Figure 1-21 - Transferring rivet holes.
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Figure 1-22 - Using a hole finder.
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SECTION 1

REVIEW QUIZ

QUESTIONS

,I. When an aircraft structure is damaged, secondary damage to an adjacent

structure may result from

Damage which cannot be repaired by any practical means is classified as

3. What is the MAJOR requirement in making a structural rerair?

4. To make all marks except cut lines on repair materials, you should use a

5. To repair a buckled bulkhead web which is not otherwise distorted, you should

6. To repair a damaged longeron, you should follow the same procedure for

repair ir a

7. Air raft skin which is mostly inaccessible from the inside for making repairS is-

8. /Skin repairs in semicritical areas require percent

strength replacement.

9. For one-half the thickness of a lap patch, the edges should be chamfered to

a/an degree angle.

10. Holes less than 3/16 inch in diameter in stressed or nonstressed skin may be

repaired by

11. A flush patch over an internal structure is installed in the same manner as a

flush patch clear of an internal structure, except for

12. When an aircraft structure is damaged, how can you check for, shearing of

adjacent structural members with no apparent damage?

13. When you are replacing an entire section of aircraft skin, the MOST accurate

method for determining the correct size and shape of the new panel is by

14. You are using the holes in a reinforcing member as guides for drilling holes in a

new- section of skin. To prevent the drill pressure from forcing the new skin away

from the reinforcing member and causing hole misalignment, you should

(See page 1-24 for ANSWERS to Review Quiz questions.)

1" 3
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SECTION 1
REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS

1. transmission of the shock of the load that caused the primary damage (Page 1-1)

2. damage necessitating replacement (Page 1-4)

3. Duplication of strength of the original structure. (Page 1-4)

4. pencil (Pagel-7)

5. rivet an angle reinforcement over the buckled area. (Page 1-10)

6. stringer (Page 1-11)

7. closed (Page 1-16)

S. 80 (Page 1-16)

9. 45 (Page 1-16)

10. filling with a rivet (Page 1-17)

11. modification of the doubler (Page 1-20)

12. Drill out rivets at various points in the damaged area and examine for sigv of
shear failure. (Page 1-21)

13. using the old skin aa a template (Page 1-21)

14. hold a block of wood firmly against the skin during the dcilling process (Page
1-21)



SECTION

REINFORCED PLASTIC AND
SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION REPAIR

184

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this assignment, you should be able to:

I. State the classeS of reinforced plastic damage.

2. Describe the repair method for each clasis of reinforced plastic damage.

3. Describe the precautions and procedures to be observed when finAing a
reinforced-plastic repair.

4. State the types of structural sandwiCh construction damage.

5. Describe the repair method for each type of structural sandwich
construction damage.

This section deals with the materials
ana procedures to be used in repairing rein-
forced plas'tic and sandwich construction
components. The procedures discussed are
general in nature. When actually repairing
reinforced plastic and/or sandwich construc-
tion components, refer to the applicable
Structural Repair Manual.

REPAIR OF REINFORCED PLASTIC

The repair of any damaged component
made of reirtforced plastic requires the use
of identical materials, whenever they are
available, or of approved substitutes for
rebuilding the damaged portion. Abrupt
changesS* cross-sectional areas must be
avoiaed by tapering joints, by making small .

patches round or oval instead of rectan-
gular, and by rounding the corners of all
large repairs. Uniformity of thickness of
core and facings is exceedingly important in
the repair of radomes. Repairs of punctured
facings and fractured cores, therefore,
necessitate removal of ,all the damaged
material, followed by replacement with the
same type of material and in the same
thickness as the original.

All repairs to components housing
radar or radio gear must be made in accor-
dance with the manufacturer's recommenda-
tions. This information may be found in the

aircraft Structur?1 Repair Manual or in
drawings and specifications.

INVESTIGATION OF DAMAGE

Before a thorough inspection of the
damage can be made, the area should be
cleaned with a cloth saturated with
methyl-ethyl-ketone (MEK). After drying,
the paint should be removed by sanding
lightly with' No. 280 grit sandpaper; then
clean the sanded area with MEK. The extent
of damage can then be determined by tap-
ping the suspected areas with a blunt instru-
ment. The 'damaged areas will have a dull or
dead sound, while the,undamaged areas will
have a clear metallic sound.

Damages are divided into four general
classes: surface damage, facing and core
'damage, puncture damage (both facings and
core), and damagt requiring replacement.

SURFACE DAMAGE

The most common types of damage to
the. sur_face are abrasions, scratches, scars,
dents, cuts, and pits. Minor surface damages
may be repaired by applying one or more
coats of room-temperature catalyzed resin
to the damaged area. More severe damages
may be repaired by filling with a paste made
from room-temperature resin and short



1857'
glass fibers. Over this coated surface, apply
a sheet of cellophane, extending 2 Or 3
inches beyorjd,the repaired area. After the
cellophane is taped in place, work out all
the air bubbles and excessive resin with the
hand or a rubber squeegee. Allow the resin
to cure at room temperature, or if neces-
sary, the cure can be hastened by the use of
infrared lamps or hot sandbags. After the
resin has been cured, remove the cellophane
and sand off the excess resin; then the
entire repaired area is lightly sanded pre-
paratory to refinishing.

Ply Damage (Sandwich Type Laminates).

When the damage has penetrated more
than one ply of the cloth in the sandwich
type laminates, the repair -may be made
using the scarfed method illustrated in
figure 2-1. This repair is made in the fol-
lowing manner: Sand out the damaged
laminate plies as shown in view (B). The
area should be sanded to a circular or oval
shape, then tapered uniformly down to the
deepest penetration of the damage.

DAMAGE TO FACING

(A) FACING

DAMAGED MATERIAL REMOVED BY SANDING

(13

IMPREGNATED CLOTH

(C)

REPLACED LAMINATIONS SANDED TO CONTOUR
( 0)

-

Figure 2-1 - Ply repair (scarfed method).

1

2-2

The diameter of the scarfed (tapered)
area should be at least 100 times the depth
of the penetration. Be careful when using a
mechanical sander. Excess pressure on the
sander can cause the sandpaper to grab,
resulting in the delamination of the un-
damaged plies.

*********************************
CAUTION

T'he sanding of glass cloth reinforced lamin-
ates produces a fine dust that may cause
skin irritation. In addition, breathing of an
excessive amount of this dust may be in-
jurious; therefore, precautions for skin and
respiration protection must be observed.
*********************************

Brush coat the sanded area with one
coat of room-temperature-setting resin and
apply the contoured pieces of resin-impreg-
need cloth, as shown in (C) of figure 2-1.
Tape a sheet of cellophane over the built-up
repair and work out the excess resin and air
bubbles. Cure the repair in accordance with
the resin manufacturer's instructions; then
sand the surface down, if necessary, to the
original surface of the facing.

Ply Damage (Solid Laminates)

Ply damage to solid laminates may be
repaired using the scarf eckmethod described
for sandwich type laminates, or the stepped
method shown in figure 2-2(A) may be used.

When the wall is being prepared for
the stepped repair, use a cutting tool with a
controlled depth to make the cutout to
avoid possible damage to the layers under-
neath. If the layer of glass cloth underneath
is scratched or cut, the strength of the
repair will be lessened. Be careful not to
peel back or rupture the adhesion of the
laminate layers beyond the cutout perim-
eter. The cutouts may be removed by peel-
ing from the center and working carefully to
the desired perimeter of the. cutout. Scrape
each step, wipe clean with cloths moistened
with MEK, and allow to dry thoroughly. Cut
the replacement glass fabric pieces to an
exact fit with the weave direction of the
replacement plies running in the samedirec-
tion as the existing plies. Failure to main-

1-
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SECTION A-A
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SECTION B-B

REPAIR CUTS
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B

Figure 2-2 - Repair of-solid laminates (stepped method).
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tam the existing weave.direction will result
in a repair that is greatly under strength.
Replace each piece of fabric, being careful
to butt the existing layers of fabric plies
together, but do not overlap them. The
laminate layers should be kept.to the proper
matching thickness.

When the entire wall has been pene-
trated, as shown in figure 2-2(B), one-half of
the damaged plies should te removed from
one side and the replacement buildup com-
pleted; then repeat the removal and buildup
procedure on the opposite side. If the dam-
age occurs over a relatively large or curved
area, make up a plaster mold conforming to
the contour and extending 1 inch past the
damage. Insert the mold in the damaged
area when repairing the first half of the
plies. When the stepped method of repair is
used, the dimensions should be maintained
as illustrated.

In areas that have become Llelaminl
ated, or contain voids or bubbles, clean the
area with MEK and determine the extent of
thV delamination; then drill holes at each
erfd or on the opposite sides of the void
using a No. 60 drill bit, extending through
the delaminated plies. Figure 2-3 illustrates
the procedure for repair of delaminated
plies.

Additional holes may be needed if air
entrapment occurs when the resin is in-
jected. Using a hypodermic needle or
syringe, slowly inject the appropriate
amount of resin until the void is filled and
resin flows freely from the drilled holes.
After the voids are completely filled, bring
the area down to proper thickness by work-
ing the excess resin out through the holes;
then cure and refinish.

FACING AND CORE DAMAGE

Honeycomb Core

Damages extending completely through
one facing of the material and into the core
require removal of the damaged core and
replacement of the damaged facings in such a

2741

manner that normal stresses can be carried
over the area. The scarfed method
illustrated in figure 2-4 is the preferred
method for making small repairs of this
type. Repairs of this type may be
accomplished as follows:

Carefully trim out the damaged por-
tion to a circular or oval shape and remove
the core completely to the opposite facing.
Be careful not to damage the opposite,fac-
ing. The damaged facing around the
trimmed hole is then scarfed back carefully
by sanding. The length of the scarf should be
at least 100 times the facing thickness as
shown in (B) of figure 2-4. This scarfing
operation must be done very accurately to a
uniform taper.

Cut a piece of replacement core mat-
erial (or a suitable substitute) to fit snug.y
in the trimmed hole.It should be equal in
thickness to the original core material.
Brush coat the repair area and the replace-
merit honeycomb, exercising care to prevent
an excessive a?nount of resin from entering
the honeycomb cells.

Insert the honeycomb repair section
and place the resin-impregnated cloth over
the repair area.as shown in (C)of figure 2-4.
Cover the repair area with cellophane
sheeting, and cure the repair in accordance
with the resin manufacturer's instructions.

After the repair has been cured, sand
the surface to its original contour. The
entire area should be lightly sanded before
refinishing.

Foam Type Core

The damaged core should be removed
by butting perpendicular to the surface of
the face laminate opposite the damaged
face. To ensure pod bondage of the foam to
the laminate, sdrape the inner facing sur-
face clean, making sure there is no oil or
grease film in the area. Fill the area where
the core has been removed with the filler
material specified in the aircraft Structui.al
-Repair Manual. Figure 2-5 illustrates the
replacement of a f gam type core.
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Laminated part

Hypodermic needle filled
with catalyzed resin.
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area
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SECTION 44

Figure 2-3 - De laminated ply repair.

CORE REPLACED

DAMAGED
-4-100 T -1 CORE

REMOVED

,46

MIRO tCARFED
FOR PATCH

,--IMPREGHATEDCWTH

Figure 2-4 - Honeycomb type core repair:
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PORRAIR IN PaCI FILLER
CD HONEYCOMB CORI
DAMAGED.

CUT AWAY DAMIGED
CORI MIA AND FILL
WITH EPDXY FIUIR
COMPOUND.

REPAIR CUTS

REPAIR MATERIAL

REPAIR INSTALLED

NOTE

E> REPLACE DAMAGED CORE MATERIAL WITH EPDXY
FILLER COMPOUND

"Figure 2-5 - Foam type core repair.

NOTE: Do not use MEk to clean the
damage because it may soften and weaken
the foam.

PUNCTURE DAMAGE

Honeycomb Core

Repairs to damages completely
through the sandwich structure may be ac-
complished either by 'the scarfed method
(similar to the repair described for damage
extending into the core) or the stepped
method.

The scarfed method is normally used
for small punctures up to 3 or 4 inches in
maximum dimension and in facings made of
thin cloths (which are difficult to peel). The
stepped method is usually employed for lar-
ger repairs to facings composed of thick
cloths.

HOLE THROUGH RADOME

(A)

HOLE TRIMMED, CORE REMOVED, AND FACING

SCARFED

(B)

IMPREGNATED CLOTH

1111111111111111111111
V

TEMPORARY BLOCK TEMPORARY SHIM

MOLD (C

Figure 2-6 - Scarfed repair ,rnethod.
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The scarfed method Of repair for
punc:ures is the same as that used for
damage extending into the core, with one
exception: The opposite side of the sand-
wich 'is provided with a temporary mold or
block to hold the core in place during the
first step. (See (C) figure 2-6.)

After the first facing repair is cured
completely, the pold and the shim (tem-
porarily replacing the facing on the opposite
side) are removed. The repair is then com-
pleted by repeating the procedure used in
the first step. When this facing is cured, the
surface should be sanded' down to the orig-
inal contour and the repair area lightly
sanded in preparation for refinishing.

When using the stepped method of
repair, first trim out the damaged area to a
round or oval shape, or to a rectangular or
square shape (preferable having rounded
corners),

The individual plies are then cut out as
illustrated in figure 2-7. Each ply is

"stepped" back 1-1/2 inches and trimmed
out using a sharp knife. The sides of the
repair should be parallel with the weave of
the cloth, if possible.

NOTE: Do not cut through more than

one layer of cloth. If '.he layer of cloth
underneath is scratched, the strergth of the
repair will suffer.

The opposite facing, is shimmed and
backed up with a mold, and the core mater-
ial is inserted as previously described. The
outer repair plies are soaked in the resin and
laid over the damage6 at:ea. An extra layer
of thin cloth is laid ocr the repair area to
extend one-half inch over the undamaged
facing. The repair area is then covered with
a sheet of cellophane to apply pressure, and

allowed.to cure.

The inner facing is then replaced in
the same manner as the outer facing. After
the inner repair has been °freed, the entire-
repair area should be sanded to the original
contour and prepared for refinishing.

2-7
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Foam Type Core

When the puncture penetrates-the en-
tire wall, remove the damaged core and
face laminates to one-fourth inch past the
perimeter of the hole on the inner face.
Make a plaster support to replace the re-
moved core, conforming to the curvature of
the inside layer of the inner face. Figure
2-8 illustrates a punctured repair with a
plaster support.

After repair to the inner face has been
completed, remove the plaster support and
continue the repair on the opposite side.

FINISHING OF REPAIRED AREAS

In the repair of reinforced plastic
parts, the final step is to refinish the part
with a finish identical to the original, or an

HOLE THROIJGH RADOME

(A)

lil PAT6EFICRIVOM1ESPYIL
R

P

1

E

:

ER LEEMDOYED,

fr

\
(13)

IMPREGNATED CLOTH WITH
EXTRA THIN LAYER

1111111111M1111111111

TEMPORARY BLOCK
OR MOLD

COMPLETE OPPOSITE FACING IN A SIMILAR
OPERATION

TEMPORARY SHIM

tC)

Figure 2-7 - SteptIFed repair method.
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SECTION A-A

PLUM SUITOR,

PLASTER SUPPORT AND REPAIR CUTOUT

REPAIR MATIRIAA

REPAIR INSTALLED

NOTE
D REPLACE DAMAGED CORE MATERIAL WITH

EPDXY FILLER COMPOUND

acceptable substitute. In refinishing ra-
domes and other surfaces which "entlose
electronic equipment, do not use metallic
pigmented paints or other electronic reflec-
tive type materials because of undesirable
shielding and interference effects. Always
use the materials recommended in the appli-
cable Structural Repair Manual for refinish-
ing both the interior and exterior surfaces
of reinforced plastic components.

Reinforced plastic components whose
frontal areas are exposed to high speeds are
frequently coated with a rain erosion coat-
ing. Rain ercAion coatings protect the com-
ponent against pits which are caused by
raindrops hitting the component at high air-
craft speeds. These pits or eroded areas can
cause delamination of the component glass
cloths if allowed to progress unchecked.

Rain Erosion Resistant Coatings.

Rain erosion resistant coatings for re-
inforced plastic components conform to
Specification MIL-C-7439. Coatings '.conf-,
orming,to this specification are classified as
follows:

Class I is a riin erosionlesistant coat
ing which is furnished in kit rm. This kit
consists of a primer, accelerator, diluting
solvent, and neoprene.

Class II is a rain erosion resistant
,coating with an additional surface treat-
rnent to minimize radio noise resulting from
precipitation static on the coated surface.
This coating is also supplied in kit form and
consists of a primer, accelerator, diluting
solvent, neoprene, and antistatic coating.

These kits (MIL-C-7439, Classes I and
II) are packaged unaccelerated to provide
longer shelf life. The neoprene is ready to
use only after the catalyst (accelerator) has
been added. The material in these kits
should be mixed and applied in accordance
with the instruction sheet supplied by the
k it manufacturer.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

The following general safety precau-
Figure 2-8 - Foam type puncture repair. tions should be observed when making

2-8
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DANAIE AT LEAST
PATCH: !AMC MATERIAL AS MUSED
FACINO, PATCH MUST EXTEND AT LEAST
I INCH SETOMO,STOP HOLES.ONE INCH arrow

STOr MOLES.

PATCH

AOHESIVE
FILL VOID WITH
SPECIFIED FIL LER.

STOP DRI LL

4.110.4"...."..PATCH: I INCH SETONO
THIE HOLE ON ALL SIDES.
EIVEL EMS 450.

SECTION A-A

7--1 EXISTING STRUCTURE
REPAIR PARTS

CORE FILLER

FILLER

CORE REPLACEMENT PILLER

CORE REPLACEMENT.FILLER

SECTION 8-8

PATCH

1111E1111
SECTION C-C

(A) Skin facing, minor damage to core;
(B) Skin facing, extensive damage to core;
(C) Skin facings and core damaged.

Figure 2-9 - Sanowich construction puncture repair (honeycomb core).
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repairs to reinforced plastic components.
These safety precautions should be reviewed
before attempting any repairs to reinforced
plastics,

1. Local station safety regulations as
to fire and health hazards must be complied
with.

2. All solvents are flammable; there-
fore, observe proper handling procedures.

3. Personnel involved in the mixing or
handling of catalyzed resin prior to the
curing operation should wear rubber gloves.
After rubber gloves are used, the hands
should be cleaned with soap and water and
rinsed wih vinegar to neutralize any catalyst
particles.

4. Never mix the catalyst and pro-
moter together because they are eZplo-
sively reactive as a mixture. Always mix the
promoter with the resin first and then add
the catalyst to the mixture.

5. The toxicity of polyester formula-
tion has hot been definitely established.
Some of the components are known to cause
nasal or skin irritation to certain indivi-
duals. Adequate ventilation should oe pro-
v'ded.

6. The sanding opeeation on glass cloth
reinforced laminates gives off a fine dust
that may cause skin or respiratory irrita-
tions. Inhalation of excessive amounts of
this dust should be avoided. Protection
should be provided for respiration and skin.

7. Do not store catalyzed resin in an
air-tight container or an unvented refri-
gerator.

REPAIR OF SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION
(HONEYCOMB AND BALSA-WOOD CORE)

The repairs discussed in this section
are app.licable to structural type sandwich
construc;ión consisting of aluminum alloy
facings bcnded to aluminum honeycomb and
balsa wood cores.

MINOR SURFACE DAMAGE

The most common types of damage to
the surface are abrasions, scratches, scars,
and minor dents. These minor surface dam-
ages require no repair other than the re-
placement of the original protective coating
to prevent corrosion, provided no breaks,
holes, or cracks exist.
DELAMINATION

Facing-to-core voids of less than 2.5
inches in diameter can usually be repaired
by drilling a series of holes 0.06 to 0.10 inch
in diameter in the upper facing over the
void area. An expandable foaming resin,
such as Thermofoam 607, or equivalent, is
then injected through the holes with a pres-
sure type caulking gun.

When the void is on the lower surface
of the panel, only sufficient resin must be
injected to completely fill ,the void. With
voids on the .upper surface, the core area
should be filled until the resin comes out of
the injection holes. These holes should be
sealed with a thermosetting epoxy resin
adhesive, and the entire assembly cured
with lamps, as required for the adhesive
system.

When the void areas are large, it is
necesary to remove the facing over the
damaged area and follow the repair proce-
dures for a puncture. (see figure 2-9.)

PUNCTURES

A puncture is defined as a crack,
break, or hole through one or both skin
facings with resulting damage to the honey-
comb and/or balsa wood core. the size of
the puncture', .amount of damage to .the
core, assembly to be repaired
(rudder,elevator, etc.), and previous repairs
to the damaged ass'embly are factors to be
considered in determining the type of repair
to be made. If damage to a honeycomb
and/or balsa wood core asseMbly exceeds a
specified length or diameter in inches or if
the total number of repairs exceeds a speci-

-fled percentage of the total bonded area,
the assembly must be replaced.

NOTE: These figures are found in the
applicable StructuraleRepair Manual.

2-10



Honeycomb Core

The repair shown in figure 2-9(A) is
used when a puncture through one skin fac-
ing has caused only minor damage to the
core material. To repair this type damage,
proceed as follows: Cover the component
with a suitable protective covering (poly-
vinyl sheet or kraft paper). Cut out a sec-
tion of the protective covering that will
extend approximately 2 inches beyond the
damaged area. Use masking tape to hold the
cutout in place. Stop-drill as necessary
through the skin facing only.

Strip the paint and protectiVe coating
1 1/2 inches beyond the stop-drilled holes.
The stripped area is then cleaned with a
special cleaning paste. Fill the void with
the specified filler material to within ap-
proximately 0.063 inch of the skin facing
and cure as directed.

Prepare a round or oval patch large
enough to overlap the damaged area at least
1 inch. Apply sealant to the undersurface of
the patch and to the filler and skin surface.
Install the repair patch, maintaining correct
overlap, and clamp to the assembly to
assure contact with the skin facing. Cure as
directed. Remove the excess adhesive and

refinish as necessary.

The repair shown in figure 2-9(B) is
used when a puncture through one skin fac-
ing has caused extensive damage to .:he
honeycomb core. When the core has been
damaged extensively, the damaged material
must be replaced.

Prepare the assembly as previously de-

Scribed. Cut out the damaged skin facing
with a hole saw or aviation snips. File the
edges of the hole smoothly. Using a pocket
knife, carefully cut out the damaged core.
CAUTION: Do not damage the opposite fac-
ing. Install a new core filler and complete
the repair -as previously described for view
(A) of figure. 2-9.

The repair shown in figure 2-9(C) is
used when both skin facings and the core
have been darhaged. Use the same proce-
dures as described above for view (A) and
(B) to facilitate this repair.

194
Balsa Wood Core

The repair shown in figure 2-10 is used
when no gain in structural strength is de-
sired and is only to be used for sealing holes
of 1 square inch or less in external surfaces.
The damaged area should be cut out to a
smooth circular or rectangular shape. A
3/8-inch minimum radius must be provided
at the corners of rectangular cutouts.

NOTE: The aforementioned information
applies to all repairs made to balsa wood
core panels. In cutting out the damaged
area, take care not to separate the metal
faces from the core. This can be accom-
plished by using a very fine-toothed coping
or hacksaw blade for straight cuts, and
cylindrical saws (hole saws) for cutting holes
or rounding corners.

After the damaged section has been

cut o tt, file the edges smooth using a fine
cut file\ only. Then inspect the area for
separa ion of the skin facing from the balsa
wood :-.ore. If the facing has separated from
the core, rebond the two surfaces, using the
procedures outlined in the previous section
on skiel separation. Then complete the repair
as shown in figure 2-10.

Figure 2-11 illustrates one flush type
balsa wood core repair that is used on
puncture damages larger than I inch. To
make this type repair, cut out the damaged
area as previously described. After the
damaged area has been cut out, the inner
metal face is cut back I inch and the core
material is removed. (See (3) figure 2-11.)

Inspect the adhesion of the face to the
core and seal the exposed filler material to
prevent the entry of moisture. Lay out the
required rivet pattern and drill pilot holes in
the panel. (See (4) figure 2-11.) NOTE: The
rivet size, rivet spacing, and number of rows
of rivets are given in the appropriate repair
section of the applicable Structural Repair
Manual.

Next, prepare two patch plates; a

wood, plywood, or phenolic filler; and a
metal filler. (See (5) figure 2-11.) The Outer
patch plate should fill the hole in the core,
and the inner patch plate should overlap the

2-11
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hole in the core approximately 1 inch for
each row of rivets.

(3
mod

(1) Assuint,41 damage. (2) Damage cut out
to a smooth rectangular hole. (3) Inner
metal face cut back and beveled. (4) Filler
plug. (5) Filler glued in place, sealed,
and fabric patches applied.

Figure 2-1O - Balsa wood repair with filler
plug and fabric patch.

Locate the patch plates and wood
filler. Using the pilot holes in the panel as a
guide, drill pilot holes through the patch
plates and wood filler. The patch plates and
wood filler are then bonded to the panel
using the specified adhesive. Next, locate
the metal filler and drill pilot holes through
both patch plates and the wood filler.

All pilot holes are then size drilled and
machine or press countersunk, as applicable.
Complete the repair by installing the speci-
fied rivets.

When aerodynamic smoothness is not
desired, a nonflush patch such as the one
shown in figure 2-12 can be used. Notice
that this type repair utilizes two patch
plates, a wood filler, and nonflush rivets.
Otherwise, the procedures described for the
repair shown in figure 2-11 are applicable to
this type repair.

TRAILING EDGE REPAIR

A trailing edge is the rearmost edge of
an airfoil (wing, flap, ruddec, elevator, etc.)
It may be a formed or machined metal strip
or possibly a metal covered honeycomb or
balsa wood core material which forms the
shape of the edge by tying the ends of a rib
section together and joining the upper, and
4ower skins. These trailing edges are very
easily damaged. The majority of this type
damage can be avoided if care is taken when
moving aircrz.ft in confined spaces, and/or
when positioning ground support equipment
around parked aircraft.

NOTE: The trailing edges on some high
performance aircraft are almost knife edge
in construction. Be extremely careful when
working around these surfaces to avoid in-
jury.

The following paragraphs briefly des-
cribe the procedures to be used in repairing
damage to both the all-metal and sandwich
construction trailing edges.

ALL METAL

Trailing edge repairs to all-metal con-
struction assemblies and/or control surfaces

2-12



ASSUMED
DAMAGE

(1)

(2) 3)
SECTION AA

(4)

5)

(6)

5)

8)

anootrttit
464100112111W ASSEMBLED

REPAIR

re

-SECTION 8-8

(1) Assumed damage. (2)Damage cut out
to a smooth rectangle. (3) Inner metal
face cut back and core removed. (4) Rivet
pattern. (5) Patch plates. (6) Wood, ply-
wood, or phenolic filler. (7) Metalfiller.
(8) Flush rivets installed.

Figure 2-11 - Balsa wood repair with
flush patch.

2-13

SECTION A-A

(1) Assumed damage. (2) Damage cutout
to a §tiooth rectangle. (3) Rivet pattern.
(4) Nonflush patchplates. (5) Woodfiller.
(6) Rivet patterns. (7) Nonflush rivets
installed.

Figure 2-12 - Balsa wood repair with
nonflush patch.
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are performed using basically the same pro-
cedures outlined previouslyin this pamphlet.

The lap or flush patch may be used,
depending on the size of the damage, type
aircraft, and the assemblY or control
surface to be repaired.

No:re Normally, the flush patch is
used on control surfaces to ensure ae o-
dynamic smoothness.

SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION
I

A typical trailing edge repair tok a
sandwich construction assembly is shown in
figure 2-13.

CUT OUT DAMAGED AREA WITH 0.5

INCH MINIMUM RADII IN

THE CORNERS.

FILL EDGES OF TRIMMED AREA WITH

SPECIFIED FILLER.

MASK OFF AREA 2 INCHES FROM THE

INTENDED CUTCUT.

REMOVE PAINT AND CHEMICAL

SURFACE TREATMENT.

CORE REPLACEMENT FILLER

PATCH

I INCH

1

1-1/2 INCHES if

(MAX) i

I

11 INCH 1 2 INCHES (MAX11INCH

Ilm.11111m

ADHESIVE

CORE REPLACEMENT FILLER

is.NM'

MEM

EXISTING STRUCTURE

REPAIR PARTS

CORE FILLER

FILLER

Figure 2-13 - Trailing edge repair (sandwich construction).



SECTION 2
REVIEW QUIZ.

QUESTIONS

1. When tapped with a blunt instrument, damaged reinforced plastic will have a

sound.

2. What are the four general classes of reinforced plastic damage?

3. Minor surface damage to reinforced plastic may
1

be repaired by

4. You can hasten the cure of resin in a repair to a reinforced plastic by using

5. You are removing laminate layers for a stepped repair to a 'reinforced plastic.

To prevent damage to layers underneath, you should use

6. When preparing to repair delaminated plies of a reinforced plastic by injecting

resin, you should drill the injection holes with a No. drill bit.

7. If a small damaged area extends through_oy facing and into the core of a

reinforced plastic, what is the,PREFERRED repair method?

8. If allowed to pro ress unchecked, rain erosion pits can cause of

glass cioth coznpone,ts.

9. After using rubber gloves to mix .or handle catalyzed resin,, you should clean

your hands with

10. To repair a facing-to-ct.i.e void larger than 2.5 inches in diameter in structural

sandwich construction, you should follow the same repair procedure used for a

11. You are making a flush type balsa wood core repair to structural sandwich

construction. After cutting out the damaged area, you should cut back the inner

metal face inch and remove the core.

(See page 2-16 for ANSWERS to Review Quiz questions.)
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SECTION 2

REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS

1. dull or dead (Page 2-1)

Surface damage, facing and core damage, puncture damage
_), and damage requiring replacement. (Page 2-1)

3. applying one or more coats of catalyzed resin to the damaged

4. infrared lamps or hot sandbags. (Page 2-2)

5. a cutting tool with a controlled depth (Page 2-2)

6.. 60 (Page 2-4)

7. The scarfed method. (Page 2-4)

8. delamination (Page 2-8)

9. soap and water, and rinse with vinegar (Page 2-10)

10. puncture (Page 2-10)

11. 1 (Page 2-11)

(both facings and

area (Page 2-1)
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SECTION

RIVETING PROCEDURES

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this assignment, you will be able to:

I. State the strength, head style, and dimension requirements you must consider

when selecting rivets for an aircraft repair.

2. Explain how rivet spacing, transverse pitch, and edge distance are determined

for a repair.

3. Describe the correct procedures for drilling and countersinking rivet holes.

As an AM, you must use your know-
ledge, ability, and experience when planning
an aircraft structural repair. This 'does not
end after the proper materials have been
selected. Each type of rivet must be
selected and driven in a precise manner to
meet riveting specifications. Some of the
specifications are rivet spacing and edge
distance, diameter of rivet hole, aerfk
dynamic smoothness, and size iof the rivef\
bucktait. These can be acconiplisted only
through determination, practice, and accur-
ate manipulation of all standard layout and
riveting equipment.

RIVET SELECTION

The following rules govern the selec-
tion and use of rivets in making a repair:

I. Replacements must- not be made
with rivets of lower strength material unless
they are larger than these removed. For
example, a rivet of 2024 aluminum alloy
should not be replaced by one Tade of 2017
aluminum alloy unless the 2P17 \rivet is a
size larger. Similarlywhen 2117 rivets

3-1

replace 2017 rivets the next larger size
should be used.

2. When rivet holes become enlarged,
deformed, or otherwise damaged, use the
next larger size as a replacement.

3. Countersunk-head ri-vets are to be
replaced by rivets of the same type and
degree of countersink, either "AN426 on

MS20426.

4. All protruding head rivets ai&to be
replaced with universal'head, either AN470
or MS20470.

5. Rivets ,of smaller diameter than
3/32 inch will not be used for any structural
parts, control parts, wing coxering, or simi-
lar parts of the aircraft.

6. Minimum rivet diameter is one

times the thickness of the thickest sheet to
be riveted.

7. Maximum rivet diameter is three
times.the thickness of the thickest sheet to
be riveted.



8. The proper length of rivet is,an
important part of the repair. Should too long
a rivet be used, the formed head will be too
large, or the rivet may bend or be forced
between the sheets being riveted. Should too
short a rivet be used, the formed head will
be tod small or the riveted material will be
damaged. The length of thei rivet should
equal the sum of 'the thickness of the metal
plus 1 1/2 times the diameter of the rivet,
as shown in ,figure 3-1. The, formula for
determining rivet length is specified as
follows:

1./2
D + G = L,

where D = rivet diameter, G = grip (total
thickness of material), and L =total length
of rivet.

G-GRIP (TOTAL THICKNESS)
D-DIAMETER OF RIVET

1 1/2 D+G=TOTAL LENGTH OF RIVET

-

Figure 3-1 - Rivet length.

SPACING AND ELIGE DISTANCE

RIVET SPACING, also referred to as
RIVET PITCH, is the distance between
rivets in the same row, and is measured
from rivet center to rivet center. TRANS-
VERSE PITCH is the distance between rows
of rivets and is measured from rivet center
to rivet center. EDGE DISTANCE is the
distance from the center of the rivet to the
edge of the material being riveting. /

.There are no specific rules which are
applicable to every case or type of riveting.
There are, however, certain general rules
which should be folkowed.

RIVET SPACING

Rivet spacing (pitch) depends upon
several factors, prindpally the thickness' of
the sheet, diameter of the rivets, and the
manner in which the sheet willbe stressed.
Rivet spacing should never be less than. 4D
(4 times the rivet diameter) nOr should it be
more than IOD (10 times the rivet
diameter). Spacing is seldom more than 8D.

TRANSVERSE PITCH

When tWo or more rows of rivets are
used in a repair job, the rivets are staggered
to obtain maximum strength. The distance
between the rows of rivets is called trans-
verse pitch. Transverse 'pitch is normally 75
percent of existing rivet pitch but should
never'be less than 2 I/2D.

A

Figure 3-2 -

3-2

r--

00000 0 0
-T0.0%

A-EDGE DISTA,NCE

B-RIVET PITCH .k

TRANSVERSE PITCH
JDISTANCE BETWEEN ROWS)

Rivet spacing and edge distance.



EDGE DISTANCE

Edge distance for all rivets, except
those with a flush head, should not be less
than 2D (twice the diameter of the rivet'
shank) nor' more than 4D. Flush-head rivets
require an edge distance of at least 2 1/2D.
If riv/ets are placed too chise to the edge of
the sheet, the sheet is apt to crack or pull
away from the rivets; and f rivets are
placed too far away from the edge, the
sheet is apt to turn up at the edge.

NOTE: On most repairs, the general
practice is to use the same rivet spacing and
edge distance.that the manufacturer used in
'the surrounding area, cir the Structural Re-.
pair Manual for the particular aircraft may
be" consulted. Figure .3L2 illustrates rivet
spacing and edge distance.

DRILLING RIVET HOLES

Standard twist drills are used for dril-
ling rivet holes. Figure 3-3 specifies the size
for the various siie rivets. Note that in each
'case there is a slight clearande, which
wehts binding of the rivet in the hole.

pre-

Rivet
diameter

Drill
size

Drill
size

3/32

1/8

5/32.

3/16

5/16

3/8

No. 41
L.

No. 30

No. 21

No. 11

No. F

No. P

. No. W-

0.0960

.1285

Locations for the rivet holes should be
center-punched and the drilling done with a
power drill, either electric or pneumatic.
Electric drills constitute a fire hazard when
drilling on 'or near 'an aircraft due to the
arcing of- the brushes; therefore, the pneu-
matic drill must be used. The center-punch
mark should be large enough to prevent the
drill from slipping out of position,: but the
mark must not be made- with enough force
to dent ,the surrounding material. Thedril-

iling can be done with a hand drill if ,no
power drill is available. All burrs must be
removed before riveting by using a larger
size drill, or by usinea deburring tool.

FLUSH RIVETING

Progression towards higher speed air-
cralt has been made possible by improved.
des)sn, stronger and lighter , aluminum
alloys, and more powerful engines. Atten-
tion has,been turned towards the elimination-
of protruding' head rivets on the exterior
surfaces of aircraft. In fabricating stressed
metal skin on modern aircraft, countersink
all exposed rivet heads to lie ilush With the
outer surface of the skif. It is essential to
provide an aerodynamically smooth surface.

Flush rivets are 'more difficult to in-
stall, since the parts being riveted must be
countersunk. This' is one extra operation
following drilling. Another hazard is the
'closeness of the rivet set to the metal
during riveting. If considerable skill is not
used, the metal will be damaged by the rivet
set. Flush rivets are made with heads of
several different angles, but the 100-degree
rivet is standa'd for most aircraft.

.1910
The two methods used in countersink-

. ing for flush riveting are dimple and
.2570 machine countersinking. In some instances,

a combination of the two may be used; in
.3230 . other words, the top sheet of an assembly

may be dimpled, .while -the under sheet is
.3860 machine countersunk.

, .cOUNTERSINKING FOR INSTALLATI9N
OF RIVETS

.
L

v- 7
When using a hand-operated counter-

sink to, countersink the surface of a
material, try the hole with a rivet so the

Figure 3-3.k- Drill sizes for various size rivets.

3-3
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3
recess will not be too deep. It is best to use
a stop countersink with an electriceigroill
motor so that the depth of the hole can be
controlted. The minimum sheet thickness for
machine countersinking 100-degree rivets is
subject to the limitations shown in figure
3-4.

RIVET SIZE 3/32 1/8 5/32 3/16 1/4

GAGE :040 1050 .064 j)72 .072

Figure 3-4 - Minimum sheet gage for
100-degree machine countersink.

DIMPLING FOR INSTALLATION OF RIVETS

Dimpling is done 'w"ith a punch and die
set. The punch has a guide pin the size of
the rivet hole and the same degree counter-
sink as the rivet. The die has a hole and the
same degree countersink as, the punch.
Dimpling is accomplished by inserting the
punch in the rivet hole and then into the die,
which should be resting on a solid surface.
The punch is then struck, forming a dimple.
Care must be taken to, keep the striking

\surfaces parallel with the skin surface. C6in
dimpling is accomplished by inserting the
proper counterskink rivet in the hole. A
recessed gun draw tool is placed over the
rivet shank. As the riva is driven, the head
forms its own diffiple and the rivet shank is
upset in the usual manner. Power squeezers
may be used for these operations. Counter-
sunk pin rivets are used only with machine
countersinking or machine subcountersink- ,
ing, then the top or outer sheet is coin
dimpled when the rivet is installed.

RIVET SIZE 13/1/8 15/32 13/16[1/4

GAGE .040 .064 .072 .072 .072 .

Figure 3-5 - Minimum sgage for
subcountersinking:

SUBCOUNTERSINKING FOR INSTALLA-
TION OF RIVETS

Subcountersinking is the process in
which the inner structure or skin is machine
,countersunk and the outer surface is
din:Tied or coin dimpled. The sheet thick-
ness limitations for subcountersinking are
shown in figare 3-5.



SECTION 3 ri

REVIEW QUIZ

QUESTION'S

When replacing an aircraft 2024 aluminum 'alloy rivet with a 2017 aluminum

alloy rivet, you should use-the next site.

2. The smallest diameter rivet you should use for...any structural part is

inch.

3. The MINIMUM transverse rivet pit'ch is

4. Flush head rivets require an edge distance of

5. What size twist drill should you use to dfill a hole for a 5/32 inch diameter

rivet?

6. When you are subcountersinking. for a 5/32-inch-diameter countersunk rivet,
the MINIMUM sheet thickness should be inch.

it4

fr

ft

(See page 3-6 for ANSWERS to REVIEW QUIZ questions)

a
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SECTION 3
REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS

1. larger (Page 3-1)

2: 3/32 (Page 3-1)

3. 2 1/2 times the rivet diameter (Page 3-2).

4. 2 1/2 tltmes the rivet diameter (Page 3-3)

5. No. 21 (Page3=3)

61 0.02 (Page 3-4)

e"
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PAMPHLET Rpniv/ QUIZ

/
QUEiTIONS

I. During the preinspection Of a damage,d area on an aircraft, the FIRST step is to

A. disassemble rem9vable components
B. remove paint in the vicinity of the' damage
C. perform a dye penetrant inspection
D. check for secondaridamage

2. To ensure a thorough investigation has been made of a damaged area, the three

methods of inspection are visual inspection, nondestructive inspection for

cracks,sand

A. paint removal
.' B. a check for secondary damage

C. a hardness test
D. disassembly of removable components

3. Prior to hardness testing a metal having an anodized surface, you should remove-

the anodizing at the ,point of penetrator conta'ct- because anodizing is

A. harder than the base alloy
B. softer than the base alloy
C. not electrically conductive
D. electrically conductive ,

4. D.uring the investigation and cleanup of tamage, you should treat-deep abrasions

as

A. severe corrsion
B. minor scratches .

C. ;hallow dents
- D. complete breaks

5. , When it is impossible to obtain a straight edge on a sheet of metal to start a

- layout, you should use a

A. reference line
B. protractor
C. steel, straight edge
D. T-square

.1

(See page 4-2 for ANSWERS to.PAMPH

4-1

REVIEW QUIZ questions)
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS

O.

1. B - When any part of the-airframe has been damaged, the first step is to clean
off all grease, dirt, and paint in the vicinity of the damage so that the' eXtent of
the damage may be7cleterrnined.s.(Page 1-1)

2. C - To -ensure that a thorough investigation of damage nas been made, the three,
methods are visual inspETtionf hardness testing,',and nondestructive inspection for
cracks. (Page 1-1)

6. A - If the alloy to be tested is either clad or anodized, the surface coating must
be removed to the bare metal at the Point of penetrator contact. This i necessary
because clad surfaces are softer, and anodized surfaces are harder, thap the base
alloy. (Page 1-2)

4. D - CAUTION: bEtP SCRATCHES AND ABRASIONS MUST BE TREATED AS
COMPLETE BREAKS. (Page.1-2)

5. A - If it is impOssible to obtain a straight edge on a sheet tO start a layout, or if
the distance from the edge is too.great, a reference line majf be used. (Page 1-7).



PAME'HLET REVIEW QUIZ

QUESTIONS

6. If pencil marj<s are not removed from'aluminum, what will.: be the result?

A. Paint will not adhere
B. Electrolytic action will cause corrosion
C. Alclathking will separite from the base alloy
D. The metal temper in the area of the mark will eventually be destroyed

7. You can repair a damaged' stringer using the reinforcement splice and !filler

splice method if the damage does not exceed

A. 10 inches in length
B. four times-the normal rivet pitch
C. one-half the width of one of the stringer's legs

two-thirds the width of .one of the stringer's legs
,

8. 'The web between the capstrips of a reinforced. rib is reinforced 'by
,1

A. lightening holes
B. formed beads
C. vertical and diagonal angles .

,- D. equally spaced doublers

209

9. A small hole in the web of a tlulkhead may be repaired in theYsame manner as
,/

A. stressed skin
B. nonstressed 'Skin
C. a longeron
D. a stringer

10. When making a skin repair to a pressurized fuselage, you should bo-nd the parts'

together with the adhesive specified in the

A. Maintenance Instruction Manual
B. aircrafi Structural Repair M&lual
C.,Geperal,Structoral Repair Manual
D. ,Technical Manual for General Use of Cements, Sea&nts, and Coatings

(See page"4-4 for ANSWERS io rAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ questions)
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PAMI"HLET REVIEW QUIZ

, ANSWERS,
6. 13*- The pencil mark should be removed from aluminu and magnesium to-4-\.
prevent an elecfrolytic-a6ion thafwill eventually cause co rosion. (Page 14)

, ,

7. D - The reinforcement spike and filler Splice method is permissible when the
damage does not exceed two7thirds of the width of one leg of the stringer and is
not ovei 12 inches in length. (Page 1-7)

,

8. C2 The web is rainforced between 'the capstrIps by Vertical and diagonal angtes.
'(Page 1-9)

9. A - When damage to the web is a crack, dent, or small hole, it may be repaired
in the same manner as fully stressed 'skin. (Page 1-10) '

10: B - The Strtictural Repair Manuayor the specific aircraft'must be consulted
for the correct fasteners, their spacing, the .procedure for repair, and the profper
sealant to be used. (Page 1-12)

i
-

4

A

'41

411.

"

.10
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PAMPHLET REVIE4/ QUIZ

QUESTIONS.

11. Aircraft skin having a low: margin of safety requires a
strgss intensity repair.

A. 60
B. 75
C. 80
D. 100 N_

oft.

2-H

per'tent

12. When trimming a damaged area, you should round the corners of the hole to a
MINIMUM adius of - , inch.

A. */8
B. 3/16
C. 1/4
D. 5/16

13. When 'blind rivets are subtituted for. solid riveis in a skin repair/ the blin'd
rivets must . .

A. be of the same alloy as the solid rivets
B. be the next larger size than the solid rivets
C. be used only on the filler
D. have a brazier head style only /- .

14. In a closed skin repair: you spould rivet the filler to the doubler by using

A. blind rivets after qnstalling the doubler
B. blind rivets before installing the doubler
C. solid rivets before installing the doubler
D. solid rivets after installing the doubler tt

When using, the Old section of skin as a template for. drilling holes in the new
skin, you shibuld begin by drilling

4

A. holes at the top and proceeding to the.bottom of -the sheet
holes at the center,and proceeding to the outside of the, silee't

C. all bulkhead rive; screw, and bolt holes
ID. all longeron ans1 4tringer rivet holes

(See page 4-6 for ANSWERS to.PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ questions)
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS

11. The 100 percent stress intensity repair makes the strength of the repaired
skin equal ,to, or greater than, the original uhdamaged skin: This type of skih
usually has a low margin of safety., (Page 1-16)

12. C - The damaged area is . removed by cutting and trimming the hole Ito' \a
circular, square, rectangular, or diamond shape. The corners of the hole should be
rounded to a minimum of 1/4-inch radius. (Page 1'-18)

13. B - When blind_ riveis are used as substitutes for solid rivets, the Structural
Repair Manual normally specifies"thi next larger size. (Page 1-18)

4i
14. A - On larger,repair areas it is usually possible to buck the doubler rivets by
inserting arld holdingrthe bucking bar through the ,center of the doubler. The filler ,
is then riveted in place using blind fasteners, if the repair is in a dosed skin area.
(Page 1-19)

15. B - The drilling should proceed from the_ center to the outside of 4the sheet,
inserting sheet metal fasteners at frequent inter:vals. (Page 1-21) er

JO'

A

1
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PAM/PirILET REVIEW QUIZ

QUE.STIONS

213

16. When duplicating holes fiorn reinforcing members' to new skip', you should ,

1*-event damage to anche or nuts by

A. removing the nuts before drilling the holes
B. marking the holes with a pencil
C. rrirking the holes with a center punch
D. drilling the holes with a smaller pilot drill

17. Before you can thoroughly inspect the damage 4to %a reinforced plastic
component, you should clT the area with a cloth saturated with

A. acetone
B. toluene
C. a mixture of xylene and Acetone
D. methyl-ethyl -ketone

18. When the scarfed .method is used to repair ply Ornage tà a sandwich-type ,
reinforced plastic, the diameter df the tapered aea should be AT LEAST

th4 depth of the damage penetration.

A. 100 times
B. 50 times
C. twice ,

t, D. one-half

19. When using the stepped repair method for a reinforced plastic, you should cut
replacement fabric pieces with ,the weave direction running the

weave of the existing plies.

A. oblique to
B. diagonal to
C. perpendicular to
D. in the same direction. as

20.. To repair damage to 'a sandwich-type laminate, you should use the stepped

repair method for

A. punctures up to 3 or 4 inches in maximum 'dimension extending completely
through the sandwich structure ,

B. small hofes through ohe fading and'into the core
C. larger repairs to facihgs composed of thick cloths
D. smaller repairs to facings made of thin cfoths

(See 6age 4-8 for ANSWERS to PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ questions)
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS

16. D.- When drilling throiigh anchpr nuts, use a smaller pilot drill first. Be careful
not (10 damage the,anchor nut threads. (Page 1-0.
17: D - Before a thorough inspectioh of the daniage can be &lade, the areas should
be cleaned with a cloth saturated with methyl-ethyl-ketone (MEK). (Page 2-1)

18. A - The diameter of the Scarfed (tapered) area ShOuld be at least 100 times the
depth of the penetration. (Page 2-2)

1.9. D - Cut the replacement glass fabric pieces to an exact fitwith the weave
direction of the replacement plies rmning in the same direction as the existing
plies. (Page 2-2)

20. C - The-scarfed method is normally used for small punctures up to 3 or 4 inches
in maximum dimension and in facings made of thin cloths (which are difficult to
peel). The stepped method is usually employed for larger repairs to facings
composed of thick cloths. (Page 2-6)

4

4-8
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t 'PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

QUESTIONS

21. When repairing reinforced plastic components, you should NEVER mix a resin

catalyst and promoter together because, as a Mixture, they

A. cause severe corrosion
B. are explosively reactive
C. premote spontaneous ignition
D. cause resin coagulation

22. To repair a large void area in an aluminum faced, aluminum honeycomb
sahdwich structure, you should -

A. cut out.the\ntire are''a and install inserts 1.

B. remove the facing over the area and repair as a puncture
C. drill holes and inj,ect resin into the area
D. drill holes, injectresin into the area, and install a lap patch over the area

23. When a balsa wood core sandwich structure has puncture damage larger than 1

inch completely through the structure, you should repair the structur by

1 .

A. making an outer facing metal flush-type repair
B. making an outer facing phenolic flush-type repair
C. installing a phenolic lap patch .

D. installing a fabric 'lap patch

24. The majority of airfoil trailing edge damage is caused by .

A. hard landing s
t

B. runway debris
C. excesive speeds in flight
D. moving aircraft in confined spaces

25. In an *craft repair, you can use rivets of lower strength than the rivets

removed if the
e-

A. repla4ement riVets are larger than those removed
B. repair7replacement parts are of a different alloy than the origir71,

C. area has a high margin of safety
D. area requires only an 80 percent stress intensity repair

(See page 4-10 for ANSWERS to PAM PLET REVIEW QUIZ questions)
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PAMPHLET REVIEW iglIZ

ANSWERS

2L B - Never mix the catalyst and promoter together because they are eXplosively
reactive, as a mixture: (Page 2-10)-

22. B - When the void areaS are large, it is necessary to remove the facing ov.,er the
damaged area and follow the repair, procedures.for a puncture. (Page 2-10)

23. A - Figure 2-11 'illustrates one flt.ish type balsa wood core repair used for
puncture damages larger than I inch. (Page 2-11)

24. D - The majority of airfoil trailing edge damage can be avoided if Care is taken
when moving aircraft in confined spaces, and/or when poitioning ground support
equipment around parked aircraft. (Page 2-12)

25. A - Replacements must not be made with rivets of lower strength material. ,
unless they are larger 4han those removed. (Page 3-1)

s



PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

QUESTIONS

26. The MAXIMUM edge distance for all rivets is

A. 2D
B. 2.1/2D
C. 3D
D. 4D

27. To drill a 3/16-inch rivet hole, you should use a No. drill.

A. 21
B. 11,
C. F
D. P

28: When you use a drill motor to,, countersink a hole, the BEST method for
controlling the depth of the cauhtersink is to

A. stop repeatedly and check for rivet head fit
B. use a stop countersink
C. use a four-fluted countersink
D. use a slower drilling speed than normal

29. Subcountersinkihg is the proces,s, irrwhittr

2_17

A. the inner and outer surfaces of a piece of metal are countersunk

B. only the inner surface of a piece of metal is countersunk
C. theener structure or skin is machine countersunk and the outer surface 4
dimpled ,,,,,,

' -- N.

D. the inner structure or skin is coin dimpled and:the outer surfece is mackine \
"countersunk

(See page 4-12 for ANSWERS tO PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ questions)
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWERS
,

26. D - Edge distfrice for all rivets, except those with a flush head, should not be
less than 2D (tvice the diameter of the rivet shank) nor more than 4D. (Page 3-3)

27. B - Figure 3-3 (-Page 3-3)

28. B - It is best to 1.166 a stop countersink with an electr.ic drill motor so that the
depth of the hole can be controlled. (Page 3-4)

,

29. C - Subcountersinking is the process in which the inner structure or skin is'
machine countersunk and the outer surface is dimpled or coin diMpled. (Page 3-4)
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